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contended! individuals! with! CHARGE! form! a! distinct! group! within! the! broader!
deafblind! population.! This! thesis! explores! the! education! of! learners!with!CHARGE!
and!what!the!similarities!and!differences!between!these!two!groups!might!be.!
!




Cycle! 1! of! this! investigation! involved! document! analysis! of! educational! reports,!
revealing! internal! factors! considered! to! influence! learning! and! development,! and!
external! factors! including! assessment,! support! from! external! professionals! and!
teaching!strategies.!These!were!explored!further!in!Cycle!2!involving!a!questionnaire!
to! teachers!of!a!child!with!CHARGE!and! interviews!of!practitioners! in!an!overseas!
educational!establishment.!
!!
Commonalities! and! distinctions! between! learners! with! CHARGE! and! the! wider!
deafblind! population! were! found,! and! also! that! established! educational! deafblind!
practice! is! applicable! to! learners! with! CHARGE,! but! that! strategies! may! be!



















o! And! last,!but!by!no!means! least! to!all! the!wonderful!children!and!young!people!



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































young! person! with! CHARGE! and! influence! learning! and!













I! was! introduced! to! my! first! child! with! CHARGE! syndrome! over! twenty! years! ago,!
working!as!a!teacher!in!the!field!of!deafblindness.!I!have!since!been!privileged!to!work!


























diagnostic! criteria! used! to! make! a! medical! diagnosis! of! CHARGE! syndrome!
(Sanlaville! and! Verloes,! 2007)! are! shown! in! Table! 1! on! the! following! page.! The!
prevalence!of! these!anomalies!according! to!Hartshorne!et!al.! (2011)! is!also!shown.!
Previously!an!identified!number!of!major!and!minor!characteristics!in!combination!was!
required!for!a!diagnosis!to!be!made,!but! there! is!now!less!clarity!with!regard!to!thisg!
although!Sanlaville! and!Verloes! (2007)! suggest! the! presence! of! three!major! or! two!
major!and!two!minor!characteristics,!no!degree!of!affectedness!is!established,!and!as!
Hartshorne! et! al.! (2011)! explain,! within! each! affected! individual! the! characteristics!
range!from!being!present!to!absent!and!from!mild!to!severe!in!nature.!!
!
Initially! CHARGE!was! considered! to! be! an! ‘association’! as! it! was! felt! this! group! of!
anomalies! were! not! merely! coming! together! by! chance.! Over! time,! supported! by!
ongoing! medical! research! indicating! a! distinct! nonCrandom! pattern! of! anomalies!

































































































distinct!medical! condition,!and!also! raises! the!possibility!of! the!separateness!of! this!

















CHARGE! this! mutation! or! deletion!may! not! be! revealed.! It! has! been! stressed! this!
does! not! mean! these! individuals! do! not! have! CHARGE,! but! rather! that! there! is!
another!cause,!possibly!another!gene!that!has!yet! to!be! identified!(Kirk,!2005).!As!a!
consequence! of! this,! although! mutations! are! found! in! significant! numbers! of!
individuals!with!CHARGE,!diagnosis!currently!continues!to!use!the!medical!diagnostic!
criteria! (Blake! et! al.,! 2008).! When! undertaking! research! involving! the! study! of!




From! the! incidence! rates!provided!by!Hartshorne!et! al.! (2011)! it! is! possible! to!note!
that!ear!and!eye!anomalies!are!among!the!most!commonly!occurring!!and!Hartshorne!
et! al.! (2011)! report! that! approximately! 90%! of! individuals! with! CHARGE! have!
combined!visual!and!hearing!impairments!and!should!therefore!be!recognised!as!part!
of!the!deafblind/multiCsensory!impaired!population.!CHARGE!has!become!recognised!
in! recent! years!as!a!common!cause!of! congenital!deafblindness! (Hartshorne,!2005)!





as! “the! most! truly! ‘multiCsensory! impaired’! individuals! you! will! ever! meet”! (Brown!
2003b.!p1).!When!studying!CHARGE,!it!becomes!evident!there!are!issues!in!addition!
to! deafblindness! that! will! impact! on! the! affected! individual! and! create! additional!
challenges.!Herein! lies!an! issueg!are!children!with!CHARGE!to!be!viewed!as!part!of!














not! heard! of! or! supported! a! child! with! this! condition! previously,! this! was! not! an!








think! and! respond! differently.! I! began! to! consider! if! there! were! specific! elements!
particular!to!those!children!with!CHARGE:!!
o! Why!did!these!children!need!to!spend!so!much!time!lying!on!their!backs?!
o! Why! was! it! so! challenging! for! these! children! to! be! in! a! supported! upright!
position?!
o! Why!was!there!such!an!overwhelming!need!for!strict!routine!and!structure?!





The! questions! were! endless.! Additionally,! the! establishment! of! CHARGE! as! a!
syndrome! in! 2004! emphasised! the! uniqueness! of! this! condition!medically,! but! also!
fuelled!my! questioning! of! whether! the! CHARGE! population! is! also! distinct! in! other!




also! seemed! to! have! more! questions! than! answers.! Within! literature! focused! on!
CHARGE! the! emphasis! was! on! medical! reporting! and! researchg! however,! some!
articles! containing!anecdotal! reporting! began! to! emerge! that!made! reference! to! the!
education! of! children! with! CHARGE.! Jones! and! Dunne! (1988)! identified! a! few!
implications! for! teachers! working! with! a! child! with! CHARGE! based! on! their!









whom! I! was! involved.! At! times! my! thoughts! would! be! developed! further! and!
occasionally! confirmed! by! new! medical! research.! For! example,! I! had! felt! these!
children!appeared!to!process!information!differently,!this!often!being!reflected!in!their!
responses! and! necessitating! things! being! presented! in! another! way.! Then! in! 2004!
Vissers! et! al.! identified! the! involvement! of! the! CHD7! gene.! This! works! in! early!
embryonic!development!and!affects! the!development!of! the!major!organs! (including!
the! brain).! A! study! by! Raqbi,! et! al.! a! year! later! (2005)! found! evidence! that! the!
formation! of! the! brain! may! be! altered! in! a! significant! number! of! individuals! with!









multiCsensory! impaired! and! at! a! conference! he! further! suggested! (2003b)! that! the!
issues! present! in! CHARGE,! in! addition! to! the! deafblindness,! make! the! population!
difficult! for! those! professionals! working! to! support! them! and,! he! argued,! different!
within! the! whole! deafblind! population.! If! this! proposition! is! correct! it! leads! to! the!
question!of!whether!children!with!CHARGE!learn!differently!and!whether!they!need!a!
different! educational! approach! to! other! deafblind! learners.! Certain! aspects! of!
functioning!of! individuals!with!CHARGE!have!now!been!addressed!through!research!
reported!in!literature,!for!example:!behaviour!(e.g.!Hartshorne!et!al.,!2005a)g!executive!
function! difficulties! (e.g.! Nicholas,! 2005)g! and! communication! (e.g.! Thelin! and!
Fussner,! 2005).! There! has,! however,! to! date! been! no! published! work! on! research!















My! initial! degree! was! in! the! ‘Education! and! Psychology! of! Mentally! handicapped!
Children’.! I! subsequently! qualified! as! a! teacher! of! the! deaf! and! then! undertook! a!
Masters!in!Education!for!MSI.!During!my!initial!studies!the!primary!emphasis!was!on!
the!use!of!a!behaviourist!approach.! I!acknowledge! the!benefits!of! this! in!supporting!
children!to!develop!certain!skills! (such!as!putting!on!and!fastening!a!coat),!but!have!
felt! it! to! be! lacking! in! supporting! the!development!of! deeper! knowledge!and! secure!
concept!formation.!Whilst!studying!to!become!a!teacher!of!the!deaf!I!was!encouraged!
and!supported!to!become!more!flexible!in!my!thinking!and!practice,!and!more!focused!
on! the! child! allowing!myself! to! be! childCled! in!my! approach.!During! this! time! I! was!
extremely! fortunate! to! spend! some! time! at! the! Rafael! School! in! St.! Michelsgestel!
(Netherlands),!working!with!and!observing!a! teacher!at! the!centre,!Dr.!Jan!van!Dijk.!
He!influenced!my!view!of!working!with!and!educating!children!who!are!deafblind!then,!
and!has!continued! to!do!so!over! the!years.! I! believe!a!childCcentred!approach! is!of!
great! importance,! identifying! a! child’s! strengths! and! needs! and! tailoring! an!
individualised! educational! programme! in! response! to! those! strengths! and! needs.!











lack! of! researchCbased! evidence! and! knowledge! in! relation! to! the! pedagogy! of!




The!United!Nations! (UN)!Covenant!on!Economic,!Social! and!Cultural!Rights! (1966)!
clearly!states!in!Article!13!that!everyone!has!right!to!an!education!that!will!support!the!
full!development!of!the!individual.!This!is!reinforced!in!the!Convention!on!the!Rights!of!
the! Child! (United! Nations,! 1989)! where! in! Articles! 28! and! 29! it! emphasises! that!
children! and! young! people! should! be! supported! to! achieve! the! highest! level! of!
education! they! are! capable! of.! This! clearly! applies! to! learners! with! CHARGE,!
presenting! the! educationalist! with! the! challenge! of! how! to! deliver! an! effective!
education!that!will!foster!such!development!and!learning!in!affected!children.!!!
!
In! undertaking! this! study! the! intention! would! be! to! increase! understanding! of! this!
phenomenon,! identifying!what! is!already!known!and! to!provide! further! insights! (thus!
reducing! the! “problem! space”),! and! to! ultimately! provide! evidence! to! support! the!
improvement! of! educational! practice! with! learners! with! CHARGE.! One! definition! of!



















diagnosis! for! children! identified! with! CHARGE,! and! if! a! particular! (and! possibly!
distinct)! response! is! required.! There! has! been! some! discussion! as! to! whether! the!
CHARGE! populace! are! distinct! from! the! wider! deafblind! population! (See! 2.5)! and!
therefore!form!a!separate!group.!The!profile!of!CHARGE!as!a!distinct!group!has!been!
suggested! by! a! number! of! practitioners! and! also! raised! and! promoted! by! the!
CHARGE!Syndrome!Foundation!in!the!USA!and!other!active!CHARGE!family!support!
groups.!This!illustrates!a!point!raised!by!Hollenweger!(2008)!who!identified!a!number!
of! possible! factors! influencing! the! development! of! any! category,! including! the!
advocacy! of! parent,! professional! and! other! groups.! This! investigation! would! help!
clearly!identify!if,!and!in!what!ways,!learners!with!CHARGE!might!be!different!to!other!
deafblind! learners! that! may! be! challenging! to! the! class! teacher,! and! what! might!
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practically! be! undertaken! in! the! classroom! to! support! learning.! To! make! the!
exploration!into!this!question!more!manageable!it!was!necessary!to!identify!a!series!












Having!established! the! research!questions! it!was!necessary! to! identify! the! research!
methodology! and! techniques! that! would! provide! the! framework! for! this! study.! An!
extensive! literature! review!had! revealed! little!evidenceCbased! research! in! relation! to!
the!education!of!children!with!CHARGE!(with!the!exception!of!Lieberman!et!al.,!2012,!








the! educational! research! is! focused! on! a! condition! such! as!CHARGE! syndrome,! a!
rare!condition!only!recently!identified?!!
!
An! interpretive! approach! would! be! adopted! and! it! was! felt! more! beneficial! to! work!




to! gather! evidence! for! this! investigation,! including! analysis! of! documentation,! and!
surveys!in!the!form!of!a!questionnaire!and!interviews.!!
!
The! nature! of! the! population! being! explored! (with! CHARGE! being! a! low! incidence!
condition)!meant! this! would! be! a! smallCscale! study! (Cohen! et! al.! 2003).! There! are!
concerns!raised!about!the!limitations!of!smallCscale!study!and!whether!findings!can!be!
widely! generalised! (Robson! 2011),! and! this! research! project! would! need! to! be!
undertaken! systematically! and! rigorously! (Mason,! 2006).! Through! systematic!













first! identified! in! 1979! by! Hall! and! also! Hittner! et! al.! The! acronym! CHARGE! was!
coined! in!1981! (Pagon!et!al.)! to! represent! the!anomalies! then! felt! to!be! the!primary!
characteristics! of! the! condition! and! to! support! diagnosis.! The! medical! diagnostic!
criteria! have! since! been! revised! in! 1998! (Blake! et! al.)! and! 2007! (Sanlaville! and!
Verloes)! as! more! has! become! known! about! the! condition.! Previously! assigned! an!




some!consensus! in! the!estimates!that!appear! in! literature.!For!example,!Blake!et!al.!
(1998)! estimated! 1:10,000! –! 1:15,000! live! birthsg! Vissers! et! al.! (2004)! estimated!
1:12,000! birth! incidenceg! and!Blake!&!Prasad! (2006)! estimated! 0.1C0.2:! 10,000! live!
births.!All!these!make!it!clear!that!CHARGE!syndrome!is!a!rare!condition.!
!
In! literature! CHARGE! syndrome! is! often! referred! to! simply! as! ‘CHARGE’.! As!




Despite! ongoing! debate,! there! is! a! lack! of! a! universally! agreed! definition! of!




degree!of! loss!and!nature!of! the! impairments! that! comprise!deafblindness.!The! two!





Pupils! with! multiCsensory! impairment! have! a! combination! of! visual! and!
hearing!difficulties.!They!are!sometimes!referred!to!as!deafblind!but!may!
have! some! residual! sight! and/or! hearing.! Many! also! have! additional!
disabilities! but! their! complex! needs! mean! that! it! may! be! difficult! to!
ascertain!their!intellectual!abilities….!
!
Pupils! with! multiCsensory! impairment! have! much! greater! difficulties! in!
accessing! the! curriculum! and! the! environment! than! those!with! a! single!
sensory! impairment.!They!have!difficulties! in!perception,! communication!




per! 100,000! of! the! population.! This! illustrates! that! deafblindness! is! in! itself! a! low!
incidence!disability,!but!has!a!higher!prevalence!than!CHARGE.!Within the deafblind 
population there is a distinction between those children who are congenitally 
deafblind and those who have acquired deafblindness. As CHARGE is a condition 
that causes congenital deafblindness the assumption will be that comparison of 
learners with CHARGE is to be made to the wider congenital deafblind population 
unless otherwise stated.!
!
From the 1950s deafblind education developed alongside other areas of special 
education. Then in 1989 the Department for Education and Science released a 
!16!
!
policy statement identifying deafblind learners as a distinct group that required 
specialist educational provision. The growth of a deafblind educational philosophy 
(in other words, identifying its purpose, the role of the educator, what is to be 
taught and the strategies adopted) has been influenced both by the development 
of thinking and experience within the field and wider influences (such as a 
changing population of deafblind individuals and the current inclusion model). 
Rødbroe and Souriau (1999) describe the early subscription to a behaviourist 
approach where the children were primarily ‘acted upon’ to establish a range of 
skills. Subsequently (since the 1980s) there has been a move away from this to a 
model where the focus is centred upon a reciprocal relationship with the educator 
following the child’s lead, building positive relationships and facilitating ‘active 
learning’ (e.g. Nelson et al. 2010). Rødbroe and Janssen (2006) describe a 
resolution agreed at a Nordic conference in 1986 that outlined key areas where 
problems are experienced by deafblind individuals, these being accessing 
information, communication, and orientation. These are perhaps the key areas 
addressed by educators for every learner with deafblindness and have 
subsequently been reflected in the writing of other practitioners in the field (e.g. 
Aitken et al., 2000) and the development of specialist curricula (e.g. Murdoch et al., 
2009). Strategies have developed over time that have become an established part 
of the deafblind philosophy (e.g. the use of augmentative communication 
systems), but there also continues to be recognition of the need to continue 





Ware! (2003)! describes! the! learning! environment! as! one! that! surrounds! all! normal!
teaching! activities.! This! reflects! a! broad! context! that! could! include! the! home,! the!
school!and!the!wider!community.!For!the!purposes!of!this!investigation,!the!aspect!of!
the!learning!environment!to!be!focused!upon!is!the!environment!found!within!the!more!





In! this! introduction! the! experiences! and! thoughts! that! have! led! the! researcher! to!
undertaking! this! research! project! have! been! described! together! with! her! current!
involvement! with! children! with! CHARGE.! The! initial! thought! processes! have! been!
described!and!the!development!of!the!research!questions!outlined!briefly!that! in!turn!
led!to! the!establishment!of! the!research!framework.!As!CHARGE!is!a!rare!condition!
people! are! often! not! familiar! with,! a! definition! has! been! provided! for! clarification!
together!with!information!on!the!rate!of!occurrence!within!the!general!population.!The!
majority! of! individuals! with! CHARGE! will! be! identified! as! deafblind/multiCsensory!
impaired! (MSI).! An! explanation! of! this! terminology! has! been! supplied! and! its! use!
defined!within!the!context!of!this!research!project.!Clarification!has!also!been!provided!





In! the! remaining! chapters! the!progress!of! this! investigation!will! be! presented! in! the!


















It!was! intended!this!examination!of! literature!would!support! the!development!of!subC







During! the! process! of! this! review! it! was! found!much!work! has! been! undertaken! in!
relation! to! the! medical! and! physical! aspects! of! CHARGE,! with! clinical! research!
reported!in!peerCreviewed!journals!that!has!supported!the!increase!of!the!knowledge!
base! about! the! physical! aspects! of! this! condition.! Conversely! this! literature! review!
showed!that!at!present!there!is!a!lack!of!published!research!in!the!area!of!education!







When! reviewing! the! findings! of! research! undertaken! in! relation! to! CHARGE! it! is!
important!to!recognise!that!since!it!is!a!rare,!lowCincidence!condition!(Blake!&!Prasad,!
2006,!quote!0.1C0.2:10,000!live!births),!many!of!the!studies!would!be!restricted!in!the!
number! of! cases! they! had! access! to.! This! can! be! put! into! perspective! when!
considering!Blake!et!al.!(2008)!who!obtained!information!from!the!Canadian!Paediatric!
Surveillance!Progam!undertaken!over!a! three!year!period! (2001C2004)!and!yet!only!
had!access! to!a! total!of!99! individuals! identified!with!CHARGE!across!Canada.!Any!
generalisation!by!researchers!of!their!findings!(including!this!study)!would!need!to!be!
regarded!with!caution!and!with!consideration!to!the!limited!number!of!cases!available!
to! the!researcher.! In!relation! to!generalisation,! it!would!also!be!necessary! to!assess!
whether! the! sample! used! in! any! research! studies! was! representative! of! the! wider!
population! of! individuals! with! CHARGEg! Hartshorne! et! al.! (2007)! recognised! the!
heterogeneous!nature!of!this!condition!and!this!is!also!identified!again!by!Hartshorne!
working! with! different! coCauthors! in! 2011,! describing! CHARGE! as! “highly! complex”!
and! “highly! variable”! (p.xiv).! This! is! also! likely! to!make! any! generalisation! between!
children!more!difficult!and!as!Hartshorne!et!al.!(2011)!explain,! there! is!no!‘typical’!or!
‘average’! child!with!CHARGE.!They! do,! however,! also! express! the! view! that! ‘many!






also! considered.!Scientific! investigation! involving! clinical! tests! has! been! undertaken!
with! regard! to! some! medical! aspects! of! this! condition! (e.g.! Collins! and! Buchman,!
2002g!Satar!et!al.,!2003),!that!provides!clinical!evidence,!particularly!in!relation!to!the!
different!medical! anomalies.!Some!use! has! been!made! of! single! and!multiple! case!
studies! (e.g.! Nicholas,! 2005g! Bernstein! and! Denno,! 2005).! Other! research! has!
involved!document!and!data!analysis!(e.g.!Strömland!et!al.,!2005g!Dammeyer!2012).!
More!predominantly,!surveys!in!the!form!of!questionnaires!have!been!undertaken!(e.g.!
SalemCHartshorne! and! Jacob,! 2004g! Lieberman! et! al.! 2012).! This! use! of!
questionnaires! is! likely! to! be! partly! a! consequence! of! the! low! incidence! of! this!
condition!and!the!geographical!spread!creating!a!practical!difficulty!in!working!directly!
with!larger!groups!of! individuals!with!CHARGEg!use!of!this!method!is!a!practical!tool!
that! allows! for! studies! of! larger! numbers! of! children! with! CHARGE.! Additionally,!
children! with! CHARGE! are! often! complex! and! difficult! to! assess! (e.g.! SalemC
Hartshorne! 2011)! and! this! may! be! another! reason! why! so! many! research! studies!
related! to! the! functioning! of! individuals! with! CHARGE! have! used! surveys! as! a!
method,!seeking!responses!from!parents!and!practitioners.!It!is!important!to!recognise!
that! understanding! of! the! question! will! be! filtered! through! the! knowledge! and!
experience! of! the! respondent! and! the! responses! received! from! these! surveys! will!
often! be! a! record! of! the! person’s! perceptions.! It! is! very! possible! the! response! to! a!





It! is! acknowledged! primary! sources! that! set! out! the! original! presentation! of! data! or!
evidence! may! be! given! more! emphasis! in! a! literature! review,! providing! data! and!
thinking! in! their!original! form!that! is! likely! to!be! the!most! reliable!presentation!of! the!
material.! Primary! sources!were! therefore! sought! out! during! this! review!of! literature,!
with!many! of! those! having! been! published! in! peer! reviewed! journals! and! therefore!
‘judged’! (Thomas,! 2013,! p.60)! by! peers! within! the! field! (e.g.! Izzekutz! et! al.,! 2005g!
Lieberman! et! al.,! 2012).! Secondary! sources,! however,! were! also! considered! as!
relevant!and!important,!often!providing!a!useful!analysis!and!discussion!of!the!original!
data! and! thinking! (e.g.! Lewis! and! Lowther,! 2004g! Hartshorne! et! al.,! 2011).! It! was!
recognised!that!interpretation!of!research!in!secondary!sources!may!be!biased!by!the!
writer’s!viewpoint!and!there!was!a!risk!of!data!being!wrongly!or!incompletely!reported!
or! interpretedg! thus! the! information! used!would! need! to! be! verified! by! checking! the!
primary! source! under! discussion.! For! example,! in! a! primary! source! Peltokorpi! and!
Hettunen!(2008)!reported:!
Their! frequency! [of# intentional# communicative# acts]! was! rather! low!
compared! to! the! total!number!of!communicative!acts! (p.39)…..!Almost!
half! of! the! child’s! communicative! expressions! could! be! classified! as!





That! these! children! initiated! communication! less! than! half! the! time! and!
that!their!rate!of!intentional!communication!was!very!low.!(p.299)!
!








In! the! eventuality,! many! of! the! sources! examined! provided! a! combination! of! both!
primary! and! secondary! sources! (e.g.! Brown,! 2005ag! Lanson! et! al.,! 2007).! Some!
review! articles! were! also! included! as! they! were! considered! to! provide! a! helpful!
summary! and! potentially! be! of! value! in! identifying! possible! primary! sources! for!
examination!(e.g.!Blake!et!al.,!1998).!
!
Overall,! it! was! found! necessary! to! also! review! articles! from! periodicals,! websites,!
webcasts! and! conference! proceedings! that! might! be! defined! as! ‘grey! literature’!
(Schpfel! and! Farace,! 2010).! These! articles! do! not! form! part! of! the! commercial!








According! to! Hartshorne! (2006),! interest! in! CHARGE! has! increased! greatly! during!
recent! years.! The! features! of! CHARGE! identified! as! major! characteristics! by!
Sanlaville!&!Verloes! (2007),!set!out! in!Table!1! in! themselves! illustrate!an!extremely!
complex!medical!condition!which!is!further!complicated!by!a!number!of!other!medical!
and! physical! characteristics! identified! that! are! also!manifest! in! affected! individuals,!





the! focus! will! be! on! those! aspects! of! CHARGE! considered! likely! to! affect! daily!
functioning!and!learning!in!the!educational!environment,!including!sensory!issues,!low!






to! predominantly! relate! to! colobomas! that! often! occur! on! the! retina! (but! may! also!
occur! on! the! iris)! and! are! thought! to! affect! between! 80C90%! of! individuals! with!
CHARGE!(Blake!&!Prasad,!2006g!Lalani,!2007g!Sanlaville!&!Verloes,!2007).!Other!eye!




(how! clearly! a! child! is! able! to! see),! the! child’s! visual! field! and/or! the! processing! of!
visual!information!in!the!brain!known!as!Cerebral!Visual!Impairment!(CVI).!Hyvärinen!
(2011)! and! RussellCEggitt! (2013)! explain! how! the! visual! anomalies! associated! with!
CHARGE!can!cause!visual!difficulties!with!visual!field!loss!and/or!poor!acuity!in!one!or!







as!a!whole! that!can!have!an! impact!on! the!child’s!ability! to!use! their! residual!vision!
effectively! (e.g.!Brown,!2010g!Hyvärinen,!2011).!There!was!some!conflicting!opinion!
about!the!effectiveness!of!the!correction!of!refractive!errors!through!the!use!of!glasses!
provided! by! two! medical! paediatric! ophthalmic! specialists,! both! experienced! in!
working! with! children! with! CHARGE.! RussellCEggitt! (2013)! suggests! that! glasses!
provide!only!limited!benefit!and!are!often!challenging!to!both!prescribe!and!fitg!whilst!
Hyvärinen!(2011)!describes!using!corrective!lenses!to!support!the!child!in!using!their!
vision! more! effectively.! Brown! (2010),! an! educational! practitioner! experienced! in!
working!with!children!with!CHARGE,!supports!the!latter!opinion!reporting!that!children!
with!refractive!errors!are!likely!to!benefit!from!glasses!being!prescribed.!In!a!survey!by!
Deuce! et! al.! (2012)! 57%! of! 44! respondents! reported! a! child! to! have! glasses!
prescribed,!although!it!was!not!asked!whether!the!glasses!were!felt!to!be!beneficial.!!
!
Clearly! there!will!be! implications!arising! from! the!presence!of!any!visual! impairment!
upon!the!child’s!learning!and!development.!Sugden!(2010)!explains!the!presence!of!a!
visual!impairment!in!a!child!can!affect!the!development!of!cognition!and!language,!fine!
and! gross!motor! skills,! social! and! emotional! skills! and! also! selfChelp/independence!
skills.! Bowman! et! al.! (2001)! explain! that! any! two! children! with! the! same! visual!
condition! and! acuity! levels! may! each! be! affected! very! differently! in! their! ability! to!
functiong! this!suggests! it! is! important! for! the!educationalist! to!recognise! it! is!not!only!
the! physical! condition! of! the! eyes! that! can! affect! the! child’s! functional! visual! skills.!
Bowman!et!al.!(2001)!describe!factors!that!may!affect!a!child’s!functional!use!of!vision,!




learn! to! use! their! residual! vision! effectively.! No! evidence! was! found! of! research!
undertaken!to!explore!the!impact!of!the!visual!difficulties!experienced!by!children!with!
CHARGE,! but! there! is! reporting! of! opinion! that! identifies! additional! factors! affecting!
the!ability!to!use!their!residual!vision!functionally.!Brown!(2010)!refers!to!poor!muscle!
tone! and! postural! control! (to! be! discussed! in! 2.2.6),! difficulties! with! arousal! levels!
(discussed! in!2.3.5),!and! the! impact!of! the!child’s!other!sensory! impairments.!Given!




For! the!child!with!CHARGE!where!most! if!not!all!sensory!modalities!are! likely! to!be!
affected! (Hartshorne! et! al.,! 2011),! the! impact! of! other! sensory! impairments,! plus!
additional!factors!(such!as!poor!physical!tone),!upon!the!child’s!functional!use!of!vision!














the! latter! often! being! a! long! term! implication! of! choanal! atresia! or! stenosis! (Hall,!
2002).! Middle! ear! anomalies! are! thought! to! occur! in! up! to! 80%! of! individuals!





with! the! undertaking! of! an! MRI! scan! to! ascertain! whether! such! surgery! is! viable!
following!careful!assessment!of!the!cochlea!and!auditory!nerve!(Wheeler,!2013).!!
!




for! every! aspect! of! clinical! assessment! (and! again! more! widely! in! the! educational!




be! present! in! CHARGEC! to! be! discussed! in! 2.2.9)! can! cause! abnormal! results! in!




that! residual!hearing! through!appropriate!amplification! (e.g.!Thelin,!2002!and!2013).!
Amplification! may! be! regarded! as! important! to! support! greater! access! to! auditory!
information!and!the!curriculum,!but!it!is!necessary!to!recognise!that!the!fitting!of!postC
aural!hearing!aids!and!achieving!wellCfitting!earmoulds!can!be!affected!by!the!physical!
ear! anomalies! described! previously,! that! in! turn! create! difficulties! in! providing!
consistent!good!amplification!for!the!child.!
!
For! the! educator! it! is! important! that! recognition! is! given! to! the! impact! a! hearing!
impairment! can! have! upon! the! child’s! learning! and! engagement! in! the! educational!
setting.!Gregory!et!al.!(2002)!explain!that!hearing!impairment!affects!the!development!
of! receptive! and! expressive! language,! cognition! and! socialCemotional! development.!
These! in! turn!can!affect! the!child’s!communicative!abilities!and!academic!and!social!
success!(Marschark!and!Hauser,!2012).!!
!




of! hearingg! that! their! other! sensory! impairments! and! additional! factors! (e.g.!
neurological! anomalies)! are! also! likely! to! impact! on! the! child’s! ability! to! use! their!
residual!hearing!to!good!effect.!Therefore!information!on!the!physiological!aspects!of!
the!child’s!hearing!and!an!identification!of! the!hearing!loss!alone!will!not!provide!the!








rate! of! occurrence! of! both! separate! sensory! impairments.! The! fact! that! both! these!
anomalies! occur! so! often! in! affected! individuals! does! indicate! a! large! number! are!




for!everyday! functioning!and!gaining!access! to! the!curriculum!as! for!other!deafblind!
learners.! According! to! Aitken! (2000a)! they! will! create! challenges! in! accessing!
information,! communicating! with! others! and! moving! around! their! environment,! and!













fact! that! research! has! shown! vestibular! anomalies! to! be! present! in! over! 90%! of!
individuals!with!CHARGE!(as!stated!by!Hartshorne!et!al.,!2011)!supports!the!view!that!
vestibular! dysfunction! is! regarded! as! largely! inherent! to! CHARGE! (e.g.! Brown,!
2003b).!One! identified!consequence! is!a!general!delay! in! the!development!of!gross!
motor! skills.! A! study! by! Travis! and! Thelin! (2007)! found! the! average! age! for!
independent!walking!in!their!cohort!with!CHARGE!was!42!months!(compared!with!the!




the! acquisition! of! symbolic! communication! and! the! child’s! ability! to! walk!
independently.!
!
Thelin! et! al.,! (2011)! recognised! that! a! growing! understanding! of! the! impact! of!
vestibular! difficulties! has! come! from! observation! of! behaviour! rather! than! objective!




Ayres! (1979)! described! the! vestibular! system! as! underpinning! information! received!
through!all!the!other!sensory!modalities,!and!considered!difficulties!with!the!vestibular!
sense!would!affect!the!whole!nervous!system.!Research!outlined!above!has!identified!










important! for! underpinning! the! reception! and! understanding! of! all! other! sensory!




According! to!Brown! (2005a)! the!word! ‘proprioception’!derives! from!a!combination!of!
two! Latin! words! and! means! an! awareness! or! a! feeling! of! one’s! own! self,! with!
Davenport! and! Hefner! (2011)! believing! the! term! was! coined! by! a! CS! Sherrington!
(1907)! to! refer! to! the! sensations! received! from! the! tendons,! muscles! and! joint!
movement.! Whatever! the! origin! of! this! word,! it! is! a! term! now! widely! accepted! to!
describe! the! information! received! from! receptors! in! the! tendons,! joints!and!muscles!
that!make!a!person!aware!of! their!body!position! in!space!and!where! the!body!parts!
are!in!relation!to!each!other!(Bogdashina!2003).!!
!
Although! no! research! could! be! found! that! had! been! undertaken! in! relation! to! this!
aspect,! observations! have! been! reported! that! imply! poor! proprioceptive! abilities! in!
individuals! with! CHARGE,! particularly! by! Brown! (2005a)! who! noted! behaviours!
including! a! difficulty!maintaining! posture!when! in! an! upright! position!with! a! need! to!




on! tiptoes,! and! seeking! input! from! strong,! firm! pressure.! This! sensory! input! is!
important! to! provide! good! body! awareness! and! help! coordinate! body! movements!
(Ayres,! 1979),! and! a! poorly! developed! proprioceptive! sense! such! as! has! been!
suggested! in! individuals!with!CHARGE! (e.g.! Brown,! 2005ag! Davenport! and!Hefner,!
2011)!will!have!a!clear! impact!on!the! individual’s!ability! to! function!effectively.!Ayres!
(1979)! stressed! the! importance! of! a!wellCdeveloped! proprioceptive! sense! to! enable!







Hypotonia,!and!poor! tone! in! the!upper!body! in!particular,! is!also!a!common! feature!
highlighted! (e.g.! Williams,! 2011).! This! is! identified! in! medical! papers! relating! to!
CHARGE!where,! for! example,! Thelin!&!Fussner! (2005)! found!81%!of! individuals! in!
their! study!were!affected.!Williams! (2011)!explains!hypotonia!will! affect!posture!and!
motor!development,!making! it!more!difficult! to!maintain!a!good!upright!position! (e.g.!
sitting!or!standing)!and!delaying!independent!walking.!Although!hypotonia!is!reported!
in!many!individuals!with!CHARGE!the!potential!cause!has!not!been!identified!through!
research,!although!Williams!(2011)!does!stress! it! is!not!a!result!of!an!abnormality! in!
the!muscles!themselves!but!rather!suggests!it!may!be!a!result!of!an!irregularity!in!the!
central! nervous! system.! Brown! (2003b),! an! educationalist,! suggests! hypotonia! is!
partly! a! function! of! severe! balance! problems! and! is! associated!with! low! vision! and!




relation! to! daily! functioning! following! his! involvement! with! a! number! of! different!
individuals!with!CHARGEg!from!his!experience!he!reports!he!has!found!it!can!reduce!
perceptual! awareness! and!may! compound! a! lack! of!motivation! to!move! caused! by!
both! vestibular! and! visual! difficulties.! Lieberman! et! al.! (2012),! who! investigated!
physical! education! in! learners! with! CHARGE,! reported! that! low! tone! can! result! in!
difficulty!maintaining!contractions!and!in!shifting!body!position.!This!is!likely!to!have!an!
impact!on!the!child’s!ability!to!maintain!a!good!working!position,!and!it!is!possible!their!
efforts!may! be! taken! up! in!maintaining! their! body! position! (these! difficulties! will! be!
compounded!if!there!is!also!vestibular!dysfunction)!so!they!are!therefore!not!released!




According! to! Davenport! and! Hefner! (2011)! touch! becomes! an! important! and! often!





It! is!not!clear!what!evidence! this!statement! is!based!upon!and!practitioners!need! to!
beware! of! focusing! primarily! on! providing! sensory! information! through! the! tactual!
sense!or!assuming!the!presence!of!any!tactual!sensitivity!without!acknowledging!other!
potential! influencing! factors.! It! is! important! consideration! is! given! to! the! possible!











CHARGE!but!needs! to!be!acknowledged!given! that!visual! impairment! is! reported! in!
80C90%! of! individuals! with! this! condition! (Hartshorne! et! al.! 2011).! Touch! is! also!
reported! to! be! vitally! important! to! individuals! who! are! deafblind! where! the! focus! is!
often! placed! upon! the! child’s! hands.! Miles! (2003)! explains! the! child’s! hands,! in!
addition!to!being!a!tool!and!a!sensory!organ,!often!need!to!become!the!child’s!voiceg!
she! stresses! the! importance! of! therefore! being! very! respectful! when! touching! the!
hands!of!any!deafblind!child.!!
!
In! addition! to! haptic! perception,! also! referred! to! as! ‘active’! touch,! there! is! also!
‘passive’!touch!where!the!child!receives!tactual!experiences!through!their!skin!coming!
into!contact!with!a!person!or!object,!but!without!any!active!engagement!on!their!part!




body.! Davenport! &! Hefner! (2011)! explain! that! although! it! is! not! known! whether!
individuals!with!CHARGE!have!an!altered!perception!of!touch,!they!often!demonstrate!
behaviours!that!suggest!a!preference!or!aversion!to!some!sensory!experiences.!They!
also! report! these!children!often!prefer! to! receive! touch! through! firm,!deep!pressure,!
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this! observation! being! shared! by! Brown! (2005a)! who! reports! many! children! with!
CHARGE!prefer!to!be!touched!in!a!firm!manner!rather!than!light!touch,!the!latter!being!
thought!to!be!uncomfortable!or!painful!for!the!child.!Brown!(2005a)!relates!this!to!the!
child’s! proprioceptive! sense! being! underCdeveloped,! resulting! in! the! child! needing!
firmer! and! deeper! pressure! to! receive! enough! tactual! sensory! information! in! a!way!
that!is!not!irritating!or!painful.!These!examples!relate!to!the!child!receiving!information!
through!passive!touch,!but!Deuce!(2002)!and!Brown!(2005a)!also!consider!that!as!a!
result! of! a! poorly! developed! proprioceptive! system,! a! child!may! also! use! additional!
pressure!when!touching,!grasping!etc.!to!gain!tactual!information!at!a!level!of!intensity!
that!is!meaningful!to!them.!In!addition!to!the!obvious!implications,!this!can!affect!social!




Sensory! integration! dysfunction! is! considered! by! some! to! be! inherent! in! CHARGE!
(e.g.! Brown! 2003b).! Both! ‘sensory! integration’! and! ‘sensory! processing’! are! terms!
used! in! literature! to!describe! the! theory!proposed!by!Ayres! (1979),! a!neuroscientist!
and! occupational! therapist.! Sensory! integration! is! described! as! the! process! of!
organising!sensory!input!received!from!the!different!sensory!modalities!to!enable!the!











Sensory! integration! dysfunction! (or! sensory! processing! difficulties)! are! thought! to!
occur!when! there! is! difficulty! receiving! accurate! sensory! information! through! any! of!
the!senses!that!affects!the!child’s!ability!to!process!it!and!make!appropriate!responses!
(Dunn,! 1999).! Given! that! potentially! all! seven! sensory! systems! can! be! impaired! in!
learners!with!CHARGE!(Hartshorne!et!al.,!2011),!this!may!be!a!reason!why!so!many!
individuals! with! this! condition! are! thought! to! be! affected! as! they! receive! mainly!
fragmented!and!distorted!sensory!information.!Hampson!(2013)!explains!children!with!
CHARGE!often!have!difficulty!using! their!senses! together! in!a!coordinated!way!and!
therefore!experience!sensory! integration!dysfunction.!There!have!been!a!number!of!
















Parham!and!Mailloux! (2010)!and!Kandel!et! al.! (2000)!agree!a!number!of! functional!








widely! acknowledged! in! the!medical! world! as! illustrated! by! the! policy! statement! on!




of! Pediatrics,! 2012).! Although! sensory! integration! difficulties! may! be! regarded! as!
inherent!in!individuals!with!CHARGE!it!is!not!clear!what!the!rate!of!incidence!is.!This!is!
also!by!no!means!the!sole!group!of!children!where!these!difficulties!might!be!foundg!
within! the!population!of! typically!developing!children!BenCSasson!et!al.! (2009)! found!
sensory! integration! difficulties! in! almost! 1:6! 6C11! year! olds,!whilst!Ahn!et! al.! (2004)!








the! typical!school!population.!This! is!even!more!so! for!children!with!special!needs! if!
we!accept!the!view!of!Ahn!et!al.!(2004)!who!state:!
Estimated! rates! of! sensory! processing! disorders! for! children! with!
various! disabilities! have! been! derived! from! reliable! and! valid! survey!
results!and!are!reported!to!be!as!high!as!40C88%.!(p.287)!
!
It! is! unfortunate! that! all! five! studies! then! cited! are! focused! on! the! population! of!
children!with!autism,!although!this!does!reflect!the!large!amount!of! interest!shown!in!
sensory! integration!dysfunction! in! this!particular!population! (e.g.!Bogdashina,!2003).!
Some! research! in! the! field! of! sensory! integration! dysfunction! has! been! undertaken!
with! different! conditions,! such! as! that! by! Miller! et! al.! (1999)! who! identified! the!
presence! of! sensory! integration! difficulties! in! a! sample! of! individuals!with! Fragile! X!
syndrome.!This! indicates!it!should!be!possible!to!undertake!a!similar! investigation!to!
ascertain! the! rate! of! incidence! in! a! population! of! children!with!CHARGE! that!might!
support! (or! disprove)! the! anecdotal! reporting! by! practitioners! working! with! learners!
with!CHARGE.!
!
In! the!work!by!Bogdashina! (2003)! she!argued!children!with!autism!may!experience!
different!sensory!experiences!arising!from!their!autism.!Perhaps!this!interpretation!can!
be!transferred!to!children!with!CHARGEg!that!their!sensory!integration!difficulties!are!
in! part! rather! that! they!have!different! sensory!experiences,! this! being!more!marked!
because!of!the!possibility!of!most,!if!not!all,!of!the!sensory!modalities!being!affected.!
This! is! likely! to! have! a! significant! impact! upon! the! way! each! individual! is! able! to!
perceive,!and!engage!with,! the!world!around! them!and! this! in! turn!affects!how! they!
modulate! their! own! sensory! systems! and! selfCregulate,! an! aspect! of! sensory!
integration!dysfunction! that!seems!particularly!prevalent! in! the!population!of!children!
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with! CHARGE! according! to! literature! (e.g.! Brown! 2003a,! 2003bg! Thelin! &! Fussner!
2005g!Lauger,!2007g!Hampson,!2013).!!
!
The! wider! acceptance! of! sensory! integration! dysfunction! as! a! condition!may! result!
from! the! fact! that,! although! Ayres! theory! appears! not! be! based! on! scientific! data,!
there! is! increasing! research! that! indicates! evidence! of! a! relationship! between!
physiological! differences! and! the! presence! of! sensory! integration! dysfunction.!
McIntosh! et! al.! (1999)! undertook! a! construct! validity! test! of! their! ‘Short! Sensory!
Profile’!and!demonstrated!an!association!between!the!functional!symptoms!of!sensory!




Within! literature! there! is! some! disagreement! about! the! effectiveness! of! the! therapy!
treatments!involving!activities!designed!to!stimulate!the!sensory!systems!and!support!
the! integration! of! a! child’s! sensory,!motor,! cognitive! and! perceptual! skills,! focusing!
primarily!on! the!vestibular,!proprioceptive!and! tactile!sensory!systems!(Dunn,!1999),!
rather!than!with!the!theory!itself.!For!example,!Goldstein!(2000)!disputes!the!evidence!
provided! from! some! research! indicating! that! this! therapy! is! effective.! His! argument!
illustrates! the! longCstanding! debate! about! the! recognition! of! the! validity! of! research!
methodology! employed! within! the! social! sciences! rather! than! the! more! traditional!
scientific! approach! to! research! (Robson,! 2011).! Edelson! et! al.! (2003)! refute!




lack! of! information! regarding! their! research! process! (e.g.! no! outline! of! participant!
selection! and! no! clear! description! of! the! research! methods! used! or! tools! used! for!
measurement).! There! is,! however,! also! other! research! such! as! that! presented! by!
FertelCDay!et!al.! (2001)!where!positive!effects!of! sensory! integration! therapies!were!




the! therapy! approach!would! be!most! beneficial! for! learners! with! CHARGE! and! the!
impact! of! their! use.! Any! such! research! would! require! the! involvement! of! a!
physiotherapist! or! occupational! therapist! with! expertise! in! the! field! of! sensory!




There! is! some! evidence! the! formation! of! the! brain! may! be! altered! in! a! significant!
number!of!individuals!and!a!clinical!study!by!Raqbi!et!al.!(2005)!found!17/21!children!
studied! had! cerebral! imaging! that!was! atypical.! Lauger! (2007),! drawing! on!work! by!
Elliot! (1999),! explains! that! disruption! to! the! sensory! systems! in! utero! (as! occurs! in!
CHARGE)!also!affects!the!neural!pathways!which!connect!the!sensory!systems!to!the!
brain.! Neurological! anomalies!may! have! been! anticipated! once! the!mutation! of! the!
CHD7!gene!had!been!identified!(as!explained!earlier!in!1.1)!since!this!influences!the!
development!of!all!major!organs!in!the!body.!Several!neurologic!conditions!have!been!
found! in!CHARGE!relating! to!abnormalities! in! the!embryonic!development,! including!
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epilepsy,! cranial! nerve! dysfunction! (discussed! in! more! detail! in! 2.2.10),! sleep!
disorders,!cognitive!impairment!and!global!developmental!delay!(Gilles,!2011).!!
!
In! addition,! executive! function! deficits! have! been! identified! (Nicholas,! 2005g!
Hartshorne! et! al.,! 2007)! that! can! potentially! impact! upon! an! individual’s! ability! to!
function,! learn! and! develop.! The! term! executive! function! (also! known! as! ‘cognitive!
control’),!is!a!cognitive!process!that!may!be!broadly!defined!as!the!individual’s!ability!
to! “control! cognitive! actions”! (Richland! and! Burchinal,! 2013,! p.87).! As! the! name!
suggests,! they! are! higherClevel! cognitive! abilities! which! control! and! regulate! other!
abilities! and! behaviours! and! are! necessary! for! goalCdirected! behaviour! (Nicholas!
2005).!Research!undertaken!by!Nicholas!(2005)!involved!a!single!case!study!making!
it! difficult! to! generalise! any! findings! to! the! wider! CHARGE! population,! but! later!
research!by!Hartshorne!et!al.!(2007)!studied!98!individuals!with!CHARGE.!The!results!
of! this! latter! study!were! presented! to! show! the!mean! scores! for! different! executive!
function! tasks!measured!within! the! scales!employed,!with! the! researchers! reporting!
that!over!half!“received!clinically!significant!scores”!(p.333).!From!the!data!presented!it!
is! not! possible! to! gain! a!more! specific! figure,! but! these! findings! suggest! executive!
dysfunction!may!be!present! in! a! significant! number! of! individuals!with!CHARGE.! In!
typical! foetal! development! the! brainstem! and! midbrain! responsible! for! autonomic!
(bodily)!functions!are!the!first!to!form!and!are!wellCdeveloped!at!birth.!In!contrast!the!
higher!regions,!including!the!limbic!system!and!cerebral!cortex,!develop!later!and!are!
still!quite!primitive!at!birth!(Linderkamp!et!al.,!2009).! It! is! the!frontal! lobe!(one!of! the!
four! major! lobes! in! the! cerebral! cortex)! that! is! responsible! for! executive! function!
(Miyake! et! al.,! 2000),! and! it! is! possible! this! development! is! affected! by! the! faulty!
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regulation! of! development! caused! by! the! CHD7! gene! anomalies! described! in! 1.1,!
explaining!why!executive!function!difficulties!are!highlighted!in!a!significant!number!of!
individuals! with! CHARGE.! CooperCKahn! and! Dietzel! (2008)! provide! a! clear! and!










o! Initiation:! the!ability! to!start!an!activity,!generate! ideas!and!engage! in!
problemC!solving!
o! Working! memory:! the! ability! to! retain! information! to! support! the!
completion!of!a!task!
o! Planning! and! organisation! on! oneself:! to! be! able! to! manage! a! task!
currently!engaged!in!and!to!also!plan!ahead!
o! Organising!materials:!imposing!order!on!work!and!play!activities!






It! is! interesting! to! note! that! when! comparing! these! aspects! to! the! results! from! the!
study! by! Hartshorne! et! al.! (2007),! the! sample! examined! achieved! a! score! that!
reflected!difficulties! in!all! these!areas!except! ‘organising!materials’!where!a!clinically!
significant!score!was!not!obtained.!One!additional!point!worthy!of!consideration!is!that!





regard! to! the! broader! deafblind! population! and! this! may! be! an! indicator! it! is! more!
prevalent! in! learners! with! CHARGE.! Understanding! these! difficulties! result! from!
neurological! anomalies! (and! the! development! of! the! frontal! lobe)! implies,! however,!
that!other!groups!of!individuals!(including!deafblind)!may!also!be!affected!despite!the!
lack! of! evidence! in! literature.! One! article! written! by! Nicholas! (2000)! (who! also!
identified! executive! dysfunction! in! individuals! with! CHARGE)! was! found! which!
supports! thisg! this! relates! to! neurological! functioning! in! individuals! with! Congenital!
Rubella! syndrome! (CRS)! who! may! also! exhibit! impaired! executive! functions.! In!
contrast! to! individuals! with! CHARGE,! however,! Nicholas! felt! that! in! the! CRS!




This! damage! to! a! developed! system! in!CRS! is! thus! different! to! the! likely! cause! of!
executive!dysfunction!in!CHARGE!which!is!due!to!anomalies!with!the!formation!of!the!
braing! thus! it! is! possible! each! separate! group! may! be! affected! differently! as! a!
consequence.!In! literature!on!CHARGE!it! is!suggested!executive!dysfunction!has!an!
impact!on!the!child!much!earlier!with!the!signs!of!difficulties!emerging!in!the!child!as!
they! begin! to! experience! abstract! concepts! and! become!more! independent! in! their!
learning! (Hartshorne! et! al.,! 2007).! Consideration! of! the! skills! involved! in! executive!
function!can!highlight!the!potential!impact!executive!dysfunction!may!have!on!learning!
and!development! for! the! learner!with!CHARGE.! If! a! child! is! experiencing! executive!
function! difficulties! they! may! demonstrate! difficulties! in! their! social! and! emotional!
developmentg! in!monitoring!and!regulating!their!own!behaviourg!managing!transitions!
between! activities,! different! environments! and! peopleg! working! independently! and!
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There! are! twelve! pairs! of! cranial! nerves,! these! being! those! nerves! that! emerge!
directly! from!the!brain! (in!contrast! to! the!spinal!nerves).!Certain!cranial!nerves!have!




The!potential!severity!of! the! implication!of! these!anomalies!on!a!child’s! learning!and!
development! becomes! apparent! when! recognising! these! nerves! facilitate! sensory!





(CNV),and! head! movement! (CNXI).! All! of! these! may! affect! the! way! the! child! with!
CHARGE! functions! and! is! able! to! engage!with! their! world,! and! ultimately! therefore!
affect!learning.!There!is!likely!to!be!a!difficulty!in!accurately!identifying!the!presence!of!
















































For! example,! a! clinical! study! by! Bergman! et! al.! (2011)! identified! a! relationship!
between!anosmia!(reduced!or!lack!of!sense!of!smell),!as!a!consequence!of!anomalies!
with! CNI,! and! hypogonadotropic! hypogonadism! (lack! of! production! of! the! sex!
hormone).!Although! their! findings!may!not! be! regarded!as! pertinent! to! education,! it!
was! interesting! to! note! that! as! a! consequence! of! using! a! smell! test! to! identify!
hyposmia!or!anosmia!as!part!of!their!study,!individuals!who!were!below!the!age!of!5!






involving! individuals!with!CHARGE.!According! to!Bergman!and!Ravenswaaij! (2007)!
smell! is!probably!one!of! the!most!underCrated!senses.! It! is! important! that!educators!
acknowledge! the! impact! this!may! have! for! the! child! for,! in! addition! to! providing! an!
alarm! function,! it! is! important! for! social! interactions!and! is! closely! linked! to!emotion!
(Brown,! 2007a)! so! will! have! a! clear! impact! on! the! development! of! individuals! with!
CHARGE!and!the!formation!of!relationships.!Similarly,!CNVII!anomalies!can!result!in!
facial!palsy!(reported!by!parents!to!be!present!in!50%!of!the!cohort!studied!by!Deuce!









identified! three! possible! reasons! for! a! disturbed! sleep! pattern! experienced! by!
individuals! with! CHARGE,! namely! obstructive! sleep! apnea,! a! visual! impairment!







This! relates! to! the! findings!of!Hartshorne!et! al.! (2008)!which! showed!a! relationship!
between!sleep!disorder!and! “challenging!behaviour”! (p.6),! particularly! in! the! form!of!
selfCabsorbed! behaviour,! that! will! need! to! be! managed! in! the! educational! setting.!




Other! research!shows!such!sleep!disturbance! is!not!unique! to!CHARGE,!and!sleep!
disturbance!scores!in!the!clinical!range!have!also!been!reported!with!regard!to!other!
syndromes! (e.g.! Cotton! and! Richdale,! 2006).! Although! Hartshorne! et! al.! (2008)!
discuss! the! impact! of! sleep!disorder! on! the!parents! of! an!affected! child! this! should!
also!be!considered!with!regard!to!the!impact!on!the!child’s!time!in!school.!A!disturbed!
sleep!pattern!may!adversely!affect!school!attendance!and!the!child’s!ability!to!function!





and! years! of! a! child! born! with! CHARGE! can! be! medically! extremely! difficult!
(Dammeyer,!2012).!Souriau!et!al.!(2005)!found!80%!of!the!cohort!studied!(57!children)!
had!been! in!hospital!at! least!once!during! the! first! three!years!of! their! lives,!with! the!
average!cumulative!length!of!stay!for!these!children!being!194!days!and!the!average!
number! of! surgical! interventions! being! 5.2.! Deuce,! et! al.! (2012)! also! explored! the!









A! related! issue! is! the! experience! of! pain.! Davenport! and! Hefner! (2011)! report!
perception!of!pain!could!be!altered!in!children!with!CHARGE,!this!statement!possibly!
resulting! from!earlier! interviews!with!parents! (e.g.!Davenport,!2002a)!where!parents!
reported! their! children!with!CHARGE!appeared! to! have! a! very! high! pain! threshold.!







often! experience! chronic! pain,! but! suggests! it! may! be! the! child! is! not! able! to!






This! is! an! important! point! since! if! a! child! is! experiencing! chronic! pain! that! is! not!
recognised!or! treated! it! is! likely! to!have!an! impact!not!only!upon! their!behaviour,!as!
noted!by!Hartshorne!(2011),!but!also!on!their!ability! to!attend!to!external!stimuli!and!
interact! with! their! environment.! Stratton! (2013)! reported! on! a! research! study!
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concerning! the! development! of! a! nonCverbal! assessment! tool! of! pain! in! individuals!
with! CHARGE! involving! observations! of! behaviour,! which! may! be! of! benefit! to!
practitioners!and!parents.!This!assessment!tool!is!an!example!of!how!a!tool!might!be!





identified! children! diagnosed!with! this! condition! are! now! reaching! adolescence! and!
adulthood.! As! a! result! more! information! is! becoming! available! about! individuals! in!
these! ageCgroups! with! longerCterm! manifestations! of! the! condition! beginning! to!
emerge.!Whilst! children!with!CHARGE! experience!many!medical! challenges! during!
their!early!years!of!life!there!is!evidence!emerging!that!as!they!age!these!individuals!
face! an! evolving! set! of!medical! issues! (e.g.!Searle! et! al.,! 2005g!Blake! et! al.,! 2005g!
Blake! and! Prasad,! 2006).! These! include! scoliosis,! pubertal! delay,! migraines!
(particularly!abdominal!migraines),!epilepsy,!endocrine!deficiencies! leading! to! issues!












where! all! sensory! modalities! are! likely! to! be! affected! in! addition! to! many! other!
anomalies.!This! is! reinforced!by! the!more! recent! identification!of!anomalies!with! the!
CHD7!gene,!belonging!to!a!family!of!regulation!genes!which!potentially!affect!a!large!
number!of! the!developmental!pathways,!explaining!why!so!many!organ!systems!are!
involved! with! CHARGE! (Sanlaville! &! Verloes,! 2007).! When! exploring! the! different!
anomalies!associated!with!this!condition!it!becomes!clear!some!might!also!be!seen!in!
the! wider! deafblind! population! and! beyond,! for! example,! the! presence! of! sensory!
integration! issues,!vestibular!difficulties!and!hypotonia,! in!addition! to! the!obvious!coC
occurring!hearing!and!visual! impairments.!There!are,!however,!other!anomalies! that!
appear! to! be! more! specific! to! CHARGE,! including! cranial! nerve! anomalies! and!
neurological!anomalies!creating!executive!function!difficulties,!and!it!may!be!this!is!an!




for! example,! when! considering! difficulties! with! the! vestibular! sense! that! affects!
effective!use!of!residual!vision!and!hearing!(Brown!2003ag!Hampson,!2013)g!and!the!








receiving! limited! and! distorted! informationg! difficulties! in! organising! their! body!
effectively!to!act!on!their!environment!and!engage!in!active!learningg!in!communicating!
effectively!with!othersg!in!gaining!experiences!important!for!concept!development,!and!
difficulty! with! the! development! of! more! abstract! concepts.! These! are! challenges!
recognised! for! the! deafblind! learner! (Aitken,! 2000a),! but! with! all! the! sensory!
modalities!potentially!affected! (and! if! not!all,! then!many)! the! impact!of! these!on! the!




unique! set! of! needs.! The! challenges! to! development! and! learning! the! presence! of!
these!anomalies!creates!must!be!considered!with!regard!to!the!educational!needs!of!a!
child!with!CHARGE!and!it!was!therefore!considered!appropriate!to!continue!to!explore!




Whilst! there! was! no! research! identified! within! this! review! of! literature! that! clearly!
focuses!on!the!overall!educational!needs!of!individuals!with!CHARGE,!certain!aspects!
of! development! and! functioning! and! the! curriculum! have! been! addressed! that!may!






The! delay! in! the! development! of! gross! motor! skills! in! children! with! CHARGE! is!
considered!to!be!“almost!universal”!(Gilles,!2011,!p.140)!in!relation!to!the!main!motor!
milestones!usually!established!before!the!age!of!four!years.!For!example,!research!by!
Thelin! and! Fussner! (2005),! Graham! et! al.! (2005),! Hartshorne! et! al.! (2007),! and!
Sanlaville!and!Verloes!(2007)!all! found!independent!walking!to!occur!between!35C57!
months.! Given! the! presence! of! visual! impairment! in! a! large! percentage! of! the!
population!with!CHARGE!it! is!also!pertinent!to!compare!this!with!the!achievement!of!
this!motor!milestone! in!blind/visually! impaired!children,! reported! to!occur!at!between!
19C20! months! (e.g.! LevtzionCKorach! et! al.,! 2000).! This! suggests! the! delay! in!
independent!walking!in!children!with!CHARGE!is!caused!not!only!by!the!presence!of!a!
visual! impairment! but! also! additional! factors! such! as! vestibular! difficulties! and!
hypotonia! also! cited! in! literature! for! this! population! (e.g.! Graham! Jr.! et! al.,! 2005g!
Sanlaville!and!Verloes,!2007g!Lieberman!et!al.,!2012).!
!
It! is! interesting! to! note! that! in! earlier! literature! relating! to! CHARGE,! Harvey! et! al.!
(1991)! felt! early! gross! motor! delay! was! not! necessarily! indicative! of! overall! poor!
development.!Other! studies,! however,! by! Blake! and!Brown! (1993)! and!Blake! et! al.!
(1998)! identified! motor! difficulties! as! a! factor! likely! to! affect! a! child’s! overall!
development! (combined! with! sensory! and! other! physical! impairments).! This! was!
expanded!upon!in!a!study!by!SalemCHartshorne!and!Jacob!(2004)!who!obtained!data!
from! 100! questionnaires! using! an! adaptive! behaviour! scale! to! gather! information!
about!the!child’s!developmental!functioning.!When!analysing!the!data!they!attempted!
to! identify! factors! that!might! be! associated!with! the! child’s! developmental! progress!
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and! found! that! age! of! walking! showed! the! strongest! relationship! with! overall!
development.! Then! in! 2007,! Wachtel! et! al.! undertook! research! involving! 87!
participants! in! a! surveyg! they! too! found! age! of! walking! might! be! an! indicator! of!
potential! developmental! difficulties! (i.e.! the! later! a! child! with! CHARGE! achieves!





Unfortunately! there! is! no! discussion! of! what! underlies! this! relationship,! although!
SalemCHartshorne!and! Jacob! (2004)! suggest! it! is! necessary! to! develop!activities! to!
implement! in! the! home! and! school! to! support! the! development! of! gross! (and! fine)!
motor! skills.! A! study! by! Lieberman! et! al.! (2012)! explored! the! delivery! of! physical!
education! for! learners! with! CHARGE,! and! whilst! the! focus! of! the! study! was! on!
teaching!strategies!(that!will!be!discussed! later! in!2.6.2)! they!clearly! regarded!motor!
delay!(occurring!as!a!result!of!sensory!impairments,!poor!tone!and!ligamentous!laxity)!
as! a! key! issue! to! be! addressed! in! the! educational! setting! to! maximise! a! child’s!
learning!outcomes.!It!is!possible!this!viewpoint!was!reached!from!the!evidence!arising!
from! the! research! studies! outlined! above.! These! findings! may! be! useful! to! the!
educationalist! but!a!note!of! caution! is! raised!by!Davenport! and!Hefner! (2011)g! they!
report! there! is! a! risk! that! where! the! developmental! milestones! (including! motor!










for! the! development! of! communication! in! a! survey! of! parents! of! 29! individuals!with!
CHARGE! who! were! asked! to! judge! the! impact! of! different! factors! relating! to!








reporting! a! relationship! between! independent! walking! and! the! development! of!
symbolic! communication,! although! not! identifying! any! potential! causal! link.! Other!
research!in!the!field!of!CHARGE!found!later!age!of!walking!was!related!to!challenging!
behaviour!(Hartshorne!and!Cypher,!2004)g!greater!executive!dysfunction!(Hartshorne!
et! al.,! 2007),! an! increase! in! ‘autisticClike’! behaviour! (Hartshorne! et! al.,! 2005a),! a!
difficulty! developing! adaptive! skills! (SalemCHartshorne! and! Jacob,! 2005)! and! sleep!
difficulties!(Hartshorne!et!al.,!2008),!indicating!that:!
Age! of! walking! is! a! marker! for! more! serious! developmental!
complications! of! CHARGE.! (SalemCHartshorne! and! Hartshorne,! 2011,!
p.232)!
!





independent! mobility! was! necessary! to! help! a! child! with! CHARGE! overcome! the!
hearing! and! visual! impairments! associated! with! the! condition,! enabling! them! to!
achieve! the!most! effective! position! or! location! to! receive! communication.! This!may!
appear! to! be! a! reasonable! assumption! but,! although! a! link! has! been! identified!
between!independent!walking!and!symbolic!communication,!there!is!no!evidence!from!
other! studies! to! support! this! initial! hypothesis.! A! more! measured! view! is! taken! by!
SalemCHartshorne! and! Hartshorne! (2011)! who! reflect! it! may! be! that! independent!
walking!facilitates!increased!opportunities!for!social!interaction!and!communication!as!
well!as!enabling!a!more!accurate!perception!of! the!world! (from!an!upright!position),!
but! that! equally! a! child! may! not! achieve! independent! walking! so! readily! as! a!
consequence!of!the!impact!of!other!anomalies!and!it!may!be!these!that!also!affect!the!
















children! with! CHARGE! had! been! made.! ! Further! investigation,! however,! reveals! it!
may!have!been!more!accurate!to!explain!there!had!been!little!formal! investigation!in!
this!area!at!that!time!(e.g.!Thelin!and!Fussner,!2005).!It!is!a!topic!that!had,!however,!
been! addressed! within! articles! by! a! number! of! different! authors! (e.g.! Lewis! and!
Lowther,! 2001g! Brown! 2003bg!Hartshorne! et! al.! 2005bg! Thelin! and!Swanson,! 2006)!
resulting!in!the!circulation!of!a!range!of!opinion!but!with!little!researchCbased!evidence!
to! substantiate! these! views.! King!Miller! et! al.! (2011)! acknowledged! the! difficulty! in!




resulted! in! a! reliance! on! anecdotal! reporting! and! more! personal! observations.!
Swanson! (2011)! supports! consideration! of! the! reporting! of! such! observations,!




the! wider! population! with! CHARGE! it! identified! some! characteristics! in! the!




due! to! visual! and! hearing! impairments! but! also! impairments! of! other! sensory!
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modalities.! There! are! few! studies! that! focus! specifically! on! the! development! of!
communication!but!research!by!Thelin!and!Fussner!(2005)!provided!evidence!for!the!
view!that!poor!communication!ability!is!common!in!CHARGE.!Their!survey!of!parents!
of! 28! children! with! CHARGE! identified! three! factors! relating! to! the! acquisition! of!
symbolic! language,! these! being! successful! use! of! amplification! (to! provide! greater!
access!to!speech!where!there!is!a!significant!hearing!impairment)g!the!ability!to!walk!
independently! (where! it! was! suggested! this! might! enable! the! child! to! position!
her/himself! within! her/his! ‘communication! bubble’! to! receive! optimal! visual! and!
auditory!communication)g!and!the!initiation!of!communication!training!by!three!years!of!
age.! The! term! ‘communication! bubble’,! previously! used! by!Davenport! (2002a),! is! a!
useful!term!for!the!educationalist!to!be!aware!of!to!ensure!the!provision!of!an!optimal!
communication!environment!and!represents!the!area!around!the!child!within!which!a!









next! 3! years!9!months,! and! the!oldest! being!8! years!4!months.!All! 3! children!were!




communication!almost!half!of! the! time!when! interacting!with! their!mothers,!although!
the! rate! of! intentional! communication!was! low! in! comparison! to! the! total! number! of!







than! the! 2! younger! children! in! the! study,! and! perhaps! reflects! the! heterogeneous!
nature!of!this!condition.!One!major!weakness!of!the!study!is!a!lack!of!attention!to!the!
impact!of!the!children’s!hearing!impairments.!Profiles!of!each!of!the!children!involved!
in! the! study! showed! they! all! had! a! hearing! impairmentg! two! of! these! had! unaided!
hearing! levels! reported! to!be!40dB!and!had!been!consistent!hearing!aid!users! for!3!






and!how! they!might! affect! the! child’s! interactions!or! the! results! of! the! investigation.!





The!need! for! caution! in!making!any!attempt! to!generalise! the! findings!of!a!study!of!
only!3!children!with!CHARGE!becomes!clearer!when!considering!work!undertaken!at!
the!University!of!Tennessee! involving!a!series!of!studies! focused!on! the!expressive!
communication!skills!of! children!with!CHARGE,! the!entire!study!being!presented!by!
King! (2009).! The! study! was! similar! to! that! undertaken! by! Peltokorpi! and! Huttunen!
(2008),!but!involved!a!larger!number!of!children!(21)!in!a!multiple!case!study,!including!
children! who! had! a! wider! range! of! communicative! abilities,! and! only! focusing! on!
intentional! communication.! The! children! were! categorised! according! to! their!
communicative! abilities! but,! as! with! Peltokorpi! and! Huttunen! (2008)! it! is! not! clear!
whether! they! considered! the! degree! and! impact! of! any! hearing! impairment.! Their!
findings! illustrate! and! emphasise! the! diverse! range! of! communication! skills! and!
modes!used!by!children!with!CHARGE.!They!did,!however,! find! that!communication!
development!in!children!with!CHARGE!is!nearly!always!considerably!delayed,!and!the!
rate! of! progress!will! be! slower! than! typical! development.! This! perhaps! is! the!more!
significant! finding! of! these! studies! for! the! educationalist! supporting! a! learner! with!







social! development! of! the! children! within! these! dyads,! an! aspect! of! a! child’s!










for! the!child! to! show!signs!of!attachment,! the! longer! it! also! took! the!parents! to! feel!
they!had!bonded!with! their! child.!There!are!a!number!of! anomalies!associated!with!
CHARGE! that! could! potentially! affect! the! early! bonding! process! (e.g.! visual! and!
hearing!impairments,!facial!palsy!preventing!smiling),! together!with!the!early!medical!






Having! a! child! with! CHARGE! syndrome! is! likely! to! be! a! challenging!
experience! for! parents.! Early! interventionalists! should! be! alert! to!




more! on! social! interactions.! They! collated! the! results! of! a! parental! survey! for! 71!
individuals! (with! an! average! age! of! 8.71! years)! and! found! that! in! social! interactive!
exchanges! only! 4%!were! able! to! wait! their! turn! to! speak,! whilst! 38%! had! difficulty!
understanding! and! using! social! rules.! Despite! this,! in! a! study! by! Hartshorne! et! al.!
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(2005a)! it! was! found! the! children!with!CHARGE! studied!were! less! likely! to! try! and!
avoid!eye!contact!or!touch,!or!to!‘look!through!someone’!than!the!norms!for!deafblind!
or! autistic! groups! they! were! compared! with! through! the! use! of! a! standardised!
checklist.! This! demonstrates! that! although! children! with! CHARGE! may! be! socially!
inept,! they!are!nonetheless!often!very!socially! interested.!This! implies! it! is! important!
for! the!educationalist! to!actively!seek! to! identify!strategies! that!will! support! the!child!






toCone! relationships! and! 42%! preferred! adult! rather! than! child! company.! This! is!
supported! by! Hartshorne! and! Cypher! (2004)! who! previously! reported! difficulty!
establishing!sameCage!relationships!was!a!primary!concern!for!parents.!Souriau!et!al.!
(2005)! further! found! that!42%!of! their!sample!needed!reference!points!whether! they!
are!temporal,!visual!or!tactile,!feeling!this!overCrode!the!respect!for!social!rules.!It!was!
also! noted! that! many! individuals! with! good! levels! of! language! experienced! some!






The! ‘R’! in! the! original! CHARGE! acronym! represented! retardation! of! growth! and!
development,!and!early! literature! (e.g.!Goldson!et!al.!1986)!supported! the!view! that!
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‘mental! retardation’! was! generally! felt! to! be! characteristic! of! this! condition.!
Subsequent!observations!(Blake!et!al.,!1990g!Davenport,!1993),!however,!suggested!
about! 50%! of! the! population! demonstrated! good! intellectual! outcomes! whilst!
approximately! 25%! had! very! poor! intellectual! outcomes.! More! recent! research! to!
ascertain! the! academic! achievements! of! individuals! with! CHARGE! reflects! the!
medical!heterogeneous!nature!of! the!condition!and!suggests! these!outcomes! in! the!
population! of! individuals! with! CHARGE! are! also! very! varied.! Raqbi! et! al.! (2003),!







be! demonstrated!when! comparing! the! results! of! studies! by!Raqbi! et! al.! (2003)! and!
Dammeyer!(2012).!Raqbi!et!al.!(2003)!reported!that!approximately!50%!of!their!cohort!
were! without! ‘intellectual! disability’! whilst! Dammeyer! (2012)! reported! approximately!
71%.!However,!Dammeyer!gathered!his!data!from!medical!records,!whilst!Raqbi!et!al.!
evaluated! the! intellectual! level! of! their! cohort! by! combining! medical! information,!
school! performance,! the! type! of! school! attended! and! their! educational! support!
requirements.!Thus!it!can!be!seen!these!two!research!projects!used!different!criteria!
and! measurement! tools! and! so! it! is! not! possible! to! make! any! true! comparison! or!
generalisation.! Raqbi! et! al.! (2003)! attempted! to! ascertain! whether! there! were! any!
indicators! that! could! predict! the! intellectual! outcome! for! a! person!with!CHARGEg! in!
conclusion!they!felt!that!extensive!colobomas!resulting!in!low!vision,!microcephaly!and!
brain! malformation! were! the! only! three! parameters! predictive! of! poor! intellectual!
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in! part! if! the! presence! of!microcephaly! and! brain!malformations! are! such! that! they!
impair! the! child’s! ability! to! learn.! Additionally,! the! presence! of! more! extensive!
colobomas!may!adversely!affect!the!child’s!ability!to!use!any!residual!vision!effectively!
to!help!overcome!any!vestibular!difficulties!which!may!have!led!to!Raqbi!et!al.!(2003)!
asserting! that! a! child! with! both! an! impaired! vestibular! system! and! extensive!




is! the! possible! relationship! between! executive! dysfunction! (see! 2.3.3)! and! learning!











Intellectual! ability! in! individuals! with! CHARGE! syndrome! is!
underestimated.!(SalemCHartshorne,!2011,!p.201)!
!
Since! major! developmental! milestones! are! delayed! significantly! in! children! with!
CHARGE! there! is! a! danger! that! cognitive! impairment! may! also! be! presumedg! this!
could!be!a!false!assumption!according!to!Davenport!&!Hefner!(2011),!and!echoes!the!
earlier! note! of! caution! raised! by! Blake! et! al.! (1990)! who! acknowledged! cognitive!
impairment!may!be!present:!
But!should!only!be!diagnosed!when!the!extent!of!the!sensory!deficit! is!
known! and! when! the! child! has! been! in! an! adequate! educational!
programme.!(p.223)!
!









undertaken! once! they! are! more! mobile! and! develop! effective! communication.!
Although! this! is! the! opinion! of! the! authors! expressed! in! this! review! paper,! it! does!
reflect! the! findings! of! Thelin! &! Fussner! (2005)! and! Wachtel! et! al.! (2007)! who! all!






An! important! factor! in! the!development!and! learning!of!a!child!must!be! the!way! the!
child!perceives!their!world!and!everyday!experiences!which!affect!the!development!of!
concepts.!There!appears! to!have!been!no! research! in! this!area!although!Davenport!
(2002b)!feels!the!complex!physical!nature!of!the!condition!will!have!a!‘profound!effect’!
on!how!the!child!perceives!the!world!and!develops.!Davenport!&!Hefner!(2011)!further!
state! that!many! individuals!with!CHARGE!can! function!within! the!normal! intellectual!
range! provided! appropriate! accommodations! are! made.! Assuming! that! by!
‘accommodations’!they!are!referring!to!altering!the!environment,!curriculum!format,!or!
equipment! to!enable! the!child! to!gain!greater!access! to! the! learning!situation,! these!
have! not! been! readily! researched,! although! Bernstein! and! Denno! (2005)! explored!


















him! or! her! and! may! result! in! the! child’s! learning! abilities! being! greatly! underC
estimated.!This!mixture!of!different! levels!of! functioning!could!also!result! in! the!child!
developing! ‘splinter!skills’,!otherwise!called! ‘islands!of!good!functioning’! (e.g.!Fein!et!
al.,!1981).!Although!this!is!an!area!that!has!been!explored!in!relation!to!children!on!the!
autistic! spectrum! disorder! it! may! be! appropriate! to! also! undertake! investigations!
specifically! in! relation! to! children! with! CHARGE! to! help! identify! whether! there! are!
particular!areas!of!learning!where!children!with!CHARGE!experience!greater!strengths!
or! difficulty! and! also!what! additional! support! is! needed.! This! is! important! since! the!
variation! in! functioning! within! different! areas! of! learning!means! there! is! a! potential!




Within! literature! there! is! evidence! that! some!genetic! syndromes! have! a! distinct! but!
consistent! pattern!of! behaviour! that!would!be! regarded!as!a!behavioural! phenotype!
(e.g.!Cassidy!and!Morris,!2002).!Hartshorne,!a!psychologist,!has!undertaken!research!
and! observations! over! several! years! to! investigate! the! behaviour! in! individuals!with!
CHARGE!(often!in!collaboration!with!other!researchers),!and!in!2008!Hartshorne!et!al.!




Prasad! (2006)! suggested! the!emergence!of! a! behavioural! phenotype,! subsequently!
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developed! further!by!Hartshorne! (2011)!building!on!his!earlier! research! (Hartshorne!
and! Cypher,! 2004g! Hartshorne! et! al.,! 2005ag! Hartshorne! et! al.,! 2007).! It! is! worth!
studying!the!elements!of!this!CHARGE!behavioural!phenotype!outlined!by!Hartshorne!
















This!becomes!more! important!when! recognising!behaviour! in!a! child!with!CHARGE!
can!be!disruptive! in! the!home!and! school! settings,! and!may!be! so! challenging! that!
both! the! child! and! the! people! around! them! are! put! at! risk! (Hartshorne,! 2011).The!
theory! that! children!with!CHARGE!demonstrate! distinct! behavioural! features! is! also!
supported! by! Bernstein! and!Denno! (2005).! They! are! some! of! the! only! researchers!
considering!CHARGE!behaviours!to!undertake!their!research!in!an!educational!setting!
where! their! focus!was!on!29!students!assessed!using!a!behavioural!checklist.!They!
also! found! the! students! with! CHARGE! displayed! behaviours! different! to! other!




al.! (2007)! suggested! potential! causes! for! these! behaviours! that! Hartshorne! (2011)!
then! later!expanded!upon,! identifying! four!general!sources!of!challenging!behaviour,!
these!being!sensory!and!physical!difficultiesg!negative!life!experiencesg!environmental!
factorsg!and!behaviours!relating!directly!to!the!genetic!condition!but!independent!of!the!
sensory! and! physical! difficulties! experienced.! This! researcher’s! own! experience!
suggests! that! teachers! often! cite! management! of! what! may! be! perceived! as!
challenging!behaviour!as!a!major!concern.!If!one!is!able!to!acknowledge!the!different!
elements!of!the!behavioural!phenotype!and!can!identify!why!these!behaviours!may!be!
occurring,! the! strategies! developed! in! response! are! likely! to! be!more! informed! and!
therefore! more! successful! in! reducing! any! negative! behaviours! occurring! in! the!
individual!child.!This!knowledge!can!also!potentially!alter!the!teacher’s!perception!as!





















theories! generated,! that! can! be! implemented! within! the! educational! setting,! as!















dysfunction! (e.g.! Brown! 2003a,! 2003bg! Thelin! &! Fussner! 2005g! Lauger! 2007,!
Hampson,!2013)!as!explained!in!2.2.8.!According!to!Hartshorne!(2011),!both!parents!
and! educators! have! observed! that! a! child’s! difficulties! with! selfCregulation! are! not!
entirely!due!to!the!sensory!challenges!the!child!encounters.!With!reference!to!earlier!
investigations! by! Nicholas! (2005)! and! Hartshorne! et! al.! (2007),! Hartshorne! (2011)!








There! is! a! growing! awareness! and! interest! in! this! area,! particularly! with! the! selfC
regulation!of!emotion!(e.g.!Deuce,!2013bg!Kennert!et!al.!in#press),!and!researchCbased!













The! heterogeneous! nature! of! this! condition! has! been! identified! by! a! number! of!
different!authors!and!it!is!likely!that!in!every!individual!with!CHARGE,!the!way!in!which!
the!different!anomalies!come!together!(and!the!severity!of!each!one),!will!be!unique.!
Yet!within! literature! authors! also! appear! to! suggest! there! are! commonalities! across!
the! syndrome! and! the! issues! described! above!may! be! considered! as! affecting! the!




undertaken! with! a! larger! sample! group! often! talk! collectively! of! ‘children! with!
CHARGE’,!which!perhaps!implicitly!supports!the!opinion!that!there!are!commonalities!
to!be! recognised!and!addressed.!This! is!also!expressed!within! the!articles!outlining!





impact! of! the! issues! on! the! development! and! functioning! of! a! child! with! CHARGE!




and!development!of!symbolic! language.! It! is! incumbent!upon!educators! to! identify! if!
and! how! a! child! is! affected! by! each! of! these! aspects! (and! others)! with! regard! to!
overall!learning!and!development,!and!to!plan!an!effective!response.!The!challenge!of!
effective!assessment!of!the!development!and!functioning!in!a!child!with!CHARGE!that!









baseline!of! skills! to! support! the!educational! plan,! to! enable!a!measure!of! progress,!
and!so!forth!(Eyre,!2000).!Developmental!and!cognitive!assessment!of!individuals!with!
CHARGE!is!referred!to!by!a!number!of!authors!and!there!is!a!general!consensus!that!
ideal! tools! are! not! available! for! these! assessments! (e.g.! Smith! et! al.,! 2005).! As!








consequence! it! is! considered! these! developmental! milestones! are! not! likely! to! be!
accurate!indicators!of!a!child’s!underlying!ability!and!cannot!be!relied!upon!to!predict!




capabilities,! including! confusing! poor! expressive! language! skills! with! mental! ability,!
and!lower!scores!reflecting!difficulties!with!processing!or!output!rather!than!cognitive!
impairments.! As! a! result! it! is! generally! agreed! that! universal! IQ! tests! need! to! be!
complemented!by!other!tests!more!appropriate!for!these!children!(Raqbi!et!al.,!2003g!




this! approach! does! not! yet! appear! to! be! established.! SalemCHartshorne! (2011)!






abilities!and!development! there! is!a! risk! this!may!result! in!subjective!and! inaccurate!
judgements!being!made,!and!a!cautious!approach!needs!to!be!adopted.!For!example,!
in!an!earlier!study!by!Blake!and!Brown!(1993)!it!was!stated!a!number!of!the!children!
within! the! cohort! had! “normal! intelligence”! (p.400)! although! the! authors! found! a!
number!of!children!in!the!cohort!had!not!received!a!“relevant!assessment”!(p.400)!and!
it!is!unclear!as!to!how!this!conclusion!was!reached.!This!research!was!based!on!the!
responses! of! a! parental! questionnaire! and! further! evidence! to! validate! this! data! is!
needed!before!the!findings!can!be!confidently!accepted.!!
!
As! a! consequence! of! their! multiCsensory! impairments,! the! majority! of! children! with!
CHARGE!may!be!described!as!being!‘input!impaired’!(Davenport!&!Hefner!2011)!and!
it!therefore!follows!that!measuring!output!may!not!enable!the!educator!to!estimate!true!
cognitive! ability! (Davenport! 2002a).! This! all! suggests! that! the! educator! and! other!
involved! professionals! need! to! consider! how! accurate! information! can! be! obtained!
about! how! the! child! with! CHARGE! is! developing! and! their! true! cognitive! abilities,!





using! a! measurement! of! adaptive! behaviour.! Sattler! (2002)! explains! that!
measurement! of! adaptive! behaviour! focuses! on! how! far! the! child! is! achieving! ageC
appropriate!levels!of!personal!independence!and!also!social!skills.!It! is!also!stressed!
this!measure!can!be!completed!by!someone!who! is! very! familiar!with! the!child!and!
has! observed! the! behaviours! highlighted! within! this! measure.! Hartshorne! et! al.!
(2005b)! suggest! the! level! of! adaptive! behaviour! often! illustrates! underlying!
intelligence,! supporting! the! opinion! that! this! would! appear! to! be! a! more! valid!
assessment! tool.! Nonetheless,! it! still! needs! to! be! recognised! that! the! adaptive!
behaviour! measure! used! by! SalemCHartshorne! and! Jacob! (2005)! for! their!
investigation!was!one!standardised!on!a!population!of!typically!developing!children!(as!
recognised!by!the!researchers!themselves)!and!some!items!included!were!likely!to!be!
inappropriateg! for! example,! questions! about! eating! skills,! given! that! swallowing!
difficulties!with!aspiration!being!considered!as!one!of! the!main!diagnostic!criteria! for!
this! condition.! Use! of! standard! test! procedures! alone! may! reflect! a! deficit! model,!
focusing!on!what!the!child!is!not!able!to!do!rather!than!their! individual!achievements!
and! strengths! when! compared! to! their! hearingCsighted! peers.! According! to! SalemC
Hartshorne! (2011)! it! is! important! to! employ! a! combination! of! formal! and! informal!





the! deafblind! population,! with! this! condition! now! regarded! as! the! most! common!




and! is! the!most!commonly!occurring!anomaly! in!CHARGE.!With!eye!anomalies!also!
occurring!in!80C90%!of!the!CHARGE!population!(Hartshorne!et!al.,!2011)!it!is!evident!
that! although! not! every! child! with! CHARGE! will! have! both! visual! and! hearing!




needs! to!be! raised!and,! if! this! is!accepted,!whether! it! then! follows! that! they! require!
additional! or! alternative! teaching! approaches! that! have! yet! to! be! clarified! and!
established! through! research.!When! studying! CHARGE! it! quickly! becomes! evident!
there!are!issues!in!addition!to!the!deafblindness!that!Brown!(2003a)!feels!makes!this!
population! challenging! and,! he! contends,! different! within! the! whole! deafblind!
population.! This! view! is! supported! in! the! findings! of! research! by! Hartshorne! et! al.!
(2005a)!who! found! their! cohort!of!160! individuals!with!CHARGE!were!very!different!
not!only!when!compared!to!other!children!who!were!autistic,!(in!that!they!were!more!
socially!engaging!and!had!better! language!and!communication!skills),!but!also!other!
children! who! were! deafblind.! When! compared! to! the! wider! deafblind! norms!
established!with!the!checklist!employed,!it!was!shown!these!children!engaged!in!more!





A! smaller! research! study! by! Bernstein! and! Denno! (2005)! found! their! cohort! of! 29!
students! with! CHARGE! engaged! in! more! frequent! repetitive! behaviours! than! other!
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deafblind! individuals!with!similar!sensory! impairments!and!ability! in! their!educational!
setting,! and! concluded! these! behaviours! were! a! characteristic! of! their! diagnosis! of!
CHARGE!and!not!a!function!of!their!multiCsensory!impairment!or!functional!abilities.!
!
Some! of! the! issues,! in! addition! to! behaviour,! that! perhaps! identify! individuals! with!
CHARGE!as!distinct!from!other!deafblind!persons!become!apparent!when!considering!
the! number! and! type! of! anomalies! related! to! this! condition.! These! have! been!
described! previously,! as! have! areas! relating! to! development! and! learning! that!may!
also! support! this! distinction.! It! has! more! recently! been! stated! by! Hartshorne! et! al.!
(2011)! that! CHARGE!may! be! the! only! disorder! which! results! in! “deficits! of! all! the!
senses”! (p.! xiii).! This! extreme! multiCsensory! impairment! combined! with! other!
anomalies!associated!with!CHARGE!would! indicate! they!may! form!a!distinct!group.!
This! view! is! supported! by! Hartshorne! et! al.! (2011)! who! report! the! impact! of! the!
sensory! issues! combined!with! the!distinctive! collection!of!medical! and!physiological!
disorders!result!in!a!“unique!course!of!individual!development”!(p.xiv).!This!indicates!it!






In!an!extensive!search!of! literature! relating! to!CHARGE! little!evidence!was! found!of!
research!focusing!directly!on!educational!intervention!and!the!provision!of!an!optimal!
learning! environment! for! these! learners.! Those! that! were! available! focused! on! a!
particular! aspect,! with! Bernstein! and! Denno! (2005)! examining! the! repetitive!







has! proved! invaluable! in! securing! an! appropriate! medical! response,! and! ! more!
children!with!CHARGE!are! now! surviving! than! in! the! past! (Hartshorne,! 2006).! This!
increasing! knowledge! base! also! provides! important! information! about! the! affected!
individual’s! ability! to! function! and! learn.! What! is! lacking! is! the! researchCbased!
evidence! on! the! education,! teaching! strategies! and! approaches! that! can! effectively!
support! children! with! CHARGE! and! enable! them! to! achieve.! Medical! professionals!
Smith! et! al.! (2010),! expressed! their! concern! over! the! lack! of! literature! regarding!
schoolCbased!strategies!for!children!with!CHARGE,!commenting!this!is!problematic!for!
both! parents! and! teachers!who!are! in! need!of! support! to! facilitate! the! learning! and!
development!of!these!children.!Every!child!and!young!person!with!CHARGE!will!face!





It! is! likely! that! this! is,! at! least! in! part,! due! to! a! lack! of! researchCbased! evidence! to!









view! of! the! subject! being! discussed! not! grounded! in! research,! and! were! also! not!
subjected!to!moderation!by!peers,!but!nonetheless!it!was!felt!these!sources!should!be!
considered! since! the! views! of! practitioners! experienced! in! teaching! learners! with!




of! pupils! with!CHARGE,! although! not! research! based! and! presumably! arising! from!
their! own! experiences.! It! was! written! prior! to! much! of! the! more! recently! acquired!
knowledge!of!CHARGE,!yet!their!suggestions!might!be!considered!as!relevant!in!light!
of! aspects! of! this! condition! more! recently! identifiedg! for! example,! they! suggest!
teaching! functional! skills! in! real! situations!which!may!be!an!effective! response! to! a!
child’s! executive! function! difficulties! (CooperCKahn! and! Dietzel,! 2008).! Lewis! and!
Lowther! (2001)!provided!a! review!of! the! social! behaviour!of! children!with!CHARGE!




were! subsequently! refined! as! knowledge! continued! to! increase.! This! illustrates! the!
limitation!of!this!paper!in!light!of!the!subsequent!increase!in!knowledge!of!CHARGE,!
and!Lewis!and!Lowther! (2001)!would!not! have!been!able! to! consider! the! impact! of!




Nonetheless,! more! recent! materials! provide! some! evidence! to! support! their!
suggestions!of!what!might!be!needed!where,!for!example,!an!appropriate!response!to!
the!social!interaction!difficulties!identified!by!Souriau!et!al.!(2005)!as!set!out!in!2.3.2,!
might!well! be! to!encourage!and!support! the!child! to!develop! their! relationships!with!
adults!and!their!own!peers!and!also!encourage!positive!behaviour!(e.g.!in!turnCtaking!
in! play)! as! advocated! by! Lewis! and! Lowther.! In! 2004,! Griffin! et! al.! very! briefly!
considered! the!educational!needs!of! learners!with!CHARGE! in! their!article!although!
the!focus!of!their!writing!was!the!use!of!assistive!technology.!They!were!of!the!opinion!
there! was! a! need! to! encourage! these! children! to! explore! and! interact! with! the!
environment! and! ultimately! develop! greater! independence,! advocating! the! use! of!
technology!to!support!this.!!
!
Majors!and!Stelzer! are!both!educationalists!who!have!worked! for! some! time!with!a!
number! of! learners! with! CHARGE! in! a! particular! educational! setting.! In! 2008! they!





in! a! particular! educational! setting! and! it! might! be! argued! that! entry! criteria! for!
placement! within! this! provision! could! exclude! some! learners! with! CHARGE! (for!
example,! if! they! are! not! deafblind,! or! if! they! have! profound! and! multiple! learning!
difficulties).!Consequently! it! is! important! to!ask!whether!their!reporting! is!relevant!for!
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the! full! range!of! learners!with!CHARGE!or!only!pertinent! for! the!students!within! this!
particular!educational!setting.!
!
Having!expressed!their!concern!over! the! lack!of! literature! for!educators,!Smith!et!al.!
(2010)! produced! a! paper! (‘An! Educator’s! Primer’)! to! provide! information! to! support!
understanding! and! the! development! of! education! programmes! for! learners! with!
CHARGE!within!the!context!of!inclusive!education.!They!provide!a!summary!of!some!
of! the!medical! characteristics! and!a! basic! summary! of! development! and!behaviour.!
One!section!of!this!paper!is!largely!a!review!of!the!writing!of!Jones!and!Dunne!(1998),!
Lewis! and! Lowther! (2001)! and! Griffen! et! al.! (2004)! and! summarises! some! of! the!






‘primer’,! the! intention! may! well! have! been! simply! to! provide! basic! information.!
Additionally,!as!medical!professionals! they!are! likely! to! lack! the!depth!of!knowledge!
and!experience!with!regard!to!education!and!learning!possessed!by!the!teachers!they!
intended! the! paper! to! reach.! Smith! et! al.! (2010)! recognise! the! literature! currently!
available!on!educating!children!with!CHARGE!is!opinion!rather!than!evidenceCbased,!




that! they!do!not! identify! the!need!for!research!to!provide!a!secure!evidence!base!to!
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inform! the!development!and! implementation!of! intervention!strategies!specifically! for!
learners!with!CHARGE.!!
!
The! first! book!published!on!CHARGE,! edited!by!Hartshorne!et! al.! (2011)! has!been!
welcomed!by!practitioners!working!in!the!field.!It!is!emphasised!this!book!was!written!
primarily! for!health!professionals,!although! families!and!educators!are!also! identified!
as!part!of!the!potential!audience.!Educational!matters!are!mentioned!in!some!chapters!
but! there! is! no! chapter! specifically! focused! on! educating! children! with! CHARGE.!
Horsh! and! Scheele! (2011)! also! edited! a! book! on! CHARGE,! published! initially! in!
German!and!then!subsequently!translated! into!English.!Within!this!book!is!a!chapter!
by! Majors! (2011a)! that! addresses! educational! considerations! for! learners! with!
CHARGE.! As! mentioned! previously,! Majors! is! an! experienced! practitioner! in! an!
educational! provision! that! has! been! involved! over! the! last! 20! years! in! developing!
appropriate!educational!programmes!for!learners!with!CHARGE.!Whilst!this!writing!is!
not! researchCbased! it! remains! a! valuable! source! to! examine,! drawing! on! the!
knowledge!and!reporting!by!an!experienced!practitioner,!although!recognising!that!this!
is!limited!to!one!educational!setting.!Similarly!Brown!(2011a)!wrote!an!article!outlining!
some! of! his! thoughts! on! educating! these! children,! specifically! in! relation! to! selfC
regulation,!that!also!needs!consideration!as!it!is!likely!to!provide!valuable!insights!into!
the! practical! issues! involved! although! recognising! this! is! also! only! one! person’s!





A!more! recent! development! is! the! sharing! of! information! through! the!medium! of! a!
webcast.! Again! whilst! this! is! not! researchCbased,! the! webcasts! are! presented! by!
educational!practitioners!working!with!learners!with!CHARGE.!Majors!(2011b)!shares!

















likely! an! educational! programme!will! need! to! be! highly! individualised! for! each! child!
since! the! combination! of! the! anomalies! seen!will! be! specific! in! each! affected! child,!







view! is! supported! by!Majors! (2011a)! who! explains! learners! do! present! with! similar!
personalities! and! learning! characteristics,! including! facing! multiple! challenges,!
experiencing!high!levels!of!anxiety!(and!a!consequent!perseveration),!a!need!to!be!in!
charge!requiring!the!class!teacher!to!develop!the!art!of!negotiation,!an!overwhelming!
need! for! routine! and! structure,! and! experiencing! difficulties! with! transitions.! This!




with! CHARGE! will! be! challenging! (e.g.! Griffin! et! al.,! 2004),! but! as! Majors! (2011b)!
explained:!!
If! we! can! figure! out! the! right! strategies,! these! children! can! learn! amazing!
content.!
!
The!difficulty! lies! in!establishing!what!strategies!are!appropriate.!Smith!et!al.! (2010)!
state! teaching! methodology! should! be! evidenceCbased,! but! this! is! difficult! when!
educators! are! reliant! on! direct! reporting! and! anecdotal! evidence! not! supported! by!
research.!One!exception! identified! is! the!paper!by!Lieberman!et!al.! (2012)g!although!
referring! to! the! teaching! of! physical! education! there! are! some! strategies! the!
educationalist!might! be! able! to! generalise! to! the! broader! educational! setting! (these!
will!be!discussed!shortly).!Looking!at! the!anecdotal!reporting!and!sharing!of!opinion,!
according! to!Brown!(2011a)! the! first!step!must!be! to! identify! the! issues!present!and!






The! development! and! delivery! of! an! appropriate! curriculum! with! the! necessary!
adaptations!is!fundamental!to!the!teaching!of!any!child.!Smith!et!al.!(2010)!stress!the!
need!for!a!developmental!curriculum!although!they,!and!Brown!(2011a),!recognise!this!
can! be! more! difficult! to! deliver! in! the! later! stages! of! education.! Majors! (2011b)!
suggests!that!as!far!as!possible!a!‘typical’!school!curriculum!should!be!offered!to!the!
child!with!CHARGE.!Brown!(2011a)!explains!it!is!also!important!to!think!about!the!way!
the! curriculum! is! being! delivered,!with!Majors! (2011a)! advocating! a! crossCcurricular!
setting.!These! requirements!are! realised! in! “A! curriculum! for!multiCsensory! impaired!
children”! (Murdoch! et! al.,! 2009)! and! implies! this! is! a! curriculum! that! might! be!
appropriate!for!the!child!with!CHARGE,!as!for!other!deafblind!learners.!It!is,!however,!
a! curriculum! designed! for! learners! with! special! educational! needs! working! towards!
Level!1!of!the!National!Curriculum!who!are!attaining!at!P!levels!P1CP8!(Qualifications!
and!Curriculum!Authority,!2009).!Given!a!full!range!of!ability!noted!in!the!population!of!
children! with! CHARGE! is! acknowledged! in! literature! (as! discussed! in! 2.3.3),! this!
curriculum! is! unlikely! to! be! appropriate! for! those! learners! working! at! a! higher!
academic! level.!Furthermore,! there!has!been!a!small!amount!of! research! to!support!
the!view!that! the!CHARGE!population! is!distinct! from!the! larger!deafblind!population!









and!needs!of! the! learner!with!CHARGE! it! is! important! to! recognise! that! for!much!of!
the!school!day!they!are! likely! to!be!operating!at! the!very! thresholds!of! their!sensory!
abilities!and!will!not!always!be! fully!available! for! learning!due! to! the!complexity!and!
“multiClayered! set! of! issues”! they! experience! (Brown,! 2011a,! p.6)g! this! is! therefore!
likely!to!be!an!important!underlying!factor!influencing!what!the!child’s!needs!might!be.!
When! educating! all! children! there! is! a! desire! to! support! the! achievement! of!




to! explore! and! interact! with! their! environment! to! provide! the! foundation! for! more!
advanced!skills!and! increasing! independence!(Griffin!et!al.,!2004).!This!approach! is,!
however,! not! unique! to! learners! with! CHARGE! and! is! recognised! as! important! in!
underpinning! the! learning! of! other! deafblind! children.! For! example,! Murdoch! et! al.!
(2009)!describe!their!MSI!curriculum!as!being:!




al.! (2010)!and!Majors! (2011a),! that! links!with! the!development!of! social! interactions!









not! underCestimated! is! stated! (e.g.! Lewis! &! Lowther,! 2001),! with! Brown! (2011a)!
expressing! the! view! that! cognitive! difficulties! are! less! of! an! issue! for! the! child!with!
CHARGE! than! the! impact! of! their! sensory! and! neurological! difficulties.! ! So! the!
question!remains,!what!educational!strategies!should!be!adopted!to!enable!each!child!
with! CHARGE! to! work! effectively! towards! reaching! their! full! cognitive! potential?!








of! 44! children! with! CHARGE! (also! in! the! UK).! Both! studies! gathered! data! using! a!
questionnaire! sent! out! to! parents,! with! a! comparison! of! the! findings! relating! to!























What! the! findings! of! both! studies! do! show! is! a! range! of! different! educational!






it! seems!appropriate! to! utilise! the! educational! philosophy! for! deafblind! children! and!
the! identified! strategies! that! support! development! and! learning! of! this! whole!






(arising! from! impairment! of! multiple! sensory! modalities,! medical! issues! and! other!
anomalies).!Majors! (2011a),! perhaps!sums! this!up!most! succinctly,! recognising! that!







CHARGE.! In! the! literature! focusing! on! the! education! of! children! with! CHARGE!
(outlined! earlier)! some! strategies! are! presented! for! consideration! by! educators!








need! to!observe!and! identify! the!child’s!strengths!and! to! then! focus!on! these! in! the!
development! of! an! individualised! programme! tailored! to! the! child’s! strengths! and!
needs.! Majors! (2011a)! also! stresses! the! importance! of! discovering! what! is!
motivational!for!the!child!and!the!need!to!follow!the!child’s!leads!and!preferences.!All!
of! these! are! wellCestablished! strategies! used! to! support! the! learning! of! deafblind!
childreng! focusing! on! the! child! and! building! on! identified! strengths! is! intrinsic! in! the!
many!of! the!chapters! in!Aitken!et!al.! (2000),!a!resource!for! those!teaching!deafblind!
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children.!This!approach!has!underpinned!much!of! the!work!developed! in! relation! to!
communication! and! congenitally! deafblind! individuals! (e.g.! Janssen! et! al.,! 2003g!
Rødbroe!and!Janssen,!2006).! It! is!also!expressed!by!Murdoch!et!al.! (2009)! in! their!
curriculum!for!deafblind!learners,!and!by!Nelson!et!al.!(2010),!in!their!assessment!tool!





Children!with!CHARGE!can!be!observed! to!adopt!a! ‘burstCpause’! sequence! to! their!
learningg!within!the!literature!on!CHARGE!this!term!is!used!to!describe!a!behaviour!or!
learning! style! observed! within! the! child,! where! the! child! demonstrates! ‘bursts’! of!
activity,! interspersed!with!periods!of! little!obvious!engagement! (‘pauses’),! before! reC
engaging!with!another!‘burst’!of!activity.!Jones!and!Dunne!(1998),!Brown!(2011a)!and!
Majors! (2011a)! highlight! the! need! to! work! at! the! child’s! pace! and! build! in! pauses!
during! activities! to! match! the! child’s! own! burstCpause! sequence.! Hodges! (2000)!
writing! about! supporting! deafblind! learners,! talks! of! the! ‘burstCpause! rhythm’! with!
regard! to! the! activity! the! child! is! engaged! in,! rather! than! the! ‘burstCpause’! element!
being!observed!directly! in! the!child’s!behaviour,!and!Murdoch!et!al.! (2009)!describe!
the! activity! of! deafblind! learners! at! an! early! developmental! stage! as! having! “bursts!







As! Smith! et! al.! (2010)! identified,! the! visual! and! auditory! needs! of! children! with!
CHARGE! are! often! addressed! in! literature! (e.g.! Blake! &! Brown,! 1993g! SalemC
Hartshorne!&!Jacob,!2004g!Majors!2011a)! including!the!need!to!attend!to!the!use!of!
equipment,! together! with! the! adaptation! and! differentiation! of! the! environment,!
activities!and!materials.!The! importance!of!addressing!the!visual!and!auditory!needs!
of! deafblind! learners! as! a!whole! is! recognised!within! literature! (e.g.! Hodges,! 2000g!
Pease,!2000)!and!is!reflected!in!the!“Quality!Standards!in!Education!Support!Services!
for! Children! and! Young! People! who! are! Deafblind/MultiCSensory! Impaired”! (Sense!
2002)!where!the!need!for!input!from!a!qualified!teacher!for!the!visuallyCimpaired!and!a!




vestibular! issues! and! provide! support! for! sensory! integration! difficulties.! Brown!
(2011b)! considers! that! vestibular! dysfunction! has! “perhaps! the! most! farC
reaching…implications”!(p.51)!for!children!with!CHARGE!and!may!be!why!a!range!of!
investigations! and! articles! have! been! written! about! the! impact! of! vestibular!
dysfunction! in!CHARGE! (see! 2.2.4).!Despite! this! being! a! factor! that! has! significant!
impact! on! a! child’s! daily! functioning! and! learning! there! is! very! little! written! offering!
practical! strategies! that! may! be! helpful! in! responding! to! these! difficulties.! Brown!
(2007b)!is!one!practitioner!who!has!explored!strategies!that!may!be!helpfulg!although!
this! article! is! written! with! reference! to! all! deafblind! learners! he! does! explain! that!









Sensory! integration! difficulties! are! also! rarely! mentioned! in! literature! relating! to!
educating! learners! who! are! deafblindg! it! is! Brown! (2009)! again! who! highlights! the!
issue! of! sensory! integration! difficulties! in! the! deafblind! population,! and! although!
Murdoch!et!al.!(2009)!state!the!importance!of!recognising!a!child’s!sensory!integration!
difficulties,!they!do!not!expand!upon!this!or!suggest!what!response!should!be!made.!
Other! references! to!sensory! integration!difficulties!with! regard! to! the!wider!deafblind!
population!were!not!found,!and!no!evidence!of!potential!strategies!except!in!the!article!
by!Brown! (2009).! !Brown! (2005b)!and!Hampson! (2013)!discuss! sensory! integration!
difficulties! in! relation! to! children! with! CHARGE! and! suggest! some! strategies! that!
Brown! reiterates! in! his! article! of! 2009,! focusing! on! the! deafblind! population! as! a!
whole.!Hampson!(2013),!an!occupational!therapist,!also!puts!forward!similar!strategies!
as!being!potentially!beneficial!for!the!child!with!CHARGE!who!is!experiencing!sensory!
integration! difficulties,! like! Brown! (2009),! this! centres! on! the! development! and!
implementation!of!a!‘sensory!diet’.!Hampson!(2013)!makes!a!statement!that!perhaps!
explains!in!part!why!educationalists!have!not!put!forward!suggestions!for!strategies!to!
implement! in! response! to! a! child’s! sensory! integration! difficulties,! this! being! that!







This! implies! the!need! for!close!collaborative!working! (as!advocated!by!Thomas!and!
Deuce,! 2013),! and! a! helpful! strategy! should! include! securing! an! assessment! from!
such! a! suitably! qualified! and! experienced! occupational! therapist! to! inform! the!
development!of!a! response.!Brown!(2011a),!writing!of!strategies! for! the! learner!with!
CHARGE,!additionally!suggests!regular!opportunities!to!move!around!and!engage!in!
large! motor! movements! should! be! provided! in! response! to! the! child’s! sensory!
integration! and! vestibular! difficulties! throughout! the! school! day.!Although! this! is! not!
identified! with! regard! to! other! deafblind! learners! in! response! to! sensory! integration!
difficulties,!wider! literature! identifies! this! strategy! as! a! requirement! to! support! gross!
motor! development! (e.g.! Aitken,! 2000ag! Murdoch! et! al.,! 2009).! This! raises! an!
interesting! point! that! the! same! or! similar! strategies! may! be! employed! with! both!
learners! with! CHARGE! and! the! wider! deafblind! population,! but! the! reason! for!
employing!these!strategies!may!differ!between!the!two!identified!groups!of!learners.!
!
In! relation! to! the!child’s!sensory!difficulties,!which! together!with!other! implications!of!
CHARGE!create!daily!challenges! for! learning!and!everyday! living,!are! the! issues!of!
stress! and! anxiety,! the! emergence! of! ObsessiveCCompulsive! Disorder! (OCD)!
behaviours!and!fatigue!(Brown,!2003bg!Graham,!et!al.!2005g!Wachtel!et!al.,!2007!and!
Smith!et!al.,!2010).!The!presence!of!high!levels!of!stress!and!anxiety!is!recognised!in!
individuals!with! learning! disability! (e.g.!Huntington! and!Bender,! 1993g!Svetaz! et! al.,!
2000) and!is!also!addressed!within!the!broad!deafblind!population!(e.g.!Pease,!2000g!
Department! for! Education! and! Skills,! 2003)! where! Pease! (2000)! suggests! some!
strategies! to! help! minimise! stress! likely! to! arise! from! adult! demands! being! placed!
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upon!the!child.!These!strategies!match! those!recommended!for! teachers!of! learners!
with!CHARGE,!being!to!work!at!the!child’s!pace,!providing!activities!the!child!is!felt!to!
enjoy,! reviewing! the! balance! between! familiar! and! new!more! challenging! activities,!
and!ensuring! the! child! receives!positive! feedback! (p.48).! The!use!of! clear! structure!
and!consistency!of!approach!are!also!wellCestablished!strategies!for!both!learners!with!
CHARGE! and! other! deafblind! children! (e.g.! Brown! 2011ag! Murdoch! et! al.,! 2009),!
again!providing!an!example! to!support! the!argument!against!children!with!CHARGE!
being!distinct! from!other!deafblind! learners.! In!addition!to!reading!and!responding!to!
stress!and!arousal!levels,!the!issue!of!fatigue!is!reported!and!discussed!more!often!in!
relation! to! children! with! CHARGE! (see! 2.3.6),! which! may! indicate! a! distinction!
between!learners!with!CHARGE!and!other!deafblind!learners.!!It!is!interesting!to!note!
that!within! the! literature! review,!strategies! to! reduce! the! impact!of! fatigue!were!only!
located! in! sources! directly! relating! to! CHARGEg! here! Brown! (2011a)! suggests! the!
need!to!respond!by!simplifying!activities!and!ensuring!the!“teaching!point!is!clear!and!





The! development! of! effective! communication! and! social! interactions,! seen! as! an!
essential!preCrequisite! for!effective! learning,! is! likely! to!be!a!major!challenge! for!any!
child! with! visual! and! hearing! impairments.! The! development! of! an! appropriate!
communication! programme,! including! use! of! a! Total! Communication! approach! and!




2011),! but! is! also! often! advocated! for! other! deafblind! learners! (e.g.! Pease,! 2000g!
Murdoch!et!al.,!2009)!and!children!with!hearing!impairment!and!additional!needs!(e.g.!





empower! the!child,! supporting! them! to! take!greater!ownership!of! their!own! learning!
(Majors! 2011! a&b),! this! latter! being! an! aspect! of! learning! for! deafblind! learners!
addressed!specifically!by!Murdoch!et!al.!(2009).!Although!this!again!demonstrates!the!
appropriateness!of!the!same!approach!and!strategies!for!both!learners!with!CHARGE!
and! other! deafblind! children,! an! element! additionally! addressed! that! may! be! more!
specific! to!CHARGE! is! the!use!of! concrete! components! (Brown,! 2011a)! to! address!
additional! communication! issues! created! by! the! presence! of! executive! dysfunction!
(see!2.2.9).!
!
The! need! to! support! the! development! of! social! interactions! is! also! reflected! in!
identified!strategies!for!all!deafblind!learners!(e.g.!Murdoch!et!al.,!2009).!With!regard!
to! learners! with! CHARGE,! Lewis! and! Lowther! (2001)! and! Majors! (2011! a&b)! also!
express! the! need! for! strategies! to! support! the! development! of! positive! social!
behaviour! and! also! to! overcome! potential! difficulties! resulting! from! both! executive!





A! number! of! different! authors! (e.g.! Jones! and! Dunne,! 1988g! Graham! et! al.,! 2005g!
Nicholas,! 2005g! Smith! et! al.,! 2010! and! Brown,! 2011)! stress! the! need! for! an!
educational! programme! that! ensures! the! learner! with! CHARGE! can! engage! in!
activities! to! support! functional! life! skills! through! the! use! of! meaningful! tasks!
undertaken! in! real! settings.! This! is! also! raised! by! Stelzer! (2011)! in! her! webcast.!
Research!by!Blake!et!al.! (2005)! involving!30!adolescents!with!CHARGE! found! their!
cohort!were!more!independent!in!selfCcare!skills!than!the!more!complex!independent!
living! skills,! and! they! suggest! this! might! in! part! be! due! to! a! lack! of! exposure! to!
learning!situations!focused!on!developing!these!skills.! If! this! is!so,!the!importance!of!
embedding! this! in! an! educational! programme!will! need! to! be! accepted! and! extend!
beyond! the! focus! of! supporting! the! development! of! selfChelp! skills.! Strategies! to!
support! the! development! of! selfCorganisational! skills! (made! more! difficult! as! a!
consequence! of! executive! function! difficulties! according! to! Nicholas,! 2005)! is! also!






of! communication!difficulties,!potential! brain!damage,!but!also!as!a! consequence!of!
the!actions!of!others! (being! too!controlling!etc.).! In! this!chapter!he!offers!a! range!of!
strategies!that!might!be!helpful! in!responding!to!difficult!behaviours.!These!may!well!
be! strategies!also!appropriate! for! learners!with!CHARGE,!but! it!will! be! important! to!
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question! whether! there! are! other! strategies! additionally! needed! given! the!
development!of!the!behavioural!phenotype!by!Hartshorne!(2011)!which!suggests!the!
behavioural!characteristics!come!together!in!a!unique!way!as!a!part!of!this!condition.!
Smith! et! al.! (2010)! and! Majors! (2011a)! encourage! educators! to! recognise! the!
particular! behavioural! characteristics! of! CHARGE! and! to! respond! by! employing! a!
‘Positive! Behavioural! Support’! approach! as! described! by! Hartshorne! (2003).!
Strategies!established!to!manage!a!child’s!behaviour!must!not!only!consider!the!child!
but!also!the!learning!since,!as!Brown!(2011)!states,!a!child’s!behaviour!is!often:!





in!addition! to! the!physical!environmental! features! (e.g.!distractions,!physical!barriers!
etc.).!Majors!(2011a)!also!implies!it!is!the!behaviour!of!the!educationalists!around!the!
child! that! requires! recognition! and! for! the! teacher! to! respond! to! the! child’s! learning!
traits,! for!example,!negotiating!and!providing!ownership!of! learning!as!a!response!to!
the! child’s! need! to! be! ‘in! charge’.! Earlier! in! 2.3.4! insights! were! outlined! that!
Hartshorne!(2011)!highlighted!following!his! investigation! into!behaviour! in! individuals!





For! a! curriculum! to! be! productive! and! effective! it! must! be! delivered! successfully.!
Whilst! a! wide! range! of! specific! strategies! were! not! outlined! in! great! detail! in! the!
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literature! reviewed! on! the! education! of! children! with! CHARGE,! more! attention! has!
been!given!to!how!the!curriculum!should!be!delivered!in!broader!terms.!Lieberman!et!
al.!(2012)!suggest!combining!a!‘top!down’!approach!(where!the!end!goal!is!the!focus)!
with! a! ‘bottom! up’! approach! (focusing! on! the! process! rather! than! the! end! goal).!
Although!this!study!only!examined!physical!education!it!may!be!appropriate!for!these!
findings! to! be! applied! to! the! overall! curriculum.! The! use! of! both! a! ‘top! down’! and!
‘bottom! up’! approach! was! also! identified! in! a! research! study! examining! curriculum!
access!for!deafblind!pupils!(Porter!et!al.,1997),!where!it!was!found!teachers!delivering!
the! curriculum! for! deafblind! learners!used!a! combination!of! both! these!approaches.!
This! is! a! method! that! can! perhaps! best! provide! the! flexibility! and! individualisation!





(e.g.! Hodges,! 2000).! This! is! supported! by! others! (e.g.! Brown,! 2003bg! Smith! et! al.,!
2010)! who! identify! the! requirement! for! a! clear! structure! to! activities! with! a! defined!
beginning,! middle! and! end.! Brown! (2011a)! further! states! it! is! essential! that! the!
teaching!point! is! clear!and!accessible! to! the! child.!Breaking!a! task!down! into! steps!
provides!opportunities!for!short!breaks!if!required!by!the!child!and!may!help!match!the!
‘burstCpause’!learning!style!discussed!in!2.6.2a.!Lieberman!et!al.!(2012)!expressed!the!
view! that! clear! breaks! need! to! be! included! when! undertaking! an! activity! which!




this! is! the!need! to! identify!what! the! task! itself!means! to! the!child!and!ensuring! it! is!
presented! in! a! way! that! is! meaningful! to! him! or! her! (Brown,! 2003b).! The! use! of!
structure!and!clear! routines! is!also!seen!as!vital! in! the!educational!programme!of!a!




Majors! (2011a)! identifies! the!need! for! flexibility! to!enable!an! immediate! response! to!




is! important! and! Majors! (2011a)! suggests! giving! the! child! time! to! observe! and!
accepting! ‘partial! participation’! initially,! then! supporting! an! increase! in! the! level! of!
involvement!by!the!child.!This!relates!to!the!use!of!modelling!as!an!effective!strategy!
to! support! learning,!which!allows! the! child! to!observe! initially! before!engaging.!This!
approach! to! delivering! the! curriculum! would! also! be! advocated! by! educators! of!
deafblind! learners! as! a! whole! (e.g.! Murdoch! et! al.,! 2009g! Nelson! et! al.,! 2010).! A!
further! element! for! the! learner! with! CHARGE,! identified! by! Stelzer! (2011),! is! the!
importance! of! prioritising! the! creation! of! opportunities! for! the! child! to! do! things!
concretely.!The!use!of!concrete!aids! is!also!advocated! for! learners!with!severe!and!
profound!learning!difficulties!(e.g.!Farrell,!2006),!but!there!appears!to!be!an!additional!
or! different! reason! for! using! this! strategy!with! learners!who! have!CHARGEg!Brown!








has! already! been! identified,! there! is! also! a! need! to! consider! adaptations! more!








This! section! considers! the! information! available! in! literature! with! regard! to! the!
education!of!children!with!CHARGE.!It!illustrates!a!lack!of!evidenceCbased!research!in!
this!area!and!the!current!reliance!on!anecdotal!reporting!and!sharing!of!opinion!based!
on!direct!experience! that!whilst! valuable,! is! limiting!because! it! lacks!a! foundation! in!
sound!research.!!
!







aspects,! if! there! is!a!distinction!between! learners!with!CHARGE!and!other!deafblind!
learners,! it! is! possible! that! there! are! additional! and/or! different! elements! to! be!
addressed.!Through!comparing!the!strategies!outlined!for!learners!with!CHARGE!with!
established! teaching! practice! for! deafblind! learners,! it! is! clear! there! is! support! for!
Brown’s! (2011a)! view! that! this! may! be! the! “best! match”,! but! that! there! are! also!
elements!that!require!a!response!to!those!“CHARGECspecific!considerations”!(Brown!
2012).!This!review!of!literature!suggests!these!may!be!a!greater!impact!of!vestibular!
and! sensory! integration! issues,! and! also! of! fatigue.! It! is! also! possible! there! are!
additional!aspects!such!as!the!use!of!strategies!to!help!overcome!executive!function!
difficulties! that! can!adversely! affect! learning! that! require! a! specific! response.!Given!
the!theory!of!a!CHARGE!behavioural!phenotype!(Hartshorne!2011),!that!by!definition!
is! specific! to! CHARGE,! it! is! possible! this! too! would! require! a! specific! response.!
Finally,!it!is!also!possible!that!some!of!the!strategies!used!with!deafblind!learners!may!
also! be! used! to! support! learners! with! CHARGE,! but! for! a! different! reasong! for!
example,! large! movement! may! be! used! with! deafblind! learners! to! support! the!
development!of!gross!motor!skills!(e.g.!Aitken,!2000ag!Murdoch!et!al.,!2009),!but!also!




Griffin! et! al.! (2004)! contend! that! as! researchers! discover!more! about! the! needs! of!




information! obtained! through! evidenceCbased! research! is! needed! to! develop! theory!
and! increase! the! knowledge! base! and! understanding! of! the! learner’s! overall! needs!
and! underpin! practice! as! it! informs! the! development! of! more! effective! intervention!
strategies! across! the! curriculum! and! learning! environment.!Whilst! it! is! important! to!
consider!the!reporting!and!anecdotal!evidence!of!practitioners!experienced!in!the!field!





In! this! chapter!an!exploration!of! literature!was!presented! to!discover!what! is! known!
about! individuals! with! CHARGE! with! regard! to! their! learning,! development! and!
education.!A! range!of! research! studies! relating! to! the!medical! aspects! of!CHARGE!
were!found!that!have!led!to!an!increase!in!knowledge!and!understanding!of!this!as!a!
medical! condition.! Some! investigations! were! also! discovered! regarding! specific!
aspects! of! development! and! functioning! in! individuals! with! CHARGE,! but! research!
undertaken! that! focused! on! the! education! of! this! particular! population! proved! to! be!
extremely! limited.!As!a!consequence!it!was!necessary!to! look!at!anecdotal!reporting!
and! the! sharing!of! opinion! concerning!educating! learners!with!CHARGE!although! it!
was! recognised! these! articles! were! not! so! rigorous! academically! and! were! not!
founded!upon!evidence!obtained! through! research.!This! situation!did!however,! help!






this! condition! was! reported! and! other! research! studies! that! employed! single! or!
multiple!case!study!or!document!and!data!analysis.!The!majority!of!research!studies!




information! from! parents! and! practitioners,! despite! this! often! involving! gathering!
perceptions!from!participants!that!would!be!influenced!by!their!own!experiences,!world!
view! and! knowledge! base.! It!was! felt! it!would! be! useful! to! follow! this! example! and!
include! the! use! of! a! survey!within! this! research! project! to! obtain! data! relating! to! a!
wider!sample!of!individuals!with!CHARGE.!
!
The! heterogeneous! nature! of! CHARGE! was! described! but! also! the! view! that!
commonalities!can!be!found!between!affected!individuals,!as!expressed!in!literature.!It!
was!shown!that!potentially!all!the!sensory!modalities!can!be!affected,!leading!to!these!
children! being! described! as! ‘truly! multiCsensory! impaired’! (Brown,! 2003b).! Other!
aspects!were!also!identified,!all!of!which!demonstrate!that!more!than!sensory!issues!
will!very!likely!have!an!impact!on!the!child’s!learning!and!need!to!be!recognised!and!
responded! to! by! educationalists.! Literature! was! also! explored! to! ascertain! whether!






also! neurological! anomalies! causing! executive! function! difficulties).! It! was! also!
suggested! that! in! addition! to! those! anomalies! which! might! be! regarded! as! more!
particular! to! CHARGE,! it! may! be! the! combination! and! severity! of! impact! of! these!
anomalies!that!is!more!unique!to!CHARGE!and!more!intensified!and!complex.!Thus!a!










Sources! were! examined! to! identify! what! is! known! about! the! development! and!
functioning! in! children!with!CHARGE! and! the! different! aspects! likely! to! be! affected!
were!reported.!With!the!large!number!of!anomalies!involved!with!this!condition!it!was!
perhaps!not!surprising!to!find!that!learning!and!development!would!be!affected!in!this!
group! of! children.! It! was! discovered! that! some! key! aspects! of! development! and!
learning!have!been!identified!as!being!affected.!Understanding!of!the!potential!impact!
on! learning! and! development! of! visual! impairment,! hearing! impairment! and! multiC
sensory! impairment! is! wellCdeveloped! and! will! need! to! be! applied! to! learners! with!
CHARGE.!The!impact!of!other!anomalies!associated!with!this!condition!also!need!to!
be! considered!and!when! combined,!may!have!a! greater! influence!on! the! child.! For!
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example,! the! average! age! of! independent! walking! in! children! with! CHARGE! was!
reported! to! be! 35C57! months! as! compared! to! 15! months! in! typically! developing!
children,!or!19C20!months!for!children!with!visual!impairment/blindness.!!
!
A! range! of! cognitive! ability! has! been! identified! with! this! condition,! and! it! was!
recognised! that! learning! potential! may! be! underCestimated! or! masked! by! the!
challenges! and! barriers! to! learning! created! by! the! overall! impact! of! the! different!
anomalies.! The! educational! assessment! of! individuals! with! CHARGE! has! been!
addressed! in! literature! and! this! was! also! examined.! It! was! found! it! is! agreed! that!
standard!assessment!tools!are!likely!to!be!inappropriate!and!unhelpful!for!this!group!of!
children,! with! a! difficulty! obtaining! accurate! results! using! assessment! tools! not!
standardised! for! the! CHARGE! population.! Although! an! alternative! approach! was!
reported!to!be!needed!it!was!recognised!it!can!be!difficult!to!obtain!precise!information!
that!is!not!biased!by!subjective!judgement.!It!was!noted!that!educational!assessment!





evidenceCbased! research! was! found! relating! to! educational! intervention.! Some!
reference!was!made! to! a! developmental! and! crossCcurricular! curriculum!model! that!
may!be!most!appropriate! for! learners!with!CHARGE.!A!deafblind!educational!model!
was!considered! to!provide! the! ‘best! fit’,!but! that! there!may!be!a!need! for!a!different!
emphasis! and! additional! elements.! Those! strategies! identified! within! the! sources!
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examined! with! regard! to! educating! learners! with! CHARGE! were! compared! with!
strategies!outlined!in!literature!focused!on!educating!deafblind!learners!as!a!whole.!A!
clear! overlap! was! noted,! with! a! number! of! the! same! strategies! identified! for! both!
groups.! It! was,! however,! also! noted! that! some! elements! may! require! a! greater!
emphasis!(e.g.!responding!to!the!child’s!vestibular!ad!proprioceptive!difficulties),!and!
that! some! additional! strategies! may! need! to! be! implemented! in! response! to! those!
more!“CHARGEC!specific!considerations”!(Brown,!2012).!It!was!further!suggested!that!
some! strategies! may! be! employed! with! both! groups! of! learners,! but! possibly! for!
different! reasons.! It! was! recognised! there! is! currently! a! lack! of! research! that! has!




This! exploration! and! review! of! literature! provided! a! wider! understanding! of! what! is!
currently! known! or! thought,! that! would! help! begin! to! address! the! overCarching!
research! question! of! whether! CHARGE! syndrome! can! be! considered! as! an!
educational! diagnosis.! As! much! of! this! information,! particularly! in! relation! to! the!
educational!setting!(and!to!a!lesser!extent,!a!child’s!functioning)!came!from!anecdotal!









o! What! aspects! of! CHARGE! might! be! distinct! from! the! more! general!
deafblind/MSI!population?!
o! What! specialist! support! is! provided! from! other! professionals! and! through!
assessments,!to!teachers!working!with!a!child!with!CHARGE?!!
!
In! the!next! chapter!a!description!with!be!given!of!how! the! research! framework!was!












that! would! generate! the! evidence! needed! to! address! the! research! questions! and!
build!upon!the!examination!of!literature.!The!exploration!of!literature!revealed!a!lack!
of!knowledge!arising!from!evidenceCbased!research!as!to!what!enables!a!child!with!
CHARGE! to! learn! effectively,! and! that! presently! educational! professionals! rely!
largely! on! anecdotal! evidence! and! the! application! of! strategies! that! have! proved!
successful! with! other! congenitally! deafblind! learners.! ! It! was! recognised! this!
research!project!would!need!to!focus!on!adding!to!this!limited!pool!of!knowledge.!!
!
The!nature!of! the!population!being!explored! (with!CHARGE!being!a! low! incidence!
condition)!and!the!potential!difficulties!this!presented!to!the!researcher!in!accessing!
a!wide!sample,!meant!this!would!be!a!smallCscale!study!(Cohen!et!al.,!2003),!these!
factors! influencing! the! choice! of! a! methodological! approach! appropriate! for! this!
research!project.!There!are!concerns!raised!about!the!limitations!of!smallCscale!study!
and! whether! findings! can! be! widely! generalised! (Robson! 2011)! and! it! was!
considered!this!research!may!in!reality!need!to!focus!on!providing!deeper!‘insights’!if!
it! was! not! possible! to! obtain! a! truly! representative! sample! of! the! population! of!
individuals!with!CHARGE! that!would!allow! for!generalisation!of! the! findings.! It!was!
























o! Developing! associated! subCquestions! (that! help! direct! the! focus! of! the!
investigation)!
Once! the! research! questions! were! identified! it! was! necessary! to! establish! the!





investigation! in! a! subject! area! will! need! to! be! dominated! by! research! focused! on!
accumulating!knowledge!and!strengthening!understanding.!According!to!Cohen!et!al.!
(2003),! educational! research! as! a! whole! is! a! relatively! new! field! and! currently!
consists! of! a! largely! descriptive! element.! This! will! be! particularly! true! when! the!





two! has! been! recognised,! with! both! being! regarded! as! valid! (e.g.! Robson,! 2011).!
This! accepts! they! do! not! necessarily! need! to! be! regarded! as! being! in! direct!
opposition!and!the!various!methodologies!can:!
Nest!into!and!envelop!each!other.!(Thomas,!2011,!p.36)!
The! choice! of! framework! adopted!was! influenced! by! the! exploratory! nature! of! the!
investigation!and!also! the!particular! research!questions!posed.! It!was!considered! it!
would!not!be!appropriate!to!design!and!undertake!a!controlled!experiment!as!in!the!
traditional! ‘scientific’!approach!(as!described!by!Robson,!2011)!since,! in!addition!to!
being! difficult! to! implement! within! this! research! setting,! it! would! not! lend! itself! to!
addressing! the! questions! posed! and! would! be! unlikely! to! reflect! the! real! world!
(Mason,!2006).!!
!




to!be!appropriate.!Similarly! the!questions!did!not! focus!on! the!bringing!about,! and!
impact!of,!change!and!therefore!the!use!of!action!research!(e.g.!Robson,!2011)!was!
also!dismissed.!What! the!questions! (and! therefore! investigation)! sought! to!explore!
was! the! possible! distinctiveness! of! learners!with!CHARGE! compared! to! the!wider!
deafblind! population,! and! to! gather! detailed! information! about! this! phenomenon.!
Thus!for!the!purposes!of!this!investigation,!a!case!study!design!frame!was!adopted!
that! would! support! “inCdepth! research”! (Thomas,! 2013,! p.150)! of! a! ‘real! life’!
happening!and!a!gathering!of!evidence!to!explore!the!phenomenon!being!examined.!
Whilst!the!case!study!may!not!be!regarded!as!traditionally!scientific,!some!(such!as!
Robson,!2011g!Thomas,!2011)!argue! it!may!be!regarded!as!broadly!scientific! if! the!










For! this! investigation! the! intention!was! to! work! inductively! where! the! insights! and!
theory! would! arise! and! develop! from! the! research! itself,! rather! than! working!





The! case! study! provides! a! framework!within!which! the! researcher! is! able! to!work!
flexibly! (Robson,! 2011)! and! enables! the! processes! employed! to! emerge! as! the!
investigation!proceeds.!The!degree!of! flexibility! offered!by! this! is!also! regarded!as!
suitable! for! the! exploration! of! new! topics! and! ideas! such! as! the! topic! of! this!
investigation! (Robson,! 2011).! A! key! characteristic! of! the! case! study! is! the! use! of!
multiple! methods! (to! be! discussed! below)! that! Yin! (2008)! identifies! as! one! of! its!
strengths! that! provides! a! ‘multiCfaceted’! view! (Thomas,! 2011,! p.5)! and! supports!
triangulation!(see!3.9).!
!
The! ‘case’!might!be!an! individual,!group,!event,! institution!etc.! (Gillham,!2000)! that!
forms!a!‘characteristic!unit’!(Thomas,!2013,!p.150).!According!to!Thomas!(2011)!the!
case!will! be!boundaried! (the!subject)!and! framed! (this!providing! the!context!of! the!















with!CHARGE! reported! on!might! be! similar! to! the!wider!CHARGE!population! and!










other! (Thomas,! 2013)! and! supporting! the! achievement! of! a! deeper! answer! to! the!
research!questions.!
!
Some! methods! adopted! in! the! course! of! this! research! may! be! associated! more!
readily!with!fixed!design,!such!as!a!survey!(Oppenheim,!2000),!whilst!other!methods!
employed! (document! analysis! and! semiCstructured! interviews)! are! perhaps! more!
often! regarded! as! ethnographic,! involving! the! collection! of! data! to! gather! people’s!
perceptions! in! seeking! to! investigate! and! explain! this! particular! context.! It! was!







For! this! research! project,! initially! raw! data! (more! qualitative! in! nature)! would! be!
collected! through! analysis! of! documentation! in! the! form! of! educational! reports!
provided!for!a!number!of!children!with!CHARGE.!Edwards!and!Talbot!(1999)!explain!
the! potential! value! in! examining! documents! as! part! of! a! research! investigation!
should!not!be!underCestimated.!Thomas!(2013)!refers! to! this!method!as!“document!
interrogation”! (p.204)! and! it! was! considered! this! would! be! useful! for! providing! a!
background! and! the! initial! exploration,! whilst! also! being! unobtrusive! and! nonC
reactive,! that!would!help!minimise!any!potential! researcher!effects!(Robson,!2011).!
Although! of! benefit! in! that! it! could! provide! valuable! information!with! regard! to! the!
subject! being! studied,! it! would! also! be! important! to! recognise! any! potential!
weaknesses!and!limitations!that!may!exist.!For!example,!the!data!extracted!would!be!
dependent! on! the! authors! accurately! reporting! observations! and! may! only! be!
representative!of!the!authors’!perspectives!that!may!not!be!regarded!by!others!more!















(Robson! 2011).! The! questionnaire! was! intended! to! be! circulated! to! educators!
supporting!a!child!(with!a!confirmed!medical!diagnosis!of!CHARGE)!across!the!key!
stages!from!Early!Years!through!to!Key!Stage!4!and!to!include!children!in!a!range!of!
educational! settings,! with! the! intention! of! securing! a! broad! representation.! It! was!
considered! a! questionnaire! survey! was! a! tool! that! would! enable! relatively! easy!
gathering!of!data!at! low!cost,!and!provide!the!respondent!with!a! level!of!anonymity!
that!might!encourage!more!open!and!frank!responses!(Cohen!et!al.,!2003g!Robson,!
2011).! It! was! considered! a! postal,! selfCcompletion! questionnaire! would! allow!
respondents!time!to!access!their!personal!records!and!complete!the!questionnaire!at!
their! own! pace! and! convenience.! Before! finally! deciding! to!make! use! of! a! postal,!
selfCcompletion!questionnaire!other!alternatives!were!considered,!these!being!use!of!
a!face!to!face!or!telephone!questionnaire,!or!use!of!an!online!survey.!Implementing!a!
questionnaire!either! face!to!face!or!via!the!telephone!is!considered! likely! to!have!a!
better! response! rate! than! a! postal! selfCcompletion! survey! and! would! give! the!
researcher!the!opportunity!to!provide!any!clarification!needed,!and!also!monitor!the!
quality! and! ensure! good! recorded! responses! (Cohen! et! al.,! 2003).! This! type! of!
survey! is,! however,! labour! intensive! and! the! sheer! practicality! of! meeting! every!
respondent!or!talking!to!them!individually!over!the!telephone!meant!the!survey!would!
be!more! limited! in! its!sample!size!or!need! to!be!more!clustered!geographically! for!
face! to! face! interviews! to! be! undertaken! (this! would! prove! difficult! given! the! low!
incidence! of! this! condition).! This! would! also! not! enable! responses! to! be! given!
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online! survey! could! offer! advantages! over! more! traditional! surveys! in! providing!
access!to!individuals!in!distant!locations!and!give!the!convenience!of!automated!data!
collection! that! would! reduce! the! demands! on! the! researcher’s! time! and! effort.! It!
could!also!provide!the!facility!to!move!from!a!paper!format!to!an!electronic!medium!
(Thomas,!2013).!There!are,!however,!also!potential!disadvantages!some!of!which,!
according! to!Wright! (2005),!are!more!unique! to! the!computer!medium.! It!would!be!
more!difficult! to!monitor! the!participants!to!ensure!that!respondents!were!within!the!
targeted!sample!group!(i.e.!practitioners!supporting!a!child!with!a!medical!diagnosis!
of! CHARGE)! or! to! insure! against! multiple! responses.! Building! in! a! process! to!
overcome! this! issue,! such! as! requiring! participants! to! contact! the! researcher! to!
obtain!a!code,!was!felt!likely!to!reduce!the!response!rate.!It!would!also!be!difficult!to!




of! potential! sites! it! was! found! to! be! difficult! to! ascertain!which!would! be! the!most!
suitable/effective! for! this! particular! research! goal.! Additionally,! although! most!
companies! offered! free! customer! support! there! were! generally! set! limitations! and!







In! using! a! postal,! selfCcompletion! questionnaire! it! was! recognised! a! number! of!
aspects!would!need! to!be!considered!and!addressed! in! relation! to! the!design!and!
validity.!Firstly,!whether!the!respondents!completed!the!questionnaire!accuratelyg!this!
would! be! addressed! by! testing! the! wording! of! the! questions! used! to! promote! a!
shared! and! common!meaning! and! then! piloting! the! questionnaire! itself! before! the!
final! version!was!circulated! (see!3.6).!A!check! for! consistency!of! responses!would!
also! be! built! into! the! questionnaire! (as! explained! in! 3.6.9)! as! an! indicator! of! the!
reliability! of! the! responses! given.! Secondly,! the! issue! of! potential! nonCresponse!
would!need!to!be!addressed!to!help!secure!a!positive!response!rate.!It!is!often!stated!
that!postal!selfCcompletion!surveys! tend! to!have!a! low!response!rate! (e.g.!Robson,!
2011),!although!Cohen!et!al.!(2003)!explain!this!does!not!have!to!be!the!case,!and!
every! effort! would! be! taken! to! overcome! this! potential! weakness! of! this! type! of!
questionnaire.! There! was! a! risk! respondents! would! not! give! the! questionnaire!
serious! consideration! so! it! would! be! necessary! to! reinforce! the! importance! of! the!
study!and! the! respondent’s! involvement! in! the! covering! letter! provided,!whilst! also!
highlighting! the! potential! benefits! to! the! respondent! at! the! completion! of! the!
investigation.!The!questionnaire!would!also!rely!on!the!quality!of!its!presentation!and!
question! structure! to! encourage! people! to! respond! (both! of! these! issues! are!
addressed!in!more!detail!in!3.6).!It!would!also!be!necessary!to!establish!a!clear!time!







The! interviews!were! to! be! undertaken!with! practitioners!working!with! a! number! of!
pupils! with! CHARGE! in! an! educational! setting! in! the! USA,! to! gain! the! views! and!
opinions! from! practitioners! in! a! different! educational! system,! and! consider! other!
possible!explanations!(Kolb,!2012).!!
!
Thomas! (2013)!outlines! three!basic! types!of! interview! that!were!considered! in! turn!
when! preparing! to! gather! information! using! this! method.! ‘Structured’! interviews!
where! the!question!and!answer!categories!are!set! in!advance!(Cohen!et!al.,!2003)!
would! potentially! limit! the! interviewees’! responses! and! therefore! the! information!
gained.! ‘Unstructured’! interviews! with! little! or! no! structure! provided! from!
predetermined!questions!would!most! likely!generate!a!wide! range!of! responses!on!
different!topics!that!would!be!difficult!to!both!organise!and!analyse!(Robson,!2011).!It!
was! therefore! decided! to! employ! a! ‘SemiCstructured’! interview! with! a! list! of! initial!
questions! that! would! be! presented! to! each! interviewee! that! would! enable! greater!
comparison! of! the! responses! given! (Cohen! et! al.,! 2003),! but! also! provide! the!
interviewee! with! more! freedom! to! express! their! perceptions! and! opinions.! The!







Within! the! case! study! framework,! the! process! which! emerged! and! methods!










form! of! educational! reports,! these! being! analysed! using! the! constant! comparative!




























through! the! use! of! a! questionnaire.! Additionally,! semiCstructured! interviews! of!
practitioners! involved! in! educating! learners! with! CHARGE! in! an! educational!
provision! in! the!United!States!of!America!would!also!be!undertaken.!The!constant!








process,! (i.e.! working! inductively! rather! than! deductively)! is! at! the! heart! of!
interpretive!research!(Thomas,!2013),!and!a!part!of!this!approach!is!the!requirement!





the! data! obtained.!Grounded! theory! as! a! research!methodology!would! require! the!




the! foundation! and! first! steps! towards! developing! a! new! body! of! knowledge.! This!





(e.g.! Layder,! 1993g!Robrecht,! 1995g! Thomas!and! James,! 2006).!Although!Thomas!
and!James! (2006)! recognise! that! use!of! grounded! theory! is!highly! regarded!within!
educational!research!they!express!the!concern!that!adhering!to!the!procedures!can!
undermine! the! researcher’s! “interpretation,! narrative!and! reflection”! (p.767).!This! is!
reinforced! by!Robrecht! (1995)! and! Layder! (1992)!who! identify! the! need! to! ensure!
there!is!not!an!overCemphasis!on!the!structure,!techniques!and!processes,!but!rather!
a!primary!focus!on!the!data!generated,!ensuring!the!researcher!is!guided!by!the!data!
generated,! rather! than! being! limited! by! it.! Therefore,! although! a! grounded! theory!
methodology!would!not!be!adhered!to!for!this!research!due!to!the!risk!of!the!research!
process!and!the!findings!being!limited!(choosing!instead!to!use!a!flexible!design!as!
described! previously! in! 3.2),! the! constant! comparative!method!was! chosen! as! the!
method! to! analyse! the! data! obtained,! a! process!which!Kolb! (2012)! states! enables!















Using! the! constant! comparative!method! in! Cycle! 1,! analysis! of! the! data! obtained!
from!the!reports!was!supported!by!the!development!of!coding!categories.!In!the!first!
stage! of! the! process,! often! referred! to! as! ‘Open! coding’,! the! aim! was! to! begin!
organising!the!data!extracted!from!the!reports!and!developing!the!initial!categories!of!
information! about!what!was! being! studied.! At! this! stage! a! code!was! applied! as! a!
label!to!each!piece!of!data!in!terms!of!its!content.!Within!this!research!for!each!piece!
of! data! drawn! from! the! educational! reports! the! question! was! asked! “what! is! this!






comparison! was! then! undertaken! to! begin! looking! for! links/associations,! thus!
beginning! the! process! of! ‘Axial! coding’.! At! this! stage! the! analysis! shifted! towards!
identifying! key! (axial)! components,! looking! for! commonalities! and! how! these!
concepts! might! come! together,! and! it! was! recognised! there! was! a! need! to! have!
several! main! categories! containing! further! subCcategories.! The! originators! of!
grounded! theory!had!diverging!views!about! the!process!used! to!create! these!axial!
codingsg!Glaser! (1992)! felt! the! form! the!axial! codings! take!would!emerge! from! the!
data! and! not! from! being! put! into! a! preCdetermined! format,! whereas! Strauss! and!










Although! a! distinction! is! made! between! open! coding! and! axial! coding! it! was!
recognised!they!were!occurring!almost!simultaneously!since!whilst!applying!an!initial!
open! code! to! a! piece! of! data,! possible! connections! to! other! pieces! of! data! and!
concepts! were! also! being! identified.! The! number! of! reports! used! within! this!
document! analysis! enabled! the! point! to! be! reached! where! the! categories! were!
eventually! becoming! ‘saturated’! and! any! continuing! analysis! was! only! likely! to!
produce!diminishing!returns!(Kolb,!2012).!A!further!level!of!coding!(‘selective!coding’)!
could!then!be!pursued!that!would!involve!concentrating!attention!on!a!core!category,!
selecting! that! which! was! felt! to! be! most! representative! and! significant! with! the!
intention! that! this! would! then! become! the! central! focus! of! the! analysis! (Robson,!
2011).!However,!for!the!purposes!of!this!investigation!it!was!felt!there!was!a!risk!of!
the!research!process!and!the!findings!being!limited!if!the!direction!taken!was!towards!
concentrating! the! ongoing! study! on! a! ‘core! category’! as! this! could! result! in! the!
exclusion! of! other! potential! important! aspects.! Thus! the! analysis! of! the! data!
extracted! from! the! reports! was! halted! at! this! stage,! and! all! the! coding!
categories/subCcategories!established! then!used! to!support! the!development!of! the!
















Robson! (2011)! identified! that! investigations! undertaken! in! the! social! sciences! can!
generate!a! lot!of!qualitative! raw!data,!and! it!was!recognised! this!would!need! to!be!
managed! efficiently! to! facilitate! effective! use! of! the! constant! comparative! process.!
Denscombe!(2003)!recommends!the!use!of!computerCaided!analysis!when!using!this!
process!and!following!this!advice!possible!software!was!identified!that!would!support!
the! data! analysis! and! coding! process,! including! Atlas.ti,! SPSS! and! NVIVO.!
Eventually! a! computer! software! package! called! NVIVO! (produced! by! QSR!
International)! was! chosen! since! it! specifically! claimed! it! could! be! used! with! the!
constant!comparative!method!with!the!computer!program!developed!based!upon!this!
process.!Following!discussions!with!another!researcher!who!had!experience!of!using!
NVIVO,! it!was! considered! the!program!would! be! flexible! enough! to! be!adapted! to!
meet! the!needs!of! this!study!and!would!not! restrict! the!analysis!by! forcing!codings!
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into!a!hierarchical! tree!structure,!but! rather!enable! the!undertaking!of!open!coding!
and!axial! coding! through!use!of! ‘free!nodes’.!NVIVO!proved! to! be!a! useful! tool! in!
recording! and! supporting! the! coding! of! the! statements! obtained! from! the! reports,!
however,! an! ongoing! difficulty! was! encountered! in! that! the! system! ‘crashed’! on!
several!occasions!and!this!resulted!in!halting!proceedings,!until!assistance!had!been!
obtained!from!the!support!team!(in!Australia!).!This!was!not!an!aspect!that!had!been!
considered!when!choosing! the!software! to!support! the!analysis,!but!would!need! to!





and! this,! combined!with! the! difficulties! experienced!when! this! program,! supported!
the! decision! to! consider! other! computer! software! packages.! Consequently! at! this!
stage! the! collation! and! analysis! of! data! from! the! questionnaire! was! supported!
through! use! of! Microsoft! Excel,! a! spreadsheet! application! that! would! also! enable!
analysis!of! the!quantitative!data! in!addition! to! the!qualitative!data!obtained.! It! also!
had! the! added! advantage! of! being! a! software! package! the! researcher! was! very!
familiar! with.! An! initial! framework! for! the! recording! and! analysis! of! both! the!
qualitative!and!quantitative!data!generated!by!the!questionnaire!was!established!and!
designed!using!Excel!to!develop!a!spreadsheet.!This!was!structured!so!as!to!enable!
statistical! analysis! that! included! establishing! formulae! to! calculate! frequency! of!








Within! this! first! Cycle! the! steps! were! identified! as! Step! 1! –! Data! collection! using!
educational! reportsg!Step!2! –!Analysis!of! the!data!obtained,!developing!codings!of!
statements! extracted! and! the! initial! analysis! (what! the! reports! said)g! Step! 3! –! the!




Working! as! a! teacher! for! multiCsensory! impaired! children! for! a! national! specialist!
organisation!who!support!and!campaign!for!deafblind!people!and!their! families!and!
carers,!provided! the! researcher!with!access! to!numbers!of!children!with!CHARGE.!
Whilst!acknowledging!that!not!every!child!with!CHARGE!will!be!deafblind,!according!
to! literature! the! vast!majority! do!have! combined! visual! and!hearing!difficulties!and!
would!therefore!be!considered!as!part!of!the!deafblind!population.!(Hartshorne!et!al.,!










The! researcher! had! an! obligation! to! her! employers! to! ensure! they!were! kept! fully!

















o! 4! children!who! had! either!moved! and! there!was! no! current! address,! or! the!
family!had!moved!out!of!the!country!





The! intention!was! to! extract! data! from! reports! provided!within! the! context! of! each!






o! Contribution! towards!Educational!Advice! for! the!child’s!Statement!of!Special!
Educational!Needs!!
!
For! the! 26! children! considered! eligible! for! this! research! project,! reports! were!




felt! the!knowledge! that! reports!might!be!used!as!part!of! the! research!project!could!





A!request! for!consent! to!use! identified!reports!was!sent!out! through!the!post! to! the!
family!of!each!child!provided!in!the!form!of!a!letter!(naming!specific!reports)!and!an!




content! of! the! study,! how! the! research! would! be! used,! and! to! whom! it! would! be!











Authors:! A! B! C! D! E! F! G! H!
Number!of!reports!contributed!to:!
! 33! 9! 1! 5! 6! 8! 2! 1!
!
Some!reports!had!been!coCwritten!by!more!than!one!author!and!it!also!became!clear!
the! researcher! (Author! A)! had! contributed! to! a! far! greater! number! of! reports! than!
other!authors.!Although!the!reports!had!been!written!without!the!realisation!that!they!










researcher! was! involved! as! an! author! of! a! statement! on! over! 50%! of! occasions!
where! the!statement!was!noted.!These!statements!would! then!be!examined!further!








It! was! accepted! the! reports! may! not! provide! straightforward! factual! evidence! and!
were! likely! to! have! been! constructed! to! convey! the! view! of! the! authors! and! an!




opinion! in! relation! to! the! specific! child! or! they! were! sharing! information! extracted!
from!literature.!All!authors,!however,!had!obtained!a!specialist!qualification!in!the!field!










educational! placement! then! extracted! and! numbered! for! easy! reference.! For!
example,!21:6!represented!report!21,!statement!6.!Each!child!was!used!as!a!unit!of!
analysis! rather! than! separate! reports! since! the! number! of! reports! written! for! each!
child! varied.! CrossCreferencing! between! all! reports! for! a! particular! child! was! then!





The! constant! comparative! process! can! be! used! to! extract! both! qualitative! and!
quantitative! information! (Glaser! and! Strauss,! 1967g! Robson! 2011)! and! it! was!
intended! both! types!would! be! generated! through! this! analysis.!When! beginning! to!
analyse! the! information! extracted! from! the! reports! it! was! important! to! consider!
whether!the!statements!would!be!interpreted!in!a!literal,!interpretive!or!reflexive!way!
(Mason!2006).!Literal!reading!would!enable!the!researcher!to!extract!content!directly!
from! the! reports,! but! a! wholly! literal! approach! was! prevented! by! these! reports!
already!reflecting!an!interpretation!of!a!situation!and!the!child’s!needs,!and!providing!
an!opinion.!It!was!also!necessary!to!undertake!an!element!of!interpretive!reading,!to!












but! which! may! be! relevant! and! raise! an! important! point.! Quantitative! data! was!






o! Each! coding! content! being! likely! to! have! different! breadth! and! weighting! (with!
some!categories!broader!than!others,!and!some!broken!down!into!subCcategories!




whom!statements!were!made!within!each! category,! this!would!only!provide! limited!
information.! If! there! was! a! heavy! reliance! on! the! quantitative! analysis! it! was! felt!
possible!that!other!statements!of!potential!importance!to!the!study!(but!not!frequently!









advocated! by! Strauss! and! Corbin! (2007),! an! external! tool! was! identified! to! help!
structure! the! codings,! this! being! ‘A! curriculum! for! multiCsensoryCimpaired! children:!
from!Victoria!School!Birmingham’!(Murdoch!et!al.,!2009).!This!was!chosen!as!it!is!a!
curriculum!specifically!designed!for!learners!who!are!multiCsensory!impaired!and!was!
wellCtrialled! in! a! range! of! settings! with! children! of! differing! needs.! In! addition! it!
identifies! key! factors! and! strategies! in! supporting! pupils’! learning.! Within! this!
document,!different!areas!of!the!curriculum!are!set!out!in!eight!‘domains’!and!a!‘crib’!
sheet! containing! a! summary! of! each! domain! (and! additional! categories)! was!
composed!for!reference!during!the!coding!process.!Each!of!the!eight!domains!were!
used!as!the!main!categories!for!coding!and!as!the!‘open!coding’!process!progressed!
these! categories!were! then! examined! to! identify! potential! relationships! both!within!
them! and! across! different! categories! (the! process! of! ‘axial! coding’).! During! this!
process,! within! each! of! these! domains! further! subCgroups!were! established!where!
the!researcher! felt! refinement!of! the!category!was!needed.!For!example,!within! the!
domain! ‘Orientation,!Movement! and!Mobility’,! further! subCgroups! of! ‘gross! and! fine!




categories! were! also! added! to! support! the! coding! process! and! facilitate! the!
identification!of!relationships!between!the!different!statements,!these!being:!
o! CHARGE! syndrome! (for! specific! statements! concerning! CHARGE! (e.g.!
“regular!consultancy!sessions!for!the!whole!staff!team!from!a!teacher!qualified!











The! coding! process,! using! NVIVO,! was! piloted! with! 9! reports! (16%! of! the! total!
reports).! At! this! point! a! check! of! validity! and! reliability! was! introduced! where! a!
colleague! (MSI! teacher)! was! given! the! same! collation! of! statements! from! the! 9!
reports!and!requested!to!code!the!statements!provided!according!to!the!list!of!coding!
categories!provided.!A!copy!of!the!‘crib’!sheet!containing!a!summary!of!the!content!of!
each! category! was! also! given.! The! level! of! agreement/disagreement! between! the!
allocation!of! statements! to!particular!codings!would! reveal! the!degree! to!which! the!

































































Appendix! 2! Table! (i),! records! the! levels! of! agreement/disagreement! between! the!
assignment!of!statements!to!different!coding!categories!found!during!this!initial!check!
of!reliability!and!validity.!Statements!could!be!assigned!more!than!one!coding!and!it!
was! interesting! to! note! that! where! there! was! an! initial! disagreement,! there! was!
subsequently! a! higher! level! of! agreement! as! to! a! second!assignment! of! a! coding.!
When!checking!for!reliability!the!level!of!disagreement!was!found!to!be!higher!in!the!
areas! of! conceptual! developmentg! ownership! of! learning! and! the! subCgroup:!





ensure! clarification! through! clear! use! of! language! to! ensure! two! different! people!
would!code! in! the!same!way.!This! revision!of! the!codings!was! informed!by!careful!
examination! of! the! areas! where! higher! levels! of! disagreement! were! found! and!
discussions!between!the!researcher!and!the!colleague!involved.!For!example,!under!
the!main!category!of!‘Orientation,!Movement!and!Mobility’!a!subCgroup!was!redefined!
as! ‘fine!motor’,! with! statements! about! gross!motor! being! included! within! the!main!




was! to! be! included! in! each! category! as! this! was! also! felt! to! be! a! cause! of! some!
disagreement.!The!revised!codings!are!also!listed!in!Table!8!above.!!
!
A! further! check! for! reliability! and! validity! was! then! undertaken! with! a! different!
colleague,!using!the!same!process!again!and!the!statements!from!the!9!reports!used!
previously! together! with! the! revised! codings! and! descriptors.! The! same! set! of!
statements!was!employed!as!any!used!in!this!check!would!need!to!be!discarded!for!
the!final!coding!process!and!it!was!important!to!ensure!that!as!many!statements!as!








Following! this! all! the! remaining! statements! extracted! from! the! reports! were! then!
coded!within!these!categories.!As!explained!previously,!to!undertake!this!process,!all!
the! statements! were! interpreted! using! an! element! of! literal,! interpretative! and!
reflexive!thought!to!assign!each!statement!to!one!or!more!codings!depending!on!the!
content! of! each! statement.! During! this! process! more! standardised! phrases! were!











It!will!be! important! to!continue! to!collate!observations!of!xxxx’s!use!of!
vision! to!develop!a! functional! visual! profile! to! inform! the!planning!and!
presentation!of!activities.!
!





One!of! the! key!elements! of! the!axial! coding!process! that! emerged!was! identifying!







the! factors! within! the! child! likely! to! affect! learning?”! (internal! factors)! and! “What!





codings! (Murdoch! et! al.,! 2009),! and! also! with! other! identified! literature! on!
deafblindness/MSI.!The! intention!of! this!was! to! identify!what!aspects!may!be!more!
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specific! to! CHARGE! and! distinct! from! the! general! deafblind/MSI! population,! and!
what!aspects!may!be!considered!as!being!common!to!both!populations.!This!would!
support! the! researcher! in! addressing! the! research! subCquestion! “What! aspects! of!
CHARGE! syndrome! might! be! distinct! from! the! more! general! deafblind/MSI!
population?”!
!
The! coding! category! of! ‘Support! for! Learning’! was! established! to! support! the!
identification!of!statements!that!would!provide!qualitative!information!to!help!address!
the! remaining! subCquestion! of! “What! specialist! support! is! provided! from! other!






was! employed! to! collect! data! to! examine! further! and! build! upon! the! particular!





and!achieve! the!goal! of! this! investigation! (Robson,! 2011g!Thomas,! 2013).! It!would!
also!need! to! gain! the! cooperation!of! the! respondents! and!elicit! accurate! and! valid!




a! clear! and! unambiguous! way.! The! wording! would! be! very! important! since! if! the!
questions!were!too!difficult!or!unclear!it!could!potentially!lead!to!poor!quality!answers!
and! a! low! response! rate.! As! has! been! outlined! previously,! it! was! intended! the!
questionnaire! would! provide! both! qualitative! and! quantitative! data! which! Robson!





analysis,! since! it! was! information! in! relation! to! each! child! that! was! sought.!
Consequently!it!was!explained!to!potential!respondents!that!each!questionnaire!was!
to!be!completed!in!relation!to!one!child!only.!Through!obtaining!the!child’s!initials!and!
date! of! birth! it! was! possible! for! a! check! to! be! made! to! ensure! more! than! one!
questionnaire!had!not!been!completed!for!a!single!child.!The!risk!of!this!was!further!
reduced!since,!after! the!researcher!had! identified!where!a!child!with!CHARGE!was!






theory! arising! from! Cycle! 1! were! used! to! inform! the! development! of! this! second!
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Cycle! of! the! investigation.! After! careful! reflection! it! was! decided! that! information!
needed!to!be!generated!with!regard!to:!
o! The! internal! factors! in! relation! to! the! child.! These! would! include! sensory!
impairments!and!reference!to!other!anomalies!that!form!part!of!this!condition!




employ! when! supporting! a! child! with! CHARGE! in! the! educational!
environment,! whether! they! considered! the! implementation! of! particular!






o! A! front! sheet! that! reminded! the! respondent! their! completion! of! the!
questionnaire! would! be! regarded! as! their! giving! consent! and! having! an!
understanding!of!the!purpose!and!focus!of!the!research!investigation.!A!check!
was! included! to!ensure! the!child! for!whom! the!questionnaire!was!completed!
had! a! confirmed!medical! diagnosis! of! CHARGE,! and! the! child’s! initials! and!
date!of!birth!requested!to!ensure!against!duplication!of!returns!!




o! The! child! C! this!would! focus! on! the! internal! factors! and!was! divided! up! into!










o! A! short! section! on! assessment! to! ascertain! what! assessments! were!
undertaken!and!whether!educators!had!found!them!helpful!








Oppenheim! (2000)! is! of! the! opinion! that! data! collected! through! a! survey!
questionnaire! can! be! affected! by! the! characteristics! of! each! respondent! (e.g.! their!
knowledge!base,!and!understanding!of! terminology!and! the! language!used).! It!was!
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recognised! it!would! therefore!be! important! to!ensure! the!questions!used!within! the!
questionnaire!were!clear!and!likely!to!mean!the!same!thing!to!different!respondents.!!






type! of! school! the! child!was! attending).! Further! limited! use! of! such! questions!was!
made!where!it!was!considered!a!simple!‘yes/no/don’t!know’!response!would!provide!
the! information! needed! (e.g.! ‘Does! the! child! demonstrate! poor! pencil! skills/handC
writing!skills?).!Although!this!closed!question!form!limits!the!respondents’!answers!in!
a! questionnaire! they! are! useful! to! generate! data! that! can! be! easily! analysed,!
including! statistical! analysis! of! frequencies! of! response! (Cohen! et! al.,! 2003).!
Additionally,! limited!use!was!made!of!some!open!question! forms! to!generate!more!
qualitative! information,! for! example,! ‘What! do! you! consider! to! be! the!main! factors!
within!the!child!that!affect!his/her!communication?’!The!use!of!openCended!questions!
can! lead! to! problems!with! data! handling! due! to! the! nature! of! the! variability! in! the!
responses!given!but! they!also!encourage!a!greater!depth!of! response!and!contain!







response! whilst! still! generating! numbers.! It! enabled! some! movement! away! from!
closed! questions! and! required! the! respondent! to! give! a! clear! conviction! in! their!
response.!Originally!developed!in!the!1930s!by!Likert,!this!is!a!widely!used!scale!and!
one! it!was! felt! respondents!would!be! familiar!with.!As! importantly,! it! is!one!Robson!
(2011)!considers!people!enjoy!completing.!For! the!purposes!of! this!questionnaire! it!
was! decided! to! phrase! the! questions! by! asking! how! easy/difficult! a! child! was!
perceived! to! find! an! identified! skill! (e.g.! ‘how! difficult! is! it! for! the! child! to! organise!




a! skill! was! considered!more! difficult.!Oppenheim! (2000)! reports! respondents! often!
avoid!scoring!the!two!extreme!scores!and!this!restricts!the!choice!available!to!them.!
This! led!to!the!decision!to!provide!this!range!for!scoring!(1C5)!so!a!wide!element!of!





These! were! used! primarily! to! ascertain! strategies! that! might! be! employed! and!
respondents!were!asked! to! tick! those! listed!which! they!considered! to!be!helpful! in!
supporting!a!child!with!CHARGE!in!the!educational!setting.!Whilst!it!was!recognised!
that!this!could!potentially!‘lead’!a!respondent!to!give!particular!answers,!Oppenheim!
(2000)! stated! this! approach!often! encourages! participants! to! respond!more! readily!
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than! if! they! were! presented! with! an! open! question.! This! information! was!
supplemented! by! an! additional! box! that! encouraged! respondents! to! add! any!
additional!strategies!which!were!considered!helpful!with!regard!to!the!category!being!




Since! the!wording!of! the!survey!questions!would!be!so!crucial,! it!was!necessary! to!
undertake! a! preCtest! (protocol! analysis)! to! ensure! the! questions! were! clear! and!
understandable!and!would!elicit! the! information!sought! (Robson,!2011).! Initially! the!
questions!were! tested! informally! on! a! number! of! different! people! from! the! field! of!
education!and!other!professions.!This!was!undertaken!on!an!individual!basis!where!
the! researcher! listened! to! the! respondents’! thoughts!when!each!question!was! read!
out.!This!proved!to!be!a!useful!tool!to!help!improve!the!wording!since!it!enabled!the!
researcher! to! ascertain! the!meaning! of! the! questions! to! the! respondents! and! also!
how! they! arrived! at! their! response.! Throughout! this! process! the! question! for! the!
researcher! was:! “Are! the! questions! clear,! simple! and! unambiguous?”! As! a!
consequence! of! the! responses! obtained,! some! questions! were! rephrased! and! an!
example! presented! where! it! was! felt! further! clarification! was! needed.! The! revised!
questions!were!then!shown!to!14!educators!for!comment!(who!were!not!working!with!
a! child!with!CHARGE!and!would! therefore!not!be! involved! in! the! final! survey)!and!








pilot!would! be! to! increase! reliability! and! validity! and! ensure! it! could! be! practicably!
implemented! (Oppenheim,! 2000).! ! Once! the! questions! had! been! tested,! this! pilot!
was!undertaken!on!a!small!number!of!respondents!(as!advocated!by!Robson!2011),!
involving!the!questionnaire,!covering!materials!developed!to!be!sent!out!with!the!final!




any! aspects! that!were! unclear.! They!were! also! asked! to! record! the! length! of! time!
taken!to!complete!the!survey!so!this!information!could!be!given!to!the!respondents!of!
the! final! version.! Following! the! return! of! the! completed! pilot! questionnaires! with!












greater! degree! of! generalisation! (Cohen! et! al.,! 2003).! As! in!Cycle! 1,! only! children!
with! a! confirmed! medical! diagnosis! of! CHARGE! were! considered,! and! the!
questionnaire!would!be!circulated!to! teachers! involved! in!supporting! these!children.!!




Appendix! 4)! it! was! suggested! that! where! the! questionnaire! was! received! by! a!
sensory! support! teacher! (for! visual! or! hearing! impairment,! and/or! multiCsensory!
impairment)!the!questionnaire!was!completed!jointly!with!the!class!teacher.!
!
All! children! who! met! these! criteria! and! were! supported! by! the! employer’s!
organisation!were!identified.!To!widen!the!cohort!further!and!allow!for!the!inclusion!of!
children!not!known!to!this!organisation,!the!following!groups!were!also!approached!to!
support! the! identification! of! potential! participantsg! the! CHARGE! Family! Support!
Group!with!a!request!being!placed!in!their!newsletter,!the!CHARGE!closed!group!on!
Facebook,!MSI! teacher!networks,!and! the!BECTA! internet! forum! for!MSI! teachers.!
By!approaching!different!MSI! teacher!groupings! there!was!an!awareness! that! they!
were!less!likely!to!know!those!children!with!CHARGE!who!do!not!have!coCoccurring!
visual!and!hearing!impairments!(approximately!10%!of!the!who!CHARGE!population!












to!be! involved.!Where!a!willingness! to!be! involved!was!confirmed,!a!questionnaire!
was! then! sent! out,! together! with! the! information! booklet.! This! information! booklet!
used! the!same! format!of! the! leaflet! from!Cycle!1,!since! feedback!obtained! through!
conversation!with!parents!indicated!they!had!found!the!first!booklet!easy!to!read!and!
















It! was! important! to! ensure! confidentiality! and! anonymity! as! far! as!was! realistically!
possible,!partly!as!a!matter!of!integrity,!but!also!to!help!elicit!a!more!truthful!and!frank!
response!(Robson,!2011).!It!was!also!recognised!that!an!inability!to!assure!potential!
respondents! of! a! reasonable! level! of! anonymity! and! confidentiality! was! likely! to!
reduce!people’s!willingness! to! engage! (Cohen!et! al.,! 2003).!Within! the! information!
booklet! it!was! stressed! involvement! in! this! research!was! completely! voluntary! and!
every! effort! would! be! made! to! ensure! confidentiality! and! anonymity.! A! reference!
coding! was! allocated! to! each! questionnaire! sent! out! and! on! its! return,! an!
independent!person!logged!the!reference!number!and!also!made!a!note!of!whether!
the!child!had!a!confirmed!medical!diagnosis!of!CHARGE!and!the!child’s!initials!and!
date! of! birth.! This! person! then! removed! and! stored! the! front! sheet! before! the!
questionnaire!was!passed!on! to! the! researcher! for!collation!and!analysis! to! reduce!
the! likelihood! of! the! researcher! identifying! the! respondent! when! collating! the! data!
from!each!completed!questionnaire.!Assurance!was!also!given! that! there!would!be!
no!use!of!participants’!names!when!sharing!and!publishing!the!information!obtained.!





NonCresponse! is! potentially! a! serious! issue! for! postal! selfCcompletion! surveys!






Cohen!et! al.! (2003)! and!would! need! to! encourage! the! respondent! to! engage.!The!
design!would!need!to!be!clear!and!look!easy!to!complete,!with!adequate!spacing!for!
the!questions!and!answers.!There!would!also!need! to!be!clarity!of! the! instructions!
and!overall!wording.!Following!the!pilot,!it!was!also!possible!to!provide!an!estimation!
of! the! time! it! was! likely! to! take! to! complete! the! questionnaire! which! would! be!
important!as! the!questionnaire! itself!was!quite!big,!and! the! researcher!was!able! to!
stress! that! many! of! the! responses! required! simple! responses! and! the! ticking! of!
boxes.!
!
Initial! contact! and!mailing:!Prior! to! the! initial!mail! out! the! researcher!made!contact!
with!potential! respondents!via!email! that!enabled!the!establishment!of!an! important!
initial! contact,! but! also! alerted! potential! respondents! to! the! imminent! arrival! of! the!
questionnaire.!A!copy!of!the!questionnaire!was!then!sent!out!together!with!a!stamped!
addressed! envelope! as! it! was! considered! this! was! more! likely! to! encourage! a!
response.!It!was!also!decided!to!use!stamps!rather!than!the!envelope!being!franked!
to!make!it!less!likely!that!it!would!be!discarded!as!‘junk’!mail.!A!handwritten!covering!
note! (as!encouraged!by!Cohen!et!al.,!2003)!was!attached! to!each!questionnaire! in!
which!the!receiver!was!named!personally,!provided!with!a!reminder!of!the!reason!for!
the!investigation,!and!an!appreciation!for!their!involvement.!This!note!was!written!on!
paper! containing! the! logo!of! the!organisation! the! researcher!was!employed! to!add!
further! weight.! The! advice! of! Robson! (2011)! was! followed,! who! suggested!
questionnaires! to! be! sent! to! organisations! are! best! posted! out! on! a! Monday! or!
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in! this!case,!email)! to! those!people!who!did!not!respond!to! the! initial!mail!out.!This!
















front! cover! before! passing! the! questionnaires! on! to! the! researcher.! Each!








(by!comparing! initial! letters!of!names!and!dates!of!birth),!and!that! the!child!met!the!
other!criteria!for!inclusion.!As!a!result!of!this!two!questionnaires!were!excludedg!one!
because!the!child!was!too!young!and!one!because!it!was!completed!for!an!adult!and!
neither! was! in! an! ‘educational! environment’! as! identified! for! the! purposes! of! this!
investigation.!!
!
As! explained! in! 3.5.3,! an! initial! framework! for! the! data! collation! and! analysis! was!
established!and!designed!using!Microsoft!Excel! to! record!both! the!quantitative!and!
qualitative! information! gathered! and! provide! a! tool! for! statistical! analysis.! The!
responses!received!were!put!into!the!Excel!sheet!and!then!checked!for!accuracy!by!











used! with! two! sets! of! discrete! variables! to! show! how! close! the! association! is!




o! S2:! Strategies:! To! record! the! modes! included! in! the! use! of! a! Total!
Communication!approach!
The!process!undertaken!is!set!out!in!Appendix!5,!with!the!level!of!significance!found!
to! be! 0.94.! These! results! demonstrated! a! close! association! between! the! results!
obtained!for!each!of!these!sets!of!responses!demonstrating!that,!although!there!was!
a! slight! degree! of! variation,! there! was! a! high! level! of! reliability! shown! in! the!
responses!given!by!respondents!for! these!two!questions.! In!addition!to!undertaking!
this! statistical! analysis,! a! simple! comparison! of! the! responses! given! by! each!
individual!participant!within!this!survey!showed:!






It!was!not!possible! to!calculate! the!correlation! for!each! individual! respondent!since!
this! would! need! to! include! further! ‘repetitions’! of! questions! thus! making! the!
questionnaire! even! longer! as! well! as! potentially! causing! respondents! to! become!
frustrated! if! they! felt! they! were! being! asked! to! repeat! the! information! they! were!
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providing.! These! figures! do! illustrate! that! although! there! was! some! variation! in!
responses,! there! was! a! high! level! of! consistency! shown! in! the! responses! of!
individual!respondents!for!these!particular!questions.!It! is!not!possible!to!generalise!
this! level! of! consistency! of! response! to! other! questions,! but! is! an! indicator! that!




In!Cycle!2!use!was!also!made!of!a!semiCstructured! interview!process! to!obtain! the!






school! in! 1837! followed! by! Helen! Keller! in! 1888,! and! now! has! a! wellCestablished!
deafblind! programme.! Perkins! School! does! not! promote! itself! as! a! leading!
establishment! for!working!with!pupils!with!CHARGE!but,!according!to! the!Assistant!
Educational! Director,! this! is! sometimes! a!misconception! amongst! parents.! It! does!








with! CHARGE! in! one! educational! setting,! due! in! part! to! CHARGE! being! a! rare!
condition,! but! also! the! move! in! the! UK! to! educate! all! children! within! their! local!
community!wherever!possible.!These!interviews!would!seek!to!obtain!the!opinions!of!
some! very! experienced! practitioners! working! within! this! provision! at! Perkins! and!
more! widely! within! the! field! for! many! years,! enabling! them! to! develop! their!
knowledge!and!direct!experience!of!supporting!a!number!of!learners!with!CHARGE.!!
It! was! considered! beneficial! to! obtain! an! international! (and! potentially! different)!
perspective! on! the! education! of! children! with! CHARGE! that! may! provide! further!
insight!and!support!the!development!of!the!findings!of!this!study.!It!was!recognised,!
however,!that!this!would!obtain!the!opinions!of!staff!working!in!only!one!educational!







comparison! of! their! responses! during! the! analysis! process,! but! also! provide! the!

































































Robson! (2011)! identifies! the! need! to! establish! a! level! of! trustworthiness! if! the!
findings!of!any!research!are!to!be!worthy!of!consideration.!If!an!investigation!can!be!
shown! to!be!valid!and! reliable! it! follows! that! it! can!also!be!considered! trustworthy.!
Validity! and! reliability! may! be! considered! a! main! concern! for! the! researcherg! if!
research! is! not! reliable! it! will! not! be! valid! (Cohen! et! al.,! 2003),! and! if! it! becomes!
invalid! it! is!worthless! (Petre!and!Rugg,!2012).!Therefore! the!degree!of!validity!and!
reliability!obtained!will!determine!the!impact!of!the!findings.!Robson!(2011)!identifies!
different! forms!of!validity! that!would!be!addressed!with! regard! to! this! investigation,!
including!content!validity,!internal!validity!(identifying!potential!flaws!within!the!study!




Content! validity,! whereby! the! research! addresses! the! areas! it! pertains! to! cover!
(Cohen! et! al.,! 2003)!was! sought! by! the! establishment! not! only! of! an! overCarching!
research! question,! but! also! identifying!more! specific! subCquestions! that! defined! in!







described! with! an! explanation! of! why! it! was! considered! appropriate! for! this! study!





According! to!Kolb! (2012)! researcher!bias!can!be!a! “major! threat! to!validity”! (p.85),!
and!working! as! a! lone! researcher! it! would! be! vital! to! recognise! and! acknowledge!
those! assumptions! and! preconceptions! arising! from! past! experience,! current!
knowledge,!world!values!etc.! that!could!potentially!affect!how!the! investigation!was!
undertaken!and!the!data!interpreted!(Thomas!and!James,!2006).!The!potential!threat!
to! validity! this! presented! was! partly! reduced! by! the! researcher! being! aware! and!
making! a! conscious! effort! to! maintain! an! open! mind,! working! reflexively! (Mason,!
2006)! to! reflect,!examine,!and!explore! the! researcher’s!own!position! throughout!all!
the!stages!of!this!investigation.!Additionally!this!threat!was!further!reduced!by:!
o! Undertaking!a!reliability!check!to!ascertain!the!level!of!agreement!(involving!a!
















Reports!used! for! the!document!analysis!were!authored!by!specialist! teachers! from!
the!field!of!deafblindness/!multiCsensory!impairment!with!experience!of!working!with!
children!with!CHARGE!and!the!interviews!undertaken!involved!participants!who!were!
also! specialist! practitioners! with! similar! experience.! The! data! obtained! from! these!
sources! would! be! balanced! by! data! obtained! from! the! questionnaire! that! was!
directed! at! class! teachers,! the! majority! of! whom! were! unlikely! to! have! additional!
specialist!qualifications!in!the!field!of!deafblindness!or!a!wider!experience!of!working!
with! children! with! CHARGE.! (It! is! acknowledged! this! might! be! so! for! some!





was! a! shared! understanding! of! the! questions.! Clear! use! of! language! was! also!




through! the! children! known! to! the! organisation! by! whom! the! researcher! was!
employed,! but! also! through! the! CHARGE! Family! Support! Group,! a! CHARGE!




Different! data! sources! were! used! in! this! investigation,! these! being! document!
analysis! and! surveys! in! the! form!of! a! questionnaire!and! interviews.!Using!multiple!
methods!to!gather!the!data!would!enhance!the!validity!and!the!trustworthiness!of!this!
investigation! through! this!process!of! triangulation.!Mason! (2006)!states! that!use!of!
triangulation! (that! is,!a!number!of!different! research!methods! to!explore!one!set!of!
research!questions),!enables!the!researcher!to!build!up!a!more!accurate!‘reading’!of!
the!phenomenon!being!studied.!This!would!allow!for:!
o! ‘Methodological’! triangulation!(Mason,!2006)! through!using!different!methods!
to!obtain!information!
o! Seeking! the! opinions! of! others! (in! the! form! of! report! authors,! questionnaire!
respondents!and!interviewees)!














As!noted!already,!an! interCrater! reliability!check! to!ascertain! the! level!of!agreement!
was!undertaken!when!coding!the!statements!extracted!from!the!educational!reports!
(see!3.6.7c).!The!initial!check!to!discover!the!level!of!agreement!in!coding!the!reports!
revealed! an! overall! level! of! agreement! of! 72%.! Those! areas! where! the! level! of!
disagreement!was!found!to!be!higher!were!reviewed!after!which!a!further!check!was!
then!with!the!overall!rate!of!agreement!rising!to!96%.!
A!check! for! the!consistency!of! responses!given!by! respondents!was!also!built! into!
the! questionnaire! and! this! was! analysed! using! Spearman’s! rank! correlation!
coefficient! (see!3.7.9)! and! revealed!a! level! of! significance!of! 0.94! for! the!answers!
provided! to! two! questions! within! the! questionnaire.! Although! it! is! not! possible! to!
generalise! this! to! state! categorically! that! the! respondents! were! therefore! being!
truthful! and!accurate! in! responses!given! to! all! questions,! according! to!Oppenheim!








literature! that! there! are! commonalities! to! be! seen! (e.g.! Majors! 2011a).! It! was!
considered!this!research!would!provide!new!insight!that!according!to!Thomas!(2013)!
has! integrity! in! its! own! right,! although!efforts!were!also!made! to!generate! findings!
that!might! tentatively!be!considered! in! relation! to! the!wider!CHARGE!population.! It!
was! recognised! there! is! a! danger! of! trying! to! generalise! where! there! is! a! lack! of!
evidence! and! the! greater! the! sample! size! the! more! strength! would! be! given! to!
generalising!any!principle!derived!from!this!investigation!(Robson,!2011).!In!Cycle!1,!
reports! were! used! from! a! limited! number! of! children! with! CHARGE! and! it! was!
possible! these! might! be! individuals! more! severely! affected! by! the! impact! of! this!
condition,! by! nature! of! the! fact! they! had! been! referred! to! the! organisation.! To!
overcome! some! of! the! issues! of! potential! selection! bias! that! might! result! in! the!
sample! not! being! truly! representative! of! the! wider! CHARGE! population,! a! wider!
sample! was! sought! in! Cycle! 2.! This! included! children! with! a! confirmed! medical!
diagnosis! of! CHARGE! from! Early! Years! through! to! Key! Stage! 4! to! cover! a! wide!
range!of!agesg!and!children! in!a! range!of!educational!settings,!both!of!which!were!









review,! that! research! studies! gaining! a! wider! sample! had! all! employed! a! survey,!
usually! in! the! form! of! a! questionnaire! (e.g.! SalemCHartshorne! and! Jacob,! 2005g!
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Hartshorne!et!al.,!2007).!Thus,!although! it! is!not!possible! to!categorically!state! that!
the! sample! obtained! is! a! full! representation! of! the! entire! population,! it! would! be!
hoped! that!a!wide!enough!sample!was!obtained! to!provide!some!valuable! insights!




When! undertaking! any! investigation! there! is! an! obligation! on! the! researcher! to!








These! were! addressed! following! advice! in! literature,! particularly! the! guidelines!









the! primary! concern!was! to! protect! the! best! interests! of! the! children! to!whom! the!
data!obtained!related.!By!not!directly!involving!the!children!in!this!investigation!some!
of!the!potential!costs!to!them!would!be!removed,!for!example,!the!disruption!of!their!
daily! routine,! the! anxiety! caused! that! literature! identifies! as! being! challenging! for!
many!of!these!individuals!(e.g.!Brown,!2003bg!van!Dijk!and!de!Kort,!2005g!Smith!et!
al.,!2010).!As!a!result!of!the!children!not!being!directly!involved!they!were!considered!
to! be! at! low! risk! of! being! adversely! affected! by! this! research.! It! was! therefore!
decided!that!consent!would!not!be!sought!directly!from!them!but!rather!from!parents!
as!suggested!by!Cohen!et!al.! (2003).!This!was! in!part!because! the!children!would!
not! be! at! significant! risk! of! danger! or! harm,! and! it! was! also! not! clear! what! the!
benefits!would!be!of!sharing!information!about!this!research!project!with!them!(how!
meaningful!it!would!beg!would!it!cause!additional!anxiety!and!worry?).!As!this!is!a!low!
incidence!group,!potentially! there! is!a! risk!of!children!being! identified!and! this!was!
addressed!at!some!length!to!minimise!this!risk!as!far!as!possible!(see!3.10.4!below).!!
!
Having! reviewed! the! potential! costs! to! the! children! about! whom! information! was!
obtained,! it!was!possible! to!balance! this!against! the!potential!benefits!of! this!study!
for!children!with!CHARGE.!It!has!been!explained!that!little!evidenceCbased!research!
has!yet!been!undertaken!in!relation!to!the!education!of!learners!with!CHARGE,!and!








Aspects!of! this! research!had! the!potential! to!cause!disruption!and! intrusion!on! the!
time! of! those! involved! in! responding! to! the! questionnaire! and! engaging! in! the!
interview! process.! Every! effort! was! made! to! minimise! this! potential! cost! and! any!
disruptions!or!increased!workload!being!placed!upon!those!involved.!
It!was! important! to! invest! time! in!developing!positive! relationships,! for!example,!by!
having!a!cup!of!tea!with!interviewees!and!later!visiting!them!in!their!classrooms,!and!




of! the! findings! (and!outlining! practical! strategies)!would! be! prepared! to! share!with!
educational!practitioners!that!would!be!made!available!via!the!internet.!It!was!hoped!



























Cohen! et! al.! (2003)! are! amongst! those! who! recognise! it! is! extremely! difficult! to!













o! There! would! be! no! use! of! children’s! names,! staff! or! school! names! when!
publishing!the!information!obtained!
Questionnaires!were!coded!on!a! front!page!which!was! removed!and! logged!by!an!
independent! person!when! the!questionnaire!was! returned.!This!was! to! reduce! the!
likelihood!of!the!researcher!identifying!the!respondent!when!collating!the!data.!!!
Similarly,! the! child’s! date! of! birth! and! initials!were! requested! solely! to! ensure! that!
only!one!questionnaire!was!processed!per!child.!These!details!were!also!contained!




Parents! and! participants! were! assured! that! data! would! be! safely! stored! by! the!
researcher!in!secure!locked!boxes!and!on!an!encrypted!data!stick.!Permission!was!
obtained! (as! part! of! informed! consent)! for! the! data! to! be! shared! with! identified!




Cohen! et! al.! (2003)! provide! an! outline! of! a! costs/benefits! rationale,! adapted! from!
FrankfortCNachmias! and! Nachmias! (1992).! This! encourages! the! researcher! to!
maintain!a!balance!between!the!potential!costs!and!benefits!to!those!involved!in!the!
study! (whether! directly! or! indirectly).! The! potential! costs! (risks)! to! the! children!
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indirectly! involved! and! the! participants! have! been! addressed! above! with! a!
description!of!the!steps!taken!to!minimise!the!potential!impact,!likewise!the!potential!











and! descriptive!with! an! emphasis! on! discovery,! adopting! an! interpretive! approach!
with!the!intention!that!final!insights/theory!would!emerge!from!the!research!itself.!
!
To!generate! the!evidence!needed! to!help!address! the!main! research!question!and!
subCquestions! it! was! decided! that! within! the! case! study! framework! a! flexible!
approach! would! be! adopted! that! emerged! and! developed! as! the! investigation!
progressed,! employing! mixed! methods! and! multiple! sources! of! evidence.! The!
methods! used! to! gather! data! were! document! analysis,! surveys! in! the! form! of! a!
questionnaire!and!semiCstructured!interviews,!with!the!data!being!analysed!using!the!
constant!comparative!method.!Use!of!multiple!methods!was!shown! to!be!a!way!of!
providing! different! forms! of! triangulation! to! help! build! up! a! more! detailed! and!
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accurate! reading!of! the!subject!under! investigation! (Mason,!2006).! It!was! intended!
these!sources!would!generate!both!qualitative!and!quantitative!data.!
!
The! research!process!was!set! out! diagrammatically! in!Figure!B,!a!diagram!clearly!
showing! the! course! of! action! that! would! be! systematically! undertaken! during! the!
course! of! this! investigation! involving! two! clear! cycles.! These! cycles! were! then!
referred! to! again! at! regular! points! as! each! of! the! stages! outlined! was! described,!
analysed! and! discussed.! The! lengthy! process! of! establishing! the! final! codings! in!
Cycle! 1,! including! an! interCrater! reliability! check,! was! described! in! detail.! These!
codings!were! then!used! to! inform! the! remainder!of! the! investigation! (together!with!







anonymity! and! confidentiality,! and! securing! a! positive! response! rate.! When!
addressing! these! issues! the! focus! was! on! ensuring! that! higher! quality! responses!
were!obtained!that!would!directly!address!the!research!questions!set.!Additionally,!it!
was! considered! vital! to! ensure! the! trustworthiness! of! this! investigation,! since! if! a!
research!study! is!not!deemed!to!be!trustworthy! it! follows!that! it!will!be!regarded!as!
worthless.!It!was!therefore!important!to!maintain! integrity! in!the!research!so!that! its!
findings! would! be! considered! worthy! of! consideration.! A! range! of! steps! were!
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described! that! were! taken! to! ensure! a! high! rate! of! validity! and! reliability! with! the!
intention!of!reducing!the!potential!flaws!within!the!study.!It!was!recognised!that!some!







Finally,! a! summary! of! the! researcher’s! response! to! the! important! potential! ethical!
issues! was! also! addressed.! Children! with! CHARGE! are! potentially! vulnerable!
individuals! and! it! is! for! this! reason,! together!with! the! need! to! safeguard! the! direct!





facilitate! the! gathering! of! evidence! needed! to! address! the! research! questions!
established.! This! would! support! the! identification! of! both! internal! and! external!
factors,!assessment!tools!and!professional!support!for!teachers,!and!also!allow!for!a!
comparison!of!the!findings!with!literature!on!the!broader!deafblind!population.!In!the!










The! exploration! of! literature! described! in! chapter! 2! led! to! the! establishment! of! a!




a! questionnaire! for! this! investigation,! however,! it! was! considered! this! could!
potentially!weaken!this!research!due!to!increased!risk!of!researcher!bias!(see!3.9.3)!
and! a! strong! reliance! on! those! ‘grey!materials’! which! although! valuable,! also! had!
limitations!(see!2.1).!Thus,!Cycle!1!would!be!important!to!increase!the!rigour!of!this!
investigation! through! obtaining! evidence! from! an! additional! source! that! might! not!
only! support! the! points! raised! through! the! review! of! literature,! but! raise! additional!




developments! of! initial! insight! and! theory! and! inform! the! development! of! the!
questionnaire!and!interviews!to!be!undertaken!within!Cycle!2.!!
!
Within! this!cycle! there!was!an!examination!of!58!educational! reports!written! for!17!









obtained! and! the! content! of! the! statements! allocated! to! each! of! the! coding!
categories! established,! supported! with! quantitative! data! where! appropriate! and!
possible.! The! amount! of! quantitative! data! generated! was! limited,! and! although! of!
some!benefit,!recognition!of!the!potential!weaknesses!(see!3.6.7a)!meant!use!of!this!
data!was!restricted.!For!example,! the! total!number!of!statements!allocated! to!each!
category! and! subCcategory,! together! with! the! number! of! children! for! whom!
statements! were! made,! were! recorded! to! ascertain! whether! they! might! all! be!
regarded!as!relevant!for!the!child!with!CHARGE.!!These!findings!(set!out!in!Table!9)!
showed! statements! extracted! were! connected! to! each! of! the! domains! from! ‘A!
curriculum!for!multiCsensory!impaired!children’!(Murdoch!et!al,!2009)!and!in!relation!
to!a!number!of!different!children.!!This!demonstrates!that!despite!the!heterogeneous!
nature! of! CHARGE,! authors! of! these! reports! highlighted! the! same! issues! for! a!
number!of!learners!with!this!condition!thus!providing!an!initial!indicator!there!may!be!
common!themes!as!suggested!in!literature!(e.g.!Majors!2011a).!A!comparison!of!the!
number! of! statements! allocated! to! each! category!was! not! undertaken! since! some!



































































































whether! these! statements! had! been! presented! by! different! authors.! This! made! it!
possible!to! identify! those!statements!raised!most! frequently!and!widely!although!this!
was!interpreted!with!a!degree!of!caution!for!the!reasons!outlined!in!3.6.7a.!Overall,!it!
was! regarded! as! important! to! view! all! the! statements! made! equally! rather! than!
focusing! solely! on! those! appearing! in! the! reports! with! greater! frequencyg! those!
statements!raised!more!frequently!may!indicate!what!is!more!commonly!regarded!as!
important,!but!‘exceptional’!points!raised!only!once!or!twice!in!reports!(originating!from!





each! and! every! category! and! subCcategory! indicating! the! coding! framework!
established! following! the!pilot!was!appropriate.!Although!some!statements!extracted!
arose! from! reports! for! only! one! child! (being! equally! acknowledged! as! explained!
above),!the!majority!of!statements!were!made!for!more!than!one!child!and!presented!
by!different!authors.!Where!statements!were!made! in! relation! to!a! larger!number!of!
children! it! might! be! considered! these! reflect! opinions! more! commonly! held! by! the!
authors,! but! these! may! also! be! issues! that! more! regularly! need! addressing! when!
supporting! a! child! with! CHARGE.! In! addition! to! data! relating! to! the! provision! of!
specialist!support!for!teachers!and!the!use!of!assessment!processes!(to!be!discussed!








Using! the! results! of! the! review! of! literature! presented! in! Chapter! 2,! a! comparison!
would! be! possible! of! the! data! obtained! in! this! Cycle! of! the! investigation! to! other!
information! presented! elsewhere! relating! to! learners! with! CHARGE.! As! part! of! the!
analysis! of! this! data! an! additional! comparison! would! be! made! with! a! sample! of!
literature! relating! to! the! wider! deafblind/MSI! field.! The! literature! chosen! for! this!
comparison!was:! !
o! Aitken! et! al.! (2000)! ‘Teaching! children!who! are! deafblind’.! A! book!written! by!
practitioners! focusing!on! the!education!of!children!and!young!people!who!are!
deafblind,! where! the! target! audience! was! teachers,! residential! staff! and!
students.!
o! Murdoch! et! al.! (2009)! ‘A! curriculum! for!multiCsensoryCimpaired! children:! from!
MSI! Unit! Victoria! School! Birmingham.! Although! the! title! describes! this! as! a!
curriculum,! it! can!be!used!as!an!assessment! tool!and!also! includes! teaching!
approaches! that! can! be! employed! in! the! delivery! of! the! curriculum.! This!
document!was!also!used!to!support!the!development!of!the!coding!categories!
used!in!the!initial!analysis.!
o! Sense! (2002)! ‘Quality! Standards! in! Education! Support! Services! for! Children!

















have!been! considered,! but! it!was! important! this! comparison! remained!manageable,!
and!so!a!sample!was!selected!to!represent!a!clear!crossCsection!and!address!different!
aspects! of! the! education! of! children! who! are! deafblind/MSI.! It! was! recognised! the!
content!of!the!more!recent!literature!chosen!(Murdoch!et!al.,!2009!and!Nelson!et!al.,!
2010)! may! be! influenced! by! a! greater! awareness! of! learners! with! CHARGE! (with!
contributors! gaining! experience! of! working! with! these! children! and! reading! the!








processes! and! learning! style,! these! being! set! out! in! Appendix! 7,! Table! (iii).! A!
comparison!with!the!sample!of!literature!relating!to!the!wider!deafblind/MSI!population!
showed!many!of!these!internal!factors!were!also!identified!as!being!potentially!found!










accepted! some!might! be! evident! in! other! bodies! of!work)! these! being! presented! in!
Table!10.!Those!statements!extracted!solely!from!reports!the!researcher!was!involved!
in!authoring!are!highlighted!in!yellow!(this!will!be!addressed!in!4.4).!A!number!of!these!
factors! relate! directly! to! the! anomalies! that! form! part! of! the! diagnostic! criteria! for!
CHARGE,!or!the!impact!of!these!anomalies.!For!example,!vestibular!difficulties!arising!
from!the!absence!or!underCdevelopment!of!the!semiCcircular!canal!that,!together!with!
hypotonia! and! proprioceptive! difficulties,! cause! the! child! to! experience! difficulty! in!
working! against! gravity! and! also! create! a! need! within! the! child! to! develop!
compensatory! strategies.! There! were! also! a! number! not! relating! to! the! diagnostic!



































internal! factors! raised! and! supporting! the! creation! of! a! positive! educational!
environment,! these! being! set! out! in! Appendix! 7,! Table! (iv).! It! was! found!many! of!
these! external! factors! were! also! referenced! in! the! sample! of! literature! used! for!
comparison,!suggesting!that!the!deafblind!educational!philosophy!and!approach!(as!
defined!in!1.6.2)!could!also!be!applied!to!learners!with!CHARGE.!As!with!the!internal!










































condition! of! CHARGE,! for! example,! strategies! to! respond! to! the! child’s! vestibular!
difficulties! and! support! to! respond! to! issues! resulting! from! the! child’s! facial! palsy.!
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Other! external! factors! identified! in! the! reports! analysed! but! not! referenced! in! the!
sample!of! literature!can!also!be!considered!a! response! to!some! issues!specifically!
raised! in! relation! to! CHARGE! that! do! not! form! part! of! the! diagnostic! criteria.For!






when!supporting!a!deafblind/MSI! child!generally,! and!when!supporting!a! child!with!
CHARGE.!For!example,!reference!was!found!to!sensory!integration!difficulties!in!the!










the! development! of! a! behaviour! management! programme! (i.e.! that! the! sensory!
integration!difficulties!could!be!causing!a!child! to!act! in!a!certain!way!and!therefore!
needed! addressing! in! relation! to! the! child’s! behaviour).! It! is! possible! sensory!
integration!difficulties!have!a!greater!impact!upon!the!child!with!CHARGE!since,!not!
only! is! the!child! likely! to!have!a!visual! impairment!and!a!hearing! impairment!but!all!
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the! other! senses! can! potentially! be! affected.! Perhaps! then,! what! should! be!
considered! is! whether! it! is! the! degree! of! impact! that! differs,! which! in! turn! will!








to! develop!an!understanding!of! the!nature!and! implications!of!CHARGE.!This!was!
found!in!statements!written!independently!by!4!different!authors,!and!also!in!reports!
of! which! the! researcher! was! a! coCauthor,! and! is! a! view! also! supported!within! the!
Sense! (2002)! document! where! the! need! for! ongoing! support! and! training! in!
‘specialist!aspects’!(p.14)!is!clearly!identified.!
!
Input! from! specialist! teachers! for! the! visually! impaired! and! hearing! impaired,! and!
also!from!a!specialist!teacher!for!the!multiCsensory!impaired!was!advocated,!again!by!
different! authors,! as! was! input! from! a! range! of! therapists! (physiotherapist,! an!
occupational! therapist! and! a! speech! and! language! therapist).! The! need! for! other!
specialist!input!from!a!paediatric!habilitation!officer!and!educational!psychologist!was!
also!highlighted.!Involvement!from!these!specialists!was!identified!with!regard!to!the!
planning! and! delivery! of! an! educational! programme,! communication,! sensory!




may! become! involved,! 4! authors! expressed! the! need! for! a!multiCagency! approach!
with!close!collaborative!working.!!
!
Within! the!reports!7!of! the!8!authors!recommended!that! functional!assessments!be!
undertaken! to! consider! the! impact! of! different! factors! on! the! child’s! overall!
functioning.!The!need!for!an!assessment!of!functional!use!of!vision!and!hearing!was!
specifically! identified!for!a!10/17!children,! together!with!the!development!of!a!visual!
and! auditory! profile! to! inform! planning! and! the! implementation! of! activities.! Two!
report! authors! (1! of! whom! was! the! researcher)! independently! also! considered! it!
necessary! to! undertake! assessment! to! help! recognise! a! child’s! learning! potential,!
although!no!particular!formal!assessment!tools!were!identified.!Additionally!the!view!
was! expressed! by! different! authors! that! environmental! audits! were! required! in!
relation! to! communication,! sensory! needs,! social! development,! learning! and!
orientation! and!mobility! skills.! The! purpose! of! an! environmental! audit! is! to! identify!
which! aspects! of! the! environment! are! supporting! or! adversely! affecting! the! child’s!
ability!to!learn!and!respond!within!that!given!environment!and!ultimately!this!can!lead!
to!making!appropriate!adaptations!in!response!to!the!findings!of!the!audit.!Although!
environmental! audits! were! not! specifically! identified! within! the! literature! examined!
(either!in!relation!to!CHARGE!or!deafblindness/MSI),!the!importance!of!managing!the!








qualitative!and!quantitative! in!nature,!although! the!emphasis!was!on! the!qualitative!
data!obtained! the! findings!were!supported!and!enriched!by!quantitative! information!
where!appropriate.! It!was!recognised!the!statements!extracted!and!analysed!reflect!
the! opinions! and! perceptions! of! the! authors! of! the! reports,! and! the! individual!
characteristics! of! each! author! could! potentially! influence! the! data! obtained.! For!
example,! since! the! authors! of! these! reports!were! all! employed! by! an! organisation!
supporting! children!who!are!deafblind/MSI! it! is! perhaps!not! surprising! the!areas!of!
vision! and! hearing! were! addressed! at! some! length! for! all! but! one! child.! It! also,!
however,! may! relate! to! that! fact! that! over! 90%! of! individuals! with! CHARGE! are!
reported! in! literature! to! have! coCoccurring! visual! and! hearing! impairments!
(Hartshorne! et! al.,! 2011),! and! also! reflect! a! comment! by! Smith! et! al.! (2010)! who!
considered! the! visual! and! auditory! needs! of! children! with! CHARGE! are! often!
addressed! in! literature.! From! some! of! the! statements! analysed! there! was! some!
difficulty! ascertaining! whether! the! content! of! the! statement! was! an! expression! of!
opinion! in! relation! to! the!specific!child!or!simply! the!sharing!of! information! found! in!
literature.! For! example,! it! was! stated! that! high! levels! of! stress! are! inherent! in!









in! Chapter! 2,! identified! internal! and! external! factors! reflected! in! the! anecdotal!
reporting! and! opinion! expressed! by! other! practitioners! supporting! learners! with!
CHARGE.!This!illustrates!how!such!materials!may!influence!the!thoughts!and!actions!
of!other!practitioners,!highlighting!the!need!to!expand!and!strengthen!the!acquisition!
of! knowledge! grounded! and! evidenced! in! research.! Additionally! and! importantly,!
since! the! reports!used!were!written! in! the!period!between!2002C2008,!many!of! the!
statements! extracted! from! these! reports! have! also! been! highlighted! in! articles,!
webcasts! etc.! presented! subsequently! to! this! period.! This! reinforces! and! supports!
the!perceptions!of!the!authors!of!these!reports,!and!suggests!the!reports!used!for!this!
document! analysis! were! a! valid! source! of! evidence.! For! example,! the! need! to!
consider! the! impact!of!a!child’s!sensory! integration! issues! in! the!management!of!a!
child’s!behaviour!would! later!be!raised!by!Hartshorne!(2011)g! the!use!of!a!concrete!
component! to! support! recall,! initiation,! choice! making! and! concept! development!
would!be!confirmed!by!Stelzer!(2011)!and!Brown!(2011a)g!the!need!to!pace!activities!
and! provide! additional! time! for! the! child! to! process! information! would! also! be!
advocated!by!Majors!(2011a)!and!Brown!(2011a).!
!
As!explained! in!3.6.4! it!was!acknowledged! the! researcher!of! this! investigation!was!
involved! in! authoring! or! coCauthoring! a! large! number! of! the! reports! used! for! this!
document! analysis! and,! therefore,! those! statements! emanating! solely! from! reports!
the!researcher!wrote!or!coCwrote!were!identified.!A!closer!examination!showed!most!
of!these!statements!were!also!to!be!found!in!the!sample!of!literature!on!the!general!







both! internal! and! external! factors.! These! are! highlighted! in! Tables! 10! and! 11! and!








other! statements! that! were! closely! related! (e.g.! the! importance! of! recognising!
challenges!for!the!child!created!by!their!MSI).!Similarly,!in!one!report!the!researcher!
expressed!the!need!for!contingency!plans!to!manage!fatigueg!whilst!other!authors!did!







relate! either! directly! to! sensory! integration! difficulties! (discussed! in! 2.2.8)! or!
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executive! function! difficulties! (discussed! in! 2.2.9).! All! authors! of! the! reports! used!




‘difficult’! day).! The! researcher! also! directly! referred! to! the! potential! impact! of!
executive!function!difficulties!within!statements!assigned!to!different!categories!(e.g.!
as!potentially!affecting!a!child’s!communication,!ownership!of! learning!and! learning!








large! number! of! internal! aspects! considered! to! be! factors!within! the! child! likely! to!
affect!learning,!whilst!the!external!factors!include!strategies!that!may!be!advocated!in!







The! comparison! with! the! sample! of! literature! used! relating! to! the! wider! deafblind!
population! showed! many! of! the! statements! extracted! from! the! reports! were! also!
referenced! in! this! literature,! suggesting! there! are! similarities! to! be! found! between!
both! the! CHARGE! and! broader! deafblind! populations,! and! that! the! deafblind!
educational!philosophy!can!also!be!applied!to!learners!with!CHARGE.!However,!this!
comparison!also!showed!a!number!of!statements!that!were!not!found!in!the!sample!
of! literature! used! for! comparison! (set! out! in! Tables! 10! and! 11)g! it! was! recognised!
these! statements!may!be! raised! in!wider! literature,! but! this! also! provides!an! initial!
indicator!of!what!may!be!distinct! about! children!with!CHARGE!and! the!support! for!
learning!required.!
!
Other! initial! indicators! that! CHARGE! may! be! distinct! from! the! broader! deafblind!
population!were!noted!during! the!course!of!Cycle!1.!As!suggested!by!Strauss!and!
Corbin!(2007),!an!external!tool!was!used!to!help!structure!the!codings!to!be!used!in!
the! document! analysis,! this! being! a! curriculum! designed! for! children!who! are!MSI!
(Murdoch! et! al.,! 2009).! During! the! coding! process! when! the! categories! were!
developed! and! later! finalised! some! additional! categories! and! subCcategories! were!
created!to!ensure!greater!clarity!for!the!coding!process!and!include!aspects!not!fully!
addressed!within!the!domains!of!the!curriculum!itself.!This!was!partly!due!to!broader!
issues! than! the!curriculum!being!addressed!within! the! reports! (such!as! training! for!
staff! etc.),! but! may! also! suggest! the! educational! needs! of! a! child! with! CHARGE!
might!not!be!met!solely!within!a!programme!employing!wellCestablished!strategies!to!
support! learners! from! the! general! deafblind/MSI! population.! Secondly,! excluding!




of! the! opinion! there! was! a! need! to! develop! knowledge! and! understanding! of! the!
impact! and! implications! of! CHARGE! and! multiCsensory! impairment,! that! the! MSI!
teacher! required! additional! knowledge! and! experience! of! CHARGE,! that! the! class!
teacher!would! need! to! have! an! awareness! of! the! challenges! raised! by! the! child’s!
multiCsensory!impairment!but!also!in!relation!to!the!child’s!diagnosis!of!CHARGE,!and!
that! training! need! to! be! provided! in! relation! to! multiCsensory! impairment! and!
CHARGE.!These!statements! imply! it!was!considered! there! is! something!distinct!or!
additional! that! requires! the! teachers! (and! other! staff! working! with! the! child)! to!




As! explained! in! Fig.! B! in! 3.4,! the! data! gathered! and! analysed! in! Cycle! 1! of! this!
investigation!would! inform! the!development!of! the! surveys! to!be!undertaken!within!
Cycle! 2! that! would! test! and! explore! these! findings! and! initial! theory/insights!
generated.!At! this!point! in! the! investigation! there! is!not!enough!evidence! to!yet!be!
clear!whether,!if!a!child!has!a!medical!diagnosis!of!CHARGE,!it!is!possible!to!make!
definite! assumptions! about! the! philosophy! and! strategies! to! employ! in! supporting!
their! learning! and! development.! This! cycle! of! the! investigation! has,! however,!
provided! some! data! to! begin! to! address! the! subCquestions! and! formation! of! initial!
theory!and!insights.!These!are!important!and!significant!in!beginning!to!form!a!more!
accurate! and! deeper! understanding! of! the! phenomenon! being! studied! that! will!






That! there! are! common! features! to! be! found! in! children! with! CHARGE! and! other!
deafblind/MSI! learners,!but! that! there!are!also!additional! factors,!all!of!which!might!





anomalies,! making! the! degree! of! impact! more! severe! and! having! an! exponential!
effect.! For! example,! the! three! common! ‘themes’! identified! by! Aitken! (2000a,! p.3)!!
highlight! the! issues! he! considers! to! be! experienced! by! the! majority,! if! not! all,!
individuals!who!are!deafblind/MSI!as!a!result!of!their!coCoccurring!visual!and!hearing!
impairments.! If! we! consider! each! of! these! in! turn,! using! examples! from! the! data!
generated!thus!far,!it!is!clear!these!may!be!further!impacted!by!the!presence!of!any!
additional!executive!function!difficulties.!So:!
o! Difficulty! ‘finding! out! information’C! will! be! made! more! demanding! by! ! the!
difficulties!experienced!in!initiating!activities,!remaining!on!task!and!completing!
a! task! independently,!attending! to!what! is! relevant!and! ignoring!distractions,!





difficulty! in! initiating! social! interactions,! monitoring! and! regulating! their! own!
behaviour,!attending!to!what!is!relevant!and!ignoring!distractions,!and!so!forth!
o! Difficulty! ‘moving! around! the! environment’C! becomes! more! testing! as! a!
consequence! of! difficulty! monitoring! and! regulating! their! selfCorganisational!




That! the! educational! philosophy! and! pedagogy! underpinning! the! education! of!
deafblind/MSI! learners!can!be!applied!to!children!with!CHARGE,!but! that!additional!
strategies! and! a! different! emphasis! may! be! required.! This! may! include! a! greater!









this! investigation! was! also! to! inform! the! development! of! the! questionnaire! and!
interviews! that! would! provide! the! tools! for! generating! data! in! Cycle! 2! to! provide!
further! data! and! analysis! to! address! the! overCarching! research! question! and! subC
questions!of!this!study.!This!was!necessary!to!build!upon!the!evidence!gathered!thus!
far!and!test!the!initial! insights!and!theory!generated!from!Cycle!1,!and!to!overcome!






The! findings! in! Cycle! 1! arose! from! the! analysis! of! reports! for! 17! children! that!
reflected! the!opinions!and!perspectives!of! the!authors!of! the! reports! (including! the!
researcher),!as!much!as!providing! information! in!relation! to! the!child’s! learning!and!
educational! placement.! It! was! not! always! possible! to! identify! whether! statements!
were! the! authors’! opinion! in! relation! to! the! specific! child! or! simply! the! sharing! of!
information!found!in!literature.!It!was!intended!that!through!Cycle!2!of!this!study,!data!
would!be!gathered!through!the!use!of!both!a!questionnaire!and!interviews!to!gather!
more! evidence! of! the! internal! and! external! factors! involved! in! the! learning! and!
development,! and! an! effective! educational! approach! for! children! with! CHARGE.!
Although! these! survey! forms! would! also! rely! on! teacher! perceptions,! the!material!
would! be! gathered! from! a! wider! range! of! educationalists! directly! involved! in!
supporting!a!child!with!CHARGE!in!the!educational!environment.!!
!
It!was!decided! the!questionnaire!would!be! comprised!of! two!partsg! building!on! the!
internal/external! factor! structure! which! emerged! from! the! open! and! axial! coding!
undertaken!in!Cycle!1.!It!had!also!been!found!that!the!same!statements!were!often!
assigned! to! both! the! categories! of! ‘Understanding! of! Space! and! Time’! and!
‘Responses!to!Routines!and!Changes’!and!these!two!categories!would!be!combined!
for!the!purposes!of!the!questionnaire.!The!internal!factors!identified!through!Cycle!1!
were! likely! to!have!been!offered!by!authors! in! response! to! information!being!made!




and! seek! information! to! identify! the! presence! of! anomalies! associated! with! this!
condition! in! the! child,! and! to! build! on! the! material! already! obtained! to! gather!
perceptions! of! the! impact! of! these! internal! factors,! together! with! a! focus! on!
identifying! possible! strengths! and! needs,! according! to! those! skills! perceived! to! be!




from! teachers! as! to! what! strategies! they! felt! were! most! helpful! or! effective! in!
supporting!the!learning!and!development!of!children!with!CHARGE.!Overall!the!data!
generated! within! Cycle! 2! would! be! important! to! build! up! evidence! to! address! the!
overCarching! research! question! and! subCquestions!more! fully.! It! would! provide! the!
opportunity!to!investigate!further!what!these!practitioners!considered!were!the!factors!
present!within!the!child,!the!strategies!considered!to!be!helpful,!to!learn!more!about!
types! of! assessment! undertaken! and! their! usefulness,! and! to! explore! further! the!
support!provided!to!the!teachers!in!regard!to!CHARGE.!
!
The! findings! of! Cycle! 1! also! suggested! there! are! other! issues! in! addition! to! the!
child’s! sensory! impairments! that! may! impact! upon! the! child’s! learning! and!
development.! It! was! therefore! considered! beneficial! to! ascertain! whether! teachers!
considered!the!child’s!sensory!needs!constituted!their!primary!need!and!this!question!
would! be! asked! in! both! the! questionnaire! and! interview.! Schools! are! required! to!




primary! and! secondary! need! of! the! pupil”! (Department! for! Education,! 2015,! p.47).!
The! information! on! The! School! Census! states! the! data! generated! will! support!
planning!and!policy!development!which!implies!this!includes!planning!and!choice!of!
educational!provision!and!support!provided!for!a!learner!with!CHARGE.!These!needs!
should! also! be! reflected! in! the! content! of! the! Statement! of! Special! Educational!













The! document! analysis! undertaken! in! Cycle! 1! generated! data! that! was! examined!
and!analysed!to!begin!addressing!the!research!questions.!It!was!important!to!support!
the! formation! of! initial! insights! and! theory! and! to! inform! the! development! of! the!
second!cycle!of!this! investigation.!A!sample!of! literature!relating!to!the!learning!and!
education!of!the!wider!deafblind/MSI!population!was!used!as!a!means!of!comparison!





A! large! number! of! internal! and! external! factors! were! extracted! from! the! reports!
analysed,! involving! sensory! aspects,! communication! and! social! skills,! motor! skills!
and! mobility,! learning! processes! and! learning! style.! The! internal! factors! identified!
supported! evidence! from! literature! that! all! the! sensory! modalities! are! likely! to! be!
affected.! Furthermore,! in! addition! to! sensory! issues,! other! features! were! also!
identified!that!are!likely!to!impact!on!learning!and!development.!In!light!of!this!it!has!
been! suggested! the! impact! of! these! impairments! and! other! anomalies! may! be!
exponential!and!children!with!CHARGE!therefore!likely!to!be!more!severely!affected!
than! other! deafblind/MSI! learners.!With! regard! to! the! external! factors! identified! by!
authors! of! the! reports,! the! findings! suggested! the! educational! philosophy! for!




Throughout! this!process!of!analysing! the!data!extracted! from!the!reports! there!was!
an!awareness!of!potential!researcher!influence!on!the!findings!as!a!consequence!of!
the!researcher!being!one!of! the!authors! involved! in! the!creation!of! these!reports.! It!
was! therefore!noted!where!statements!extracted!emanated!only! from!reports!solely!
written! or! coCauthored! by! the! researcher.! From! this! it! was! clear! some! statements!
were!similarly!expressed!by!other!authors!of!the!reports!(e.g.!fatigue)g!many!related!
to! sensory! integration! difficulties,! an! aspect! also! highlighted! by! other! authors!
although!not!in!the!same!depthg!and!direct!reference!to!executive!function!difficulties.!
Analysis!of! the!statements! from!other!authors!noted! they!had!raised!some!aspects!
that! could! potentially! be! linked! to! executive! dysfunction! although! these! were! not!
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explicitly! identified! as! executive! function! difficulties.! This! led! to! the! conclusion! that!
these!aspects!would!need!to!be!explored!further!within!Cycle!2!of!this!investigation!to!
ascertain! whether! a! wider! sample! of! teachers! supporting! learners! with! CHARGE!
considered!these!to!be!factors!affecting!the! learning!and!development!of! this!group!
of! individuals.! These! initial! findings! would! be! developed! and! examined! further! in!
Cycle!2,!seeking!the!opinions!of!a!larger!number!of!teachers!in!different!educational!





























within! the!child! that!may! impact!on! learning!and!development!and! identify!possible!
strengths! and! needs.! It! also! addressed! external! factors,! exploring! teaching!
strategies,! assessment! and! support! provided! to! the! teacher.! Within! this! cycle!
















and! across! different! sections! of! the! questionnaire! that! may! help! identify!
possible!relationships!(e.g.!between!the!relative!ease/difficulty!perceived!to!be!









is! recognised! these! different! question! forms! would! generate! different! types! of!
information! and! therefore,! where! the! data! was! obtained! through! the! use! of! open!
questions! this!will!be!highlighted.!A!Likert!Scale!was!used! in! ‘The!Child’!section! to!
provide!a!measure!of!the!intensity!of!response!with!regard!to!how!easy!or!difficult!a!
given!skill!was!perceived!to!be!for!the!child!in!question!(1!being!very!easy!and!5!very!
difficult).! Inventories!were!also!used,!mainly! in! the! ‘Strategies’!section)g! it!has!been!
acknowledged!there!was!the!risk!of!‘leading’!the!respondent!(3.6.4)!but!that!this!was!
outweighed! by! the! likelihood! of! eliciting! a! greater! response! than! if! open! questions!
were! used.! In! the! following! presentation! and! discussion! it! will! be! assumed! the!




As! explained! the! analysis! included! a! comparison! of! the! data! obtained! for! children!
across!the!different!educational!phases!of!Early!Years/KS1,!KS2,!KS3!and!KS4!with!
the! intention!of! supporting! the! identification!of!whether! there!was!any! link!between!
responses!and!the!age!of!the!child.!Responses!were!also!analysed!to!examine!and!
compare! scores! obtained! for! children! in! different! types! of! educational! provision,!






could! not! be! excluded! in! children! attending! these! other! settings.! Thus! it! was!
considered!the!findings!arising!from!the!comparison!of!these!subCgroups!would!need!
to!be!regarded!with!greater!caution.!This!is!further!emphasised!when!recognising!this!
data! analysis! might! also! provide! a! reflection! of! differing! educational! ethos! within!
these! different! categories! of! provision,! but! also! perceptions! and! expectations,!
availability!of!particular!strategies!and!the!knowledge!and!experience!of!teachers! in!
the! different! settings.! Additionally! it! would! be! important! to! acknowledge! that! the!





of! primary! importance! and! interest! to! this! investigation.!Where! the! findings! of! this!
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investigation! closely! relate! to!previously!published! findings!and! ‘grey! literature’! this!








1!child!was!very!young!and!not!yet! in!a! formal!educational!setting!and!1! response!
was! returned! in! relation! to! an! adult! who!was! beyond! Key! Stage! 4.! Both! of! these!
questionnaires! were! therefore! discarded! as! they! did! not! fall! within! the! criteria! as!
defined! in! 3.6.7a,! giving! a! total! of! 52! questionnaires! to! be! collated! and! analysed!
within!Cycle!2!of!this!investigation.!!
!
It! was! acknowledged! the! questionnaire! would! elicit! responses! based! on! teachers’!
perceptions!and!were!likely!to!be!influenced!by!each!respondent’s!current!knowledge!
base,!past!experience!and!any!additional!professional!development!and!specialism!
(for! example,! respondents! working! in! a! school! for! the! deaf! may! be! qualified! or!
training!to!be!teachers!of!the!deaf).!A!detailed!discussion!of!the!question!format!used!
and! how! this! might! influence! responses! given! is! provided! in! 3.6.4.! It! would! be!










An! initial! check! of! information! was! made! to! ensure! that! each! child! for! whom! a!
questionnaire! was! completed! had! a! confirmed! medical! diagnosis! of! CHARGE!
syndrome,!was!within!Early!Years!to!Key!Stage!4!of!the!educational!stages,!and!that!
they!were!attending!an!educational!environment!as!defined!in!1.6.3.!To!ensure!there!
were! no! duplications! (i.e.! only! one! form!was! returned! in! relation! to! a! single! child)!
teachers!were!asked!to!provide!the!initials!and!date!of!birth!for!the!child!so!a!check!
could! be!made.!Where! questionnaires! were! completed! for! different! children!within!
one! school! setting,! a! quick! comparison! of! handCwriting! showed! the! questionnaires!
had!been!completed!by!52!different!respondents.!This!was!felt!to!be!important!since!
this!questionnaire!would!be!seeking! the!opinions!of! the! respondents!and! if! several!









































































Overall! these! figures! showed! a! spread! of! children! across! the! educational! phases!
although! with! fewer! in! the! Early! Years! Foundation! Stage! (EYFS).! ! Since! the!
questionnaire! was! sent! to! teachers! of! children! in! more! formal! education! settings!
(according! to! the! definition! of! an! ‘educational! environment’! established! for! the!
purposes!of!this!investigation!Csee!1.6.3),!it!is!recognised!this!did!not!include!children!
under! the! age! of! 5! who! are! not! yet! placed! in! a! formal! educational! setting.! This!






phases! that! might! highlight! the! possibility! of! different! issues! occurring! over! time!










































of!cognitive! impairment.!From!this! information! it! is!not!possible! to! firmly!establish!a!
relationship! between! the! type! of! placement! and! degree! of! learning! difficulties!
experienced!by!the!child!but,!as!mentioned!previously,!it!may!be!assumed!that!those!
21! children! placed! in! settings! for! pupils! with! Severe! Learning! Difficulties! (SLD)!
/Profound! and! Multiple! Learning! Difficulties! (PMLD)! are! likely! to! experience! more!
significant! cognitive! impairment! than! those! children! in!mainstream!settings!or,! to! a!
lesser! extent,! other! specialist! settings.! It! is! important! to! recognise! the! range! of!
different!educational!placements!attended!by!children!within!this!study!may!be!due!to!
a!number!of!other!factors!apart!from!the!child’s!perceived!cognitive!ability,!including!




























Census! (Department! for!Education,! 2015)),! a! strategic! resource! containing! data! of!
pupil! characteristics! that! includes! the! identification! of! a! child’s! primary! need.!
Responses! showed! that! 46! (88%)! of! respondents! considered! the! child’s! sensory!











According! to! Brown! (2006g! 2007bg! 2009)! distractibility! and! poor! coordination! can!
result! from! a! poorly! developed! proprioceptive! and/or! vestibular! system! and! the!
sensory! integration!difficulties! that!are!often!felt! to!be! inherent! in!CHARGE!(Brown,!
2003a).! Therefore,! although! not! identified! as! a! sensory! issue! by! the! respondents,!
these! may! result! from! the! child’s! sensory! impairments,! although! may! be! a!
consequence! of! other! issues! within! the! child! such! as! low! body! tone,! or! external!
factors!such!as!the!learning!environment.!Of!those!who!felt!sensory!impairment!was!
not!the!child’s!primary!need,!only!one!felt!learning!difficulties!were!the!primary!need.!
This! is! interesting!since!17!(33%)!of! this!study!were! in!a!provision! for!children!with!
SLD/PMLD!without!a!sensory/MSI!resource,!and!only!20!(38%)!were! in!a!specialist!
provision!for!sensory!impairments.!The!issue!of!whether!‘primary!need’!is!a!relevant!












in! the!child!with!CHARGE!they!were!supporting,!with! the!responses!summarised! in!
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Table! 14! overleaf.! The! data! gathered! showed! the! rate! of! occurrence! of! visual!
impairment,! hearing! impairment! and! vestibular! difficulties! in! this! cohort! were! very!!!
similar! to!other!prevalence!rates!previously! identified!(e.g.!Hartshorne!et!al.,!2011).!
This!data! is! important!as! it!suggests!a! likeness! in! the!presence!of! these!anomalies!
between!this!cohort!of!children!with!CHARGE!and!the!wider!CHARGE!population,!an!
indicator! that! the! sample! used! for! this! investigation! is! consistent! with! the! wider!
CHARGE!population.!It!was!also!found!that!87%!of!this!cohort!was!reported!to!have!
combined! visual! and! hearing! impairmentsg! this! provides! an! evidenceCbased! figure!
and!relates!to!figures!quoted! in! literature!(e.g.!Hartshorne!et!al.,!2011),!but!may!be!
the! first! time! this! information! has! been! evidenced! through! research.! These! figures!
provide! further! supporting! evidence! that! a! significant! proportion! of! individuals! with!
CHARGE!will!be!deafblind/MSI!although!recognising!this!also! implies!a!number!will!
not! have! combined! visual! and! hearing! impairments.! The! data! also! shows! other!
senses!are!likely!to!be!affected,!so!the!child!with!CHARGE!is!therefore!not! likely!to!
be! solely! single! sensory! impaired! but! also! not! ‘just’! deafblind,! as! indicated! by! the!




children! within! this! cohort! also! reflect! what! is! presented! in! literature,! with! the!
exception!of!touch!sensitivity.!Only!35%!of!respondents!perceived!this!(“a!reluctance!











































Visual!impairment! 48!(93%)! 4!(7%)! !! 21! 13! 14! 11! 14! 12! 11!
Hearing!impairment! 49!(94%)! 3!(6%)! !! 19! 15! 15! 13! 12! 12! 12!
Combined!VI/HI! 45!(87%)! !! ! 19! 12! 14! 11! 12! 12! 10!
Vestibular!difficulties! 48!(93%)! 2!(3.5%)! 2!(3.5%)! 20! 16! 12! 13! 12! 12! 11!
Poor!body!awareness/!
coordination!difficulties! 43!(83%)! 7(13.5%)! 2!(3.5%)! 17! 16! 10! 11! 9! 12! 11!
Touch!sensitivity! 18!(35%)! 29!(56%)! 5!(9%)! 8! 6! 4! 8! 3! 3! 4!
Difficulty!using!senses!








39!(75%)! 9!(18%)! 4!(7%)! 18! 10! 11! 9! 12! 9! 9!
High!anxiety!or!stress!
levels! 31!(60%)! 18!(34%)! 3!(6%)! 14! 10! 7! 6! 11! 8! 6!
High!levels!of!fatigue!














The! data! obtained! showed! 31(60%)! children! were! considered! to! experience! high!
anxiety!or!stress!levels.!No!research!figures!were!found!to!allow!comparison!with!the!






special! educational! needs.! For! example! Kim! et! al.! (2000),! found! the! cohort! of!
children! with! autism! studied! demonstrated! higher! levels! of! both! anxiety! and!
depression! than! children! without! learning! difficulties,! although! no! specific! figures!
were!offered.!A!survey!undertaken!by!Meltzer!et!al.! (1999)! found!mental!disorders!
occurring! in!6%!of!children!without!special!educational!needs! in!contrast! to!40%!of!
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children! with! a! Statement! of! Special! Educational! Needs.! Thus! it! can! be! shown!
increased! levels! of! stress! and! anxiety! are! not! unique! to! learners! with! CHARGE,!
nonetheless,! the! figures! from! this! study! suggest! these! levels!may! be! greater! than!
those! experienced! by! other! children! with! special! educational! needs.! It! is! possible!
some!of! the!characteristics! included!might!be! influenced!by!age!or!cognitive!ability!
(e.g.! distractibility,! difficulty! with! sensory! overload,! high! levels! of! fatigue),! and! a!
comparison!of!data!was!therefore!undertaken!looking!across!the!educational!phases!
and! types! of! provision! as! also! set! out! in! Table! 14.! This! analysis! revealed! the!
presence! of! these! characteristics,! although! not! reported! for! every! child,! were!






considered! affected! the! child’s! communication.! Although! this! open! question! was!
posed!in!relation!to!the!child’s!communication,!on!reflection!it!may!have!been!more!
beneficial! to! have! set! this! question! with! regard! to! the! child’s! overall! learning.!
Nonetheless!some!interesting!information!was!obtained!from!the!responses!given!in!
relation!to!the!child’s!communication.!The!results!obtained!are!summarised!in!Table!





A! combination!of! factors!was! reported! for! 42! children,! an! indicator! of! the!potential!
complexity!of!this!condition.!Sensory!impairments!were!the!most!commonly!reported!
factor!affecting!communication! in!42! (81%)!children.!Although! these! responses!are!
likely! to! be! a! reflection! of! the! rate! of! occurrence! of! sensory! anomalies! in! this!
condition! it! is! interesting! to! note! that! this! is! less! than! the! number! of! children!with!
reported!hearing!and!visual!difficulties,!suggesting!teachers!did!not!always!perceive!
the!child’s!sensory!issues!to!affect!their!communication.!Additional!sensory!elements!
were! also! identified! (sensory! processing! and! sensory! integration! difficulties),! and!
overall! these! figures! reflect! a! recognition! of! the! impact! sensory! impairments! can!
have!on!this!area!of!a!child’s!development.!This!relates!to!Aitken’s!(2000)!suggestion!
that!two!of!the!major!challenges!faced!by!individuals!who!are!deafblind/multiKsensory!
impaired! are! finding! out! information,! and! communicating! with! others! as! a!
consequence! of! their! sensory! impairments.! Other! physiological! factors! were! also!
named!and!additional!medical!needs.!Learning!difficulties!were!considered! to!be!a!
factor! for! 29%! of! the! cohort! showing! that! although! learning! difficulties! were! not!
reported!to!be!a!child’s!primary!need!(for!all!but!one!child!studied),!they!may!impact!
on! a! child’s! functioning.! The! relationship! between!a! child’s! communication! abilities!
and!learning!difficulties!may!be!a!reciprocal!one!with!one!impacting!upon!the!other.!
It! was! interesting! to! note! that! whilst! 9/15! children! where! this! was! reported! were!
placed! in! SLD/PMLD! provision,! 3! were! in! mainstream! settings! and! a! further! 3! in!
other! specialist! settings.! Although! it! is! recognised! that! many! people! with! learning!
disability! will! experience! communication! difficulties! (Jones,! 2002,! quotes! between!













































Sensory!impairments! 42!(81%)! 20! 11! 11! 9! 11! 9! 13!
Learning!difficulties! 15!(29%)! 9! 3! 3! 3! 4! 4! 4!





















(cleft!palate/!facial!palsy)! 5!(10%)! 2! 2! 1! 1! 2! F! 2!
Medical!needs! 5!(10%)! 4! 1! F! 3! F! 1! 1!
Fatigue! 3!(6%)! 1! 2! F! 1! 1! 1! F!
Behaviour! 3!(6%)! F! 2! 1! F! 2! 1! F!
Stress!and!anxiety! 2!(4%)! 2! F! F! F! F! 1! 1!
Executive!function!difficulties! 1!(2%)! F! 1! F! 1! F! F! F!
Poor!social!skills! 1!(2%)! 1! F! F! F! F! 1! F!
Understanding!concepts! 1!(2%)! F! F! 1! 1! F! F! F!
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intellectual! ability! found! in! CHARGE! (see! 2.2.3)<! in! a! study! by! Dammeyer! (2012),!
71%!of!the!cohort!of!17!learners!with!CHARGE!were!found!to!be!without!‘intellectual!
disability’! whilst! 83%! were! reported! to! have! 'moderate! or! severe! language! delay'!
(p.1294).! Only! 1! respondent! directly! identified! executive! function! difficulties! as! a!
factor! within! the! child! considered! to! affect! communication.! Other! respondents,!
however,!also!noted!other! factors! that! the!examination!of! literature!showed!may!be!
consequential! to!executive!dysfunction! (see!2.2.9),! these!being!distractibility! (noted!
by! 10! respondents),! poor! behaviour! (3),! poor! social! skills! (1)! and! the! formation! of!
clear!concepts!(1).!This!suggests!it!is!possible!that!although!teachers!are!recognising!
the! impact! of! potential! executive! dysfunction! they! do! not! have! either! a! specific!
concept!of!executive!function!nor!direct!knowledge!of!it,!and!may!not!be!aware!of!the!
presence! of! executive! dysfunction! itself! within! the! child.! It! is! also! important! to!
recognise!there!may!be!a!reciprocal!element!involved!in!the!factors!identified!where,!
for!example,!behaviour!was!identified!by!3!respondents!as!a!factor!but!it!may!also!be!




In! this! section! respondents! identified! what! they! considered! the! child’s! preferred!
communication!modes!were! for! both! receptive! and! expressive! communication.!On!
this!occasion!the!respondents!were!not!provided!with!an!inventory,!although!one!was!
provided! for! the! following! question! set! out! on! the! same!page! that! could! provide! a!
prompt! for! the! respondent! when! answering.! The! data! obtained! (see! Table! 16)!












the!skills!of! the!supporting!adults.!Overall,! from!the!data!provided! it!was!calculated!
the! number! of! modes! preferred! by! each! child! within! this! cohort! for! receptive!








of! concrete! cues! to! receive! communication! (only! one! of! these! was! in! a!
mainstream!setting)!
o! Children!in!a!mainstream!setting!who!used!a!combination!of!speech!and!sign!

















































Speech/vocalising! 16! 3! 9! 4! 5! 3! 3! 5!
Sign/!gesture! 9! 1! 2! 6! 1! 3! 3! 2!
Speech!&!sign! 10! 4! 4! 2! 3! 2! <! 5!
Speech,!sign!and!concrete!cues! 2! 2! <! <! <! 1! 1! <!
Vocalising!&!gesture! <! <! <! <! <! <! <! <!
Concrete!cues!(e.g.!objects,!photos,!
symbols)! 6! 3! <! 3! 1! 3! 1! 1!
Speech!&!concrete!cues! 5! 4! 1! <! 2! 1! 1! 1!
Sign/!gesture!&!concrete!cues! 4! <! <! <! <! 1! 2! 1!
Behaviour! <! <! <! <! <! <! <! <!
Behaviour!&!concrete!cues! <! <! <! <! <! <! <! <!







Speech/!vocalising! 19! 2! 13! 4! 6! 4! 3! 6!
Sign/!gesture! 14! 7! 2! 5! 2! 4! 3! 5!
Speech!&!sign! 5! 2! <! 3! 1! 2! <! 2!
Speech,!sign!and!concrete!cues! <! <! <! <! <! <! <! <!
Vocalising!&!gesture! 2! 2! <! <! <! 2! <! <!
Concrete!cues!(e.g.!objects,!photos,!
symbols)! 1! 1! <! <! <! 1! <! <!
Speech!&!concrete!cues! 2! 2! <! <! <! <! 1! 1!
Sign/!gesture!&!concrete!cues! 3! 3! <! <! 1! <! 1! 1!
Behaviour! 4! 2! 1! 1! 2! 1! 1! <!




available! to! the! learner!with!CHARGE!without!making!assumptions!about!particular!
modes!that!should!be!employed.!It!also!recognises!that!for!a!number!of!children!with!
CHARGE!there!may!be!differences!in!the!preferred!channels!for!both!communicative!
reception! and! expression.! Some! children!may! also! have! a! greater! reliance! on! the!
use!of!concrete!modes! to! receive!communication! than! to!express! themselves.!This!
could!result!from!the!executive!function!difficulties!felt!to!be!associated!with!CHARGE!
(see! 2.2.9),!with! concrete! cues! helping! to! overcome! the! difficulty! of! understanding!










being! set! out! in! Table! 17.! This! showed! a! range! of! different! modes! were! used! to!
support!the!child!and!reflects!the!use!of!a!combination!of!communication!modes!that!
is!recognised!in!literature!on!deafblindness!(e.g.!Pease,!2000P!Murdoch!et!al.,!2009).!
Interestingly,! in!addition! to!speech/sign! (both!communication!modes!more! transient!
in! nature),! teachers! across! the!different! types!of! educational! settings! identified! the!























































Speech! 17! 16! 12! 13! 13! 8! 11!
Sign! 18! 7! 12! 11! 10! 8! 8!
Photographs! 17! 8! 10! 10! 8! 9! 8!
Symbols!&!drawings! 15! 7! 10! 6! 11! 9! 6!
Reading!child's!behaviour! 18! 6! 6! 4! 9! 9! 8!
Object!cues/!!
objects!of!reference! 15! 8! 5! 6! 10! 7! 5!
Printed!word! 6! 12! 9! 8! 7! 5! 7!
Touch!cues! 8! 2! J! 4! 3! 1! 2!
Switch!use!! 1! J! J! 1! J! J! J!
iPad!! 1! J! J! 1! J! J! J!
PECS! 1! J! J! J! 1! J! J!
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Table!18)!and! it!was! found!children!within! this!cohort!were!being!exposed! to!a! far!
greater! number! of! communication!modes!being! used!by! those!around! them! in! the!
learning!environment!to!support!communication!than!the!child’s!own!use!of!preferred!
modes.! The! possible! implications! of! this! can! be! viewed! in! different! ways.! For!
example,!it!might!be!argued!it!is!necessary!to!model!use!of!additional!communication!



























1! 4! 0! 3! 1!
2! 4! 0! 2! 2!
3! 3! 1! 1! 1!
4! 10! 4! 2! 4!
5! 10! 5! 4! 2!
6! 12! 5! 2! 4!
7! 4! 4! 0! 1!
8! 2! 0! 2! 0!
9! 2! 2! 0! 0!
Average! 4.7! 5.7! 4.1! 4.3!
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Other! analysis! of! data! showed! little! variation! in! the! average! number! of!
communication!modes!used!across!the!different!agePranges.!The!data!does!however!
show! that! children! in! an! SLD/PMLD! setting! were! exposed! to! the! use! of! a! larger!
number!of!communication!modes!than!children!in!other!types!of!provision.!This!is!of!
interest! since! the! nature! of! children! attending! an! SLD/PMLD! school! indicates! a!
significant! cognitive! impairment! and! yet! they! are! exposed! to! a! large! number! of!
different! communication! modes.! The! high! number! of! different! modes! being! used!
leads!one!to!question!how!capable!the!children!would!be!of!working!with!this!number!
of! systems!and/or! languages.! There! are! some!possible! reasons! for! this! that! could!
include:!
o! More!use!being!made!of!a!combination!of!a!wider!number!of!different!modes!
as! staff! in! special! schools! may! have! greater! awareness! and! experience! of!
using!these!different!forms!to!support!communication!
o! It! is! more! difficult! to! communicate! effectively! with! these! children! and! so! a!
wider!number!of!modes!are!employed!to!try!and!support!this!












At! this!point!a!Likert! scale!was! first! introduced! (with!clear! instructions! for!use)! that!








score! of! 156! (neither! easy! nor! difficult).! Therefore,! the! higher! the! score,! the!more!








find! it! easy! or! very! easy! to! initiate! a! communicative! exchange,! given! a! sensitive!
communication!partner,!but!that!overall!maintaining!a!communicative!exchange!was!
regarded! as!more! difficult.! ! The! figures! showed! a! similar! pattern! of! distribution! of!















































































































2.6! 2.0! 2.1! 2.8! 1.9! 2.5! 2.0! 119! 2.3!
How!easy/difficult!is!it!for!the!child!to!
establish!abstract!concepts?!
4.2! 3.1! 3.3! 3.7! 3.1! 4.3! 3.4! 188! 3.6!
How!easy/difficult!is!it!for!the!child!to!
identify!solutions!to!simple!problems?!








































































4.0! 3.1! 3.1! 3.5! 4.2! 3.3! 2.5! 181! 3.5!
How!easy/difficult!is!it!for!the!child!to!




3.3! 3.6! 3.4! 3.5! 3.6! 3.6! 3.2! 179! 3.4!
How!easy/difficult!is!it!for!the!child!to!
organise!him/herself?!
4.0! 3.8! 3.4! 4.2! 3.9! 4.0! 3.2! 197! 3.8!
How!easy/difficult!it!for!the!child!to!
initiate!activities?!










these!skills!are!attainable! for!a! large!proportion!of! the!cohort!when!provided!with!a!
sensitive!communication!partner.!
!
Considering!comments! in! literature!relating! to!CHARGE!where,! for!example,!Thelin!
and!Fussner! (2005)! found!poor!communication!ability!was!common! in!CHARGE,! it!





than! child! company! (Souriau! et! al.,! 2005),! and! are! reported! by! parents! to! have!
difficulty!establishing!sameMage!relationships!(Hartshorne!&!Cypher,!2004),!since!it!is!





In! this!section! respondents!were!asked! to! identify! the!number!of!adults!with!whom!
the!child!was!felt!to!have!a!secure!and!trusting!relationship!and!the!number!of!peers!
with!whom! respondents! felt! the! child! had! a! genuine! friendship! in! school,! the! data!
being! presented! in! Appendix! 8,! Table! (vi).! On! average,! children! in! an! SLD/PMLD!




also! involve! other! factors! (such! as! the! ethos! of! the! school! where! there! is! the!
provision!of!a!few!consistent!key!workers,!and!the!number!of!staff!involved!in!delivery!
of! the!curriculum).!An! increasing!average! through! the!educational!phases!was!also!
noted! that!may! be! suggestive! of!maturation! and! developing! skills! within! the! child,!
although! again! other! factors!may! be! involved,! such! as! increasing! the! numbers! of!
adults! working! with! a! child! in! the! educational! setting! at! the! later! key! stages! thus!
increasing! opportunity! to! engage!with! a! larger! number! of! people.!A! similar! pattern!
was!found!in!the!average!number!of!genuine!friendships!the!children!were!perceived!
to!have!according!to!the!type!of!educational!placement!the!child!attended!(i.e.!lower!
for! children! in! an! SLD/PMLD! setting)! although! with! less! variation! in! the! averages!
obtained.! In! this! instance! age! appeared! not! to! be! a! factor.! These! figures! show!
children! within! the! cohort! were! considered! to! have! formed! fewer! friendships! with!
peers! in! the! school! setting! and! 25! (48%)! ! children! were! felt! to! have! no! genuine!
friendships!with! their! peers! (14! in! SLD/PMLD! provision,! 5! in!mainstream! and! 6! in!
other!specialist!settings).!The!figures! indicate!children! in!SLD/PMLD!provision!were!
had!the!fewest!peer!friendships!and!children!in!mainstream!provision!had!formed!the!




The!datum!on! the!5! individuals!who!were!considered! to!have!more! than!10!secure!
relationships! with! adults! in! the! learning! environment! was! examined! further! to!




these! 5! children,! 2!were! felt! to! have! no! genuine! peer! friendships! and! each! of! the!







Child! A! B! C! D! E! Average!number!of!relationships/friendships!
Secure!adult!
relationships! 12! 14! 15! 16! 20! 15.4!
Genuine!peer!
friendships! 4! 6! 0! 0! 4! 2.8!
!
The!data!presented!above!was! then!compared! to! that!obtained! through! the!use!of!
the!following!Likert!Scale!that!recorded!how!easy!or!difficult!it!was!considered!to!be!
for! the!child! to!develop!relationships!with!adults!or!peers! in! the!school!setting!(See!






Other! questions!within! this! particular! section! related! to! the! ability! to! understand!or!
express! their! own! emotions! or! to! empathise! with! their! peers.! Examination! of! the!
responses! given! (see! summary! M! Table! 19! and! detail! in! Appendix! 8,! Table! (vii))!
showed!a!large!percentage!of!children!across!the!types!of!provision!and!educational!
phases! found! it! difficult! or! very! difficult! to! understand! and! express! their! own!
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emotional! state! (71%)! or! to! empathise!with! their! peers! (69%),! although! it!must! be!
noted! that! this! was! again! perceived! to! be!most! difficult! for! learners! in! SLD/PMLD!
settings.! Further! comparison! of! the! data! obtained! found! that,! with! only! two!
exceptions,! those! children!who!were! perceived! to! find! it! difficult! or! very! difficult! to!
understand! or! express! their! own! emotions! also! had! difficulty! empathising! and!
forming!relationships!with!their!peers.!Poor!social!and!emotional!skills!in!learners!with!
CHARGE!are!wellMdocumented!in!literature!(see!2.3.2)!with!Hartshorne!et!al.!(2007)!
reporting! these!children! tend! to!have!“limited!social!success”! (p.340).!What!defines!
‘social! success’! is! not! clearly! established! but,! if! this! relates! to! the! forming! of!





has! also! shown! learners! with! a! single! sensory! impairment! can! also! experience!













learn! to! recognise! and! understand! the! emotions! of! themselves! and! other! people!
since!they!miss!all!the!verbal!and!auditory!cues!that!may!convey!this!information!to!a!




adults! and! peers.! There! is! a! growing! interest! in! the! social! and! emotional!
development!in!individuals!with!CHARGE!as!reflected!in!articles!such!as!Kennert!et!
al.! (in!press)!and!the!content!of! the!Deafblind! International! (DbI)!CHARGE!network!
preMconference!meeting!(2013).!It!would!be!beneficial!to!support!this!discussion!with!
evidence! obtained! through! further! research! undertaken! in! this! area,! potentially!







development! of! aspects! of! conceptual! ability! (See! Table! 19! and! detailed! data! in!
Appendix! 8,! Tables! (viii)! and! (ix)).! Only! 9! children! overall! ! were! reported! to! find!
establishing!real!concrete!concepts!difficult!or!very!difficult!(6!in!SLD/PMLD!provision,!
2! in!mainstream! and! 1! in! another! specialist! setting),! suggesting! that! learning!may!
need!to!be!grounded!in!real!life!experiences!supported!by!the!use!of!concrete!tools!
to! build! on! this! strength.! In! contrast,! the! establishment! of! abstract! concepts! was!




learning! disabilities! (Geary! et! al.,! 2000)! but! it! is! interesting! to! note! that! although!
proportionally!more!children! in!an!SLD/PMLD!setting!were!reported! to! find! this!skill!
difficult!or!very!difficult,!a!number!of!children!in!the!other!types!of!settings!were!also!
similarly! reported! (6/16!children! in!mainstream!and!7/15!children! in!other!specialist!
settings).!It!was!recognised!the!cohort!included!children!not!of!an!age!where!abstract!
concepts!would!be! typically!developing,!and! therefore! the!ages!of! the!children!and!
relationship! between! the! responses! obtained! would! need! to! be! analysed! further.!
According! to! Piaget! &! Inhelder! (2000)! the! ‘Concrete! Operational’! stage! where!
children!think!logically!but!are!very!concrete!in!their!thinking!occurs!typically!between!
the!ages!of!7M11!years,!and! the! ‘Formal!Operational’!stage!where!children!develop!
abstract! reasoning! typically! occurring! between! 11M16! years.! Thus! one! would! not!





























t!! 1! M! 1! M!
2! 1! 2! 2!
3! 3! 1! 1!
4! 3! 1! 1!
5! 4! 1! 4!
!
The! impact! of! a! child’s! cognitive! impairment! on! concept! development! is! again!





level! of! difficulty!which!may! indicate! it! is! important! to! recognise! this! as! a! potential!
issue!for!some!more!able!learners!with!CHARGE.!!
!
The! four! questions! addressed! pertaining! to! conceptual! skills! perceived! to! be! the!
most!difficult!all!required!the!development!of!abstract!concept!formation!and!abstract!
thinkingg! that! is,! not! related! to! a! specific! instance! or! object! and! removed! from! the!
facts! of! here! and! now.! This! was! noted! to! be! most! difficult! for! children! in! an!
SLD/PMLD! setting! (most! likely! linked! to! cognitive! impairments)! but! was! also!
observed! in! children! across! the! age! range! and! educational! settings.! Concept!
formation! is!widely! recognised!as!an! issue! for! those!with! learning!disability!and!all!







whether,! for! the! child! with!CHARGE,! the! potential! for! all! sensory!modalities! to! be!
affected! alters! their! experiences! further,! thus! impacting! differently! on! this! concept!
formation! than! for! other! deafblind! children.! In! addition! to! the! impact! of! the! child’s!







When! considering! the! identification! of! solutions! to! problems,! on! average! children!
were!scored!at!the!midway!point!(it!was!considered!neither!easy!nor!difficult)!across!
both! the! different! types! of! educational! provision! and! phases,! so! although! only! 12!
(23%)!children!were!reported!to! find! it!either!easy!or!very!easy,!conversely!only!19!
(37%)!were! felt! to! find! it! either! difficult! or! very!difficult.! It! is! interesting! to! view! this!
finding! in! light! of! the! opinion! of! Hartshorne! et! al.! (2007)! who! identified! problemM
solving! as! being! challenging! for! learners! with! CHARGE! as! a! result! of! executive!
dysfunctiong! this!data! suggests! that!whilst! this! is!a!difficulty! for! some! learners!with!
CHARGE!it! is! less!so! for!many!others!and!may!be!regarded!as!a!relative!strength.!
Children!with!CHARGE!are!recognised!as!developing!adaptive!behaviours!that!some!
authors! consider! are! suggestive! of! underlying! intelligence! (e.g.! SalemMHartshorne!
and!Jacob,!2004,!2005g!Hartshorne!et!al.,!2005b).!If!considered!more!broadly,!these!
adaptive!behaviours!may!result!from!the!child’s!efforts!to!make!the!environment!‘work!
for! them’g! for!example,!as!a! result!of!vestibular!difficulties! the!child!can!experience!
issues! maintaining! an! upright! posture,! and! addresses! this! problem! by! learning! to!
compensate! through! increased! movement! or! gaining! additional! support! through!
propping! and! leaning! (Brown! 2007).! This!might! therefore! be! considered! as! simple!












recording! their! perceptions! through! the! use! of! a! Likert! scale.! A! summary! of! the!
results!is!shown!in!Table!19!with!further!details!in!Appendix!8,!Tables!(x)!and!(xi).!Of!
the!children!within! this!cohort,!across! the!different!educational!settings!and!phases!




use! of! structure! and! clear! routines! when! educating! children! with! CHARGE! was!
identified!within! the! literature! review! (see! 2.6.1)! but! is! also! addressed! in! literature!




although! slightly!more! children! in! the!mainstream! settings! were! reported! to! find! it!
easy/very!easy!to!cope!with!these!unexpected!changes!or!lack!of!routine,!most!were!
not! perceived! to! find! it! so,! indicating! this! is! not! just! a! consequence! of! learning!







In! contrast! the! figures! showed! relative! ease! in! anticipating!what! is! to! happen!next!
with! the! provision! of! appropriate! cues,! again! for! children! across! the! educational!
settings!and!age!range!with!only!7!(13%)!children!perceived!to!find!this!difficult,!and!
none!very!difficult.!The!data!also!showed!that!within!this!section,!with!the!exception!
of! anticipating! what! is! to! happen! next! with! the! provision! of! appropriate! cues,! the!
mode!was!higher!than!the!mean!for!each!of!the!other!questions,!with!more!children!
reported! to! find! it! ‘very! difficult’! than! any! other! level! of! response.! The! total! scores!






predicting! a! future! event! than! children! in! KS3! and! KS4,! there!was! little! difference!














they!were! included! in! the! list!provided,!or!conversely,! less! frequent! reporting!of! the!
use!of!the!given!cues!if!the!question!was!left!open!with!no!suggestions!provided.!This!
pattern!in!responses!would!be!observed!in!the!responses!to!the!inventories!set!out!in!
the! ‘Strategies’!section! later! in! the!questionnaire!and!supports!Oppenheim’s! (2000)!











concept! development! (as!discussed!previously! in! 5.5.4).!Research!has! shown! that!
memory!recall!is!linked!to!learning!disability,!but!the!author!of!one!particular!research!
paper!that!reached!this!conclusion!(Swanson,!1993)!made!an!interesting!hypothesis!










































timetable! 45!(87%)! 18! 14! 13! 12! 14! 9! 10!
Photographs! 38!(73%)! 20! 7! 11! 9! 10! 10! 9!
Symbols!and!
drawings! 33!(63%)! 16! 6! 11! 7! 11! 7! 8!
Printed!word! 28!(54%)! 9! 11! 8! 8! 7! 4! 9!




















































0! 2! H! H! H! 2! H! H!
1! 6! H! 1! 2! H! 1! 2!
2! 6! H! 2! 2! 2! H! H!
3! 10! 2! 2! 2! 1! 2! 1!
4! 16! 4! 5! 2! H! 3! 2!
5! 11! 4! H! 2! 1! 2! 2!
6! 1! 1! H! H! H! H! H!
!











with! a! summary! of! the! data! generated! to! be! found! in! table! 19,!with!more! detailed!
information!set!out!in!Appendix!8,!Table!(xii).!Responses!showed!that!overall!the!skill!
of! learning! and! playing! independently! was! felt! to! be! the! easiest! of! the! aspects!
identified,!although!only!12!(23%)!children!studied!were!reported!to!find!this!easy!or!
very!easy.!This!may!relate! to! the! fact! that!only!9! (17%)!children!were!perceived! to!
find!it!easy/very!easy!to!initiate!activities!that!may!in!turn!inhibit!independent!play!and!
learning.! The! scores! obtained! showed! that! children! were! perceived! to! experience!
similar! levels!of!ease/difficulty!across! the!educational! settings,!and!also!across! the!
ageQranges,!with!the!exception!of!those!learners!in!KS4!who!were!perceived!overall!
to! find! it! slightly! easier! to! learn! and! play! independently! than! children! in! the! other!
phases,! suggesting! there!may!be!a! link! to! a! child’s! overall! development.!A! similar!
pattern!was!found!for!the!skill!area!addressed!where!greatest!difficulty!was!reportedU!










the! score,! the! easier! the! skill! was! perceived! to! be.! A! comparison!was! then!made!
between!the!learners!in!this!category!who!were!in!residential!and!day!placements.!It!
was! found! the! average! score! given! for! the! 7! learners! in! 4! different! residential!
placements!was!even!lower!at!2.4!in!contrast!to!the!3.5!obtained!for!those!learners!in!
day!placements! (this! in! fact!being!similar! to! those!average!scores!obtained! for! the!
children!in!the!other!types!of!provision).!This!data!may!indicate!a!potential!benefit!of!
a! learner! attending! a! residential! placement,!where! there! is! the! possibility! for!more!
focus!on!supporting!the!development!of!selfQhelp!and!functional! life!skills!outside!of!
the! ‘normal’! school! day! (what! residential! schools! often! describe! as! a! ‘waking! day!
curriculum’).! This! may! reflect! a! paper! by! Blake! et! al.! (2005)! who! considered!
adolescent!and!adult! issues! in! individuals!with!CHARGE.!They! identified!a!difficulty!
in! higher! order,! more! complex! daily! living! skills! (that! include! selfQhelp! skills! and!
functional! life! skills)! and! suggest! this! can! be! the! result! of! a! lack! of! exposure! to!
learning!activities!to!support!the!development!of!these!skills!earlier!in!life.$
Respondents!were!then!asked!to!list!factors!considered!to!adversely!affect!the!child’s!
readiness! and! ability! to! engage! and! learn.! Those! identified!were! a! combination! of!
internal!and!external! factors!as!set!out! in!Appendix!8!Table! (xiii).! It! is! important! to!
acknowledge!the!2!factors!most!frequently!identified!(environmental!distractions!and!
fatigue)! were! given! as! examples! of! what! might! be! included! in! the! response,! this!
providing!an! illustration!of!how!the!phrasing!of!a!question!can!act!as!a!prompt!and!
potentially! ‘lead’! a! respondent.! Nonetheless,! it! was! felt! the! inclusion! of! such!
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examples! was! necessary! to! support! a! shared! understanding! of! the! question! that!
overall!would!elicit!a!more!accurate!response!from!the!participants!(as!discussed!in!





inhibiting! in! the!educational!setting.!The!majority!of! factors! reported!were!noted! for!
children!across!the!different!types!of!provision!and!age!ranges.!Those!factors!raised!
for! pupils! in! an! SLD/PMLD! setting! or! other! specialist! setting,! but! not! for! pupils! in!
mainstream,! indicated! a! need! for! consistent! adults,! a! reliance! on! routine! and!
structure!with!support!for!transitions!and!behavioural!support.!Conversely,!stress!and!







In! this!section! respondents!were!given!a! list!of! factors!and!asked!whether! they! felt!
they!affected!the!child’s!orientation!and!mobility!skills!(see!Table!24).!It!was!perhaps!
to!be!expected!that!sensory!impairments!were!regarded!as!affecting!orientation!and!










staff!knowledge,!understanding!and!experience.! It! is!also! likely! to!be!dependent!on!
the! degree! of! impairment! and! also! how! each! impacts! upon! the! use! of! the! other!
senses.!!
!




issues,! particularly! vestibular! difficulties! (other! than! Brown,! 2007b).! Greater!
awareness! of! this! is! found! in! literature! on! CHARGE! (see! 2.2.4).! That! might! be!
because!this!is!a!more!significant!issue!for!individuals!with!CHARGE!as!indicated!by!
the! results! of! this! study,! which! suggests! these! difficulties! to! be! one! of! the! most!
significant!sensory!issues!that!can!impact!on!orientation!and!mobility.!In!addition!to!a!
child’s!sensory!impairments,!respondents!also!perceived!the!other!aspects!included!
in! the! question! to! affect! the! child’s! orientation! and! mobility! these! being! body!
awareness! (50%),! coordination! and! organisation! of! the! body! (75%),! and! fatigue!













































Yes!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!26!(50%)! 12! 10! 4! 8! 6! 6! 6!
No!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!15!(29%)! 6! 3! 6! 4! 4! 3! 4!





Yes!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!39!(75%)! 15! 15! 9! 11! 9! 9! 10!
No!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8!(15%)! 4! :! 4! 2! 3! 2! 1!
Don’t!know!!!!!5!(10%)! 2! 1! 2! :! 2! 1! 2!
!
Fatigue!
Yes!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!36!(69%)! 13! 11! 12! 11! 9! 9! 7!
No!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9!(17%)! 4! 3! 2! 1! 2! 2! 4!






Two! further! questions! were! asked! relating! directly! to! behaviours! that! might! be!
observed! as! adaptive! behaviours! to! vestibular! and! proprioceptive! difficulties! (e.g.!




in! Table! 25! shows! these! behaviours! were! noted! in! children! in! the! different!
educational! settings,! they! were! reported! for! a! higher! percentage! of! children! in!
SLD/PMLD!provision.! It! is! possible! there!may!be!a! link! to! learning!disability,! but! it!
could!also!be!that!in!the!other!types!of!provision!it!is!not!so!easy!for!a!child!have!the!






study,! a! number! with! identified! vestibular! difficulties! were! observed! to! engage! in!
these!adaptive!behaviours!regardless!of!age.!Examination!of!the!data!also!found!the!
presence!of!both!behaviours!was!reported!in!25!children!in!this!study,!and!only!one!
of! these! behaviours! in! a! further! 12! children,! so! overall,! 37! (71%)! children! were!

















































! 16! 5! 7! 8! 7! 7! 6!
No!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!22!(42%)!
! 5! 9! 8! 4! 7! 4! 7!
Don’t!know!!!!!2!(4%)!









! 18! 9! 7! 9! 12! 9! 4!
No!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17!(33%)!
! 3! 7! 7! 3! 2! 3! 9!
Don’t!know!!!!1!(2%)!




The!data!obtained! in! response! to! the! two!questions!on! fine!motor!skills! (see!Table!
26)! showed! fine!motor! development! was! an! area!where!many! of! the! cohort! were!
reported! to! experience! difficulty! across! the! educational! settings! and! also! the!
educational!phases,!although!for!fewer!children!in!KS4.!The!data!shows!all!children!
in! a! mainstream! setting! were! perceived! to! experience! fine! motor! difficulties,! and!




with! fine! motor! skills! may! not! be! so! obviously! apparent.! These! results! were!
compared!to!the!participants’!earlier!responses!in!the!questionnaire!where!they!were!
asked! if! they! felt! the! child! they! were! reporting! on! had! poor! body! awareness! and!
coordination! difficulties.! It! was! noted! that! 39/43! children! reported! to! experience!
difficulties! in! this! area! were! subsequently! also! reported! to! experience! either! fine!
motor!difficulties!or!poor!pencil!skills/handWwriting!skills,!or!both.!Respondents!were!
not! asked! to! comment! on!whether! they! felt! the! child! experienced! poor! or! delayed!
gross!motor!skills!(since!it!was!felt! teachers!of!older!children!within!this!cohort!may!
not! be! aware! of! the! presence! of! delayed! gross! motor! skills! earlier! in! the! child’s!
development).! This! is! however! an! aspect! of! development! where! a! delay! is! often!
reported! in! literature! (see! 2.3.1)! and! a! factor! that! can! potentially! cause! difficulties!
with! fine! motor! skills! which! are! dependent! on! wellWdeveloped! gross! motor! skills!
(Sylva! and! Lunt,! 2002).! Importantly! it! is! noted! this! is! an! aspect! not! addressed! in!














































! 12! 16! 11! 11! 12! 9! 7!
No!!!!!!!!!!!!11!(21%)!
! 7! 2! 4! 1! 1! 3! 6!
Don’t!know!!!2!(4%)!!!








! 18! 11! 11! 10! 12! 11! 7!
No!!!!!!!!!!!!10!(19%)!
! 2! 4! 4! 1! 2! 1! 6!
Don’t!know!!!2!(4%)!








Within! this! section! a! range! of! anomalies! and! characteristics! were! identified! that!
potentially! can! impact! upon! development! and! learning,! as! well! highlighting! some!
areas!of!potential!strength!and!greater!need.!Overall,!every!set!of!scores!obtained!for!
each! skill! described! using! a! Likert! scale! covered! a! range! of! scores! and! is! an!
illustration!of! the!variation! that!may!be! found! in!different! individuals!with!CHARGE.!
Thus! it! is! important! to! acknowledge! this! whilst! continuing! with! further! analysis.! A!
summary!of! the!data!obtained!through!use!of!a!Likert!scale! is!set!out! in!rank!order!
according!to!the!total!score!obtained!in!Appendix!8,!Table!(xiv).!The!results!show!that!
for!the!cohort!as!a!whole,!most!skills!scored!over!the!midway!point!(156),!but!only!the!
top! 4! total! scores! indicated! this! was! a! skill! found! difficult! or! very! difficult! overall.!
These!figures!are!closely!reflected! in! the!overall!mean!average!scores!obtained!for!
the! responses!given! for! each! skill! described.! In! contrast! to! the!mean!average,! the!
mode!average!scores!showed!the!most!common!response!given!was!that! the!child!
found!it!difficult!(a!score!of!4)!or!very!difficult!(a!score!of!5)!for!all!skills!that!obtained!a!
total! score! above! the! midway! point! (16/21! skills! examined),! with! the! exception! of!
identifying! solutions! to! simple! problems! and! being! able! to! learn! and! play!
independently.! For! the! 5! lower! scores! the! mode!more! closely! matched! the! mean!






children! with! CHARGEQ! it! shows! that! of! the! skills! set! out! in! the! questionnaire,!
children!in!this!cohort!were!perceived!to!have!the!most!difficulty!with!skills!related!to!
social! and! emotional! development! with! the! exception! of! establishing! relationships!
with! adults! in! the! school! setting.! These! rankings! also! show! the! variation! in!
developing!a!set!of!skills,!for!example,!certain!skills!related!to!conceptual!ability!were!
perceived!to!be!some!of!the!most!difficult,!whilst!another!(establishing!real,!concrete!
concepts)! was! regarded! as! one! of! the! easiest! for! these! children.! This! provides!
evidence!for!the!teacher!who!may!need!to!recognise!that!learners!with!CHARGE!are!
indeed! likely! to! demonstrate! a! mixture! of! both! strengths! and! needs! within! each!
developmental!area!(as!discussed! in!2.3.3),!and! there! is!consequently!a!risk!of! the!
development! of! ‘splinter! skills’! as! suggested! by! an! author! in! a! report! analysed! in!
Cycle!1!of!the!investigation.!!
!
The! data! showed! there! was! some! variation! according! to! the! type! of! educational!
setting!the!child!was!placed! in.!Certain!skills!were!perceived!to!be!more!difficult! for!
children! in! an! SLD/PMLD! setting,! for! example,! in! developing! relationships! and!
empathising! with! their! peers,! recalling! past! events! and! predicting! future! events,!
understanding! abstract! concepts,! and! greater! use! of! concrete! communication!
modes,! and! it! is! necessary! to! acknowledge! cognitive!ability!may!be!an! influencing!
factor! in! this.! What! was! surprising! was! the! number! of! skill! areas! where! little!
difference!was!noted! in! the!degree!of!difficulty!a!child!was!perceived! to!experience!
across! the! different! types! of! educational! settings,! including! the! transference! and!
generalisation! of! skills,! coping! without! a! regular! routine/unexpected! changes,!
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independent! learning! and! play,! selfZhelp! functional! life! skills! and! fine! motor!
difficulties.! Although! it! was! recognised! there! is! a! clear! link! between! cognitive!
impairment! and! the! development! of! some! skills,! this! data! also! suggests! that! in!
addition! to! the! child’s! sensory! impairments,! other! factors! are! also! likely! to! be!
involved.! These! may! be! internal! factors! (such! as! executive! dysfunction)! but!
furthermore!external!factors!are!likely!to!be!involved,!such!as!the!type!of!educational!
provision!itself!and!its!educational!philosophy!and!curriculum,!but!also!the!skills!and!
knowledge! of! staff! in! each! setting,! as! well! as! each! individual! respondent’s!
understanding!of! the!questionnaire.!For!example,! children! in!an!SLD/PMLD!setting!
were! perceived! overall! to! find! it! easier! to! anticipate! what! is! to! happen! next! when!
appropriate! cues! are! provided,! but! it!might! be! argued! that! in! such! a! setting! there!
would!be!greater!emphasis!on!ensuring!such!cues!are!made!available!as!part!of!the!
general! school! ethos.! Again! this! is! an! important! finding! of! this! studyQ! although!
children! across! the! different! educational! settings! were! perceived! to! experience!




phases,!so! that!although!a! few!skills!were!perceived! to!be!easier! for!older!children!
(e.g.! recalling! past! events! and! predicting! future! events,! organising! oneself,! use! of!
problemZsolving),!most!data!did!not!vary!greatly!according!to!age.!This!is!important,!
since!it!suggests!that!although!the!individual!needs!of!each!learner!are!likely!to!alter!





as! this!are! the!perceptions!of! respondents! that!will!be! influenced!by!each!person’s!
past! experience,! knowledge! base,! life! view! and! so! forth! and! likely! to! affect! the!
answers!given.!So,! for!example,! it!was!noted! that!overall! children! in!EY/KS1!were!
perceived!to!find!it!easier!to!develop!genuine!friendships!with!peers!than!children!in!
the!other!educational!phases.!This!may!be!a! reflection!of! the!perception!of!what!a!
friendship! is! for! younger!and!older! children,!and! relationships!between!older!peers!





Within! this! section! of! the! questionnaire! responses! were! gathered! on! how! helpful!
given!strategies,!presented!as!an! inventory,!were!perceived!to!be! in!supporting! the!
child!for!whom!the!questionnaire!was!completed,!with!respondents!additionally!asked!
to! list! others! also! identified! during! their! work.! The! data! was! collated! to! show! the!
number!of!participants!who!considered!each!of! the!given!strategies! to!be!helpful! in!









been! obtained! if! respondents! had! been! asked! whether! they! had! attempted! to!
implement! the!given!strategies,! in!addition!to!whether! they!found!them!helpful! (in!a!
similar!way!to! the!question!form!used!to!gain! information!on!assessment!(see!5.8).!






most! often! reported! to! be! helpful! involved! management! of! the! environment! in!
response! to! the!child’s! sensory!needs! through! the!use!of! visual!and!auditory!aids,!
and!also!differentiating!materials!and!activities.!These!were!both!considered!helpful!
by!88%!of!respondents!overall,!and!for!similar!percentages!of!children!in!the!different!
types! of! educational! provision! and! phases.! Fewer! respondents! (67%)! found! the!
development! of! profiles! of! functional! use! of! vision! and!hearing! helpful,! despite! the!
possibility!of!the!information!made!available!through!these!being!used!to!make!these!
























































relation!to!child’s!sensory!needs! 46!(88%)! 19! 13! 14! 10! 13! 11! 12!




37!(71%)! 17! 9! 11! 8! 12! 9! 8!
Developing!profiles!of!functional!use!of!




31!(60%)! 16! 5! 10! 6! 9! 9! 7!
Access!to!a!safe!rest!area! 25!(48%)! 16! 5! 4! 5! 9! 5! 6!
Undertaking!an!environmental!audit!in!
relation!to!child’s!sensory!needs! 23!(44%)! 10! 5! 8! 7! 5! 5! 6!
Activities!to!support!the!development!of!





A! similar! pattern!was! also! noted! for! a! number! of! other! strategies! listed!within! this!
section,! including! the! use! of! activities! planned! and! implemented! in! relation! to! the!
child’s! sensory! integration! difficulties.! It! is! possible! the! children! in! mainstream!
provision!were!less!in!need!of!these!types!of!support!but!this!is!contradicted!by!the!
data! presented! in! 5.6.1! which! shows! teachers! perceived! different! behaviours! that!








in! a! mainstream! setting! and! 4/15! children! in! other! specialist! settings.! Further!
comparison!of!the!data!showed!this!was!made!available!for!all!but!one!of!the!children!
in!an!SLD/PMLD!setting!where!high!levels!of!fatigue!were!reported!and!4/6!children!
in! other! specialist! settings,! but! only! 4/9! children! in! a! mainstream! setting.! This!
reinforces! the!question!of!whether! this! is! linked! to! factors!within! the!child! (e.g.!Are!
sensory!breaks!and!a!rest!area!required!more!often!for!children!more!likely!to!attend!
a!SLD/PMLD! setting?),! or!whether! it! is! a! need!more! readily! identified,! or! a! facility!






the! strategy! fewest! respondents! considered! helpful! in! relation! to! a! child’s! sensory!
needs,! reflecting! the! views! of! 34! (65%)! respondents! who! considered! the! child!
reported! on! did! not! show! a! reluctance! to! use! touch! to! explore! or! to! touch! certain!
textures! (see!5.5.1).!This! is!a! further! indication! this! is!not!perceived! to!be!such!an!
issue! for! this! cohort! of! children! as! suggested! in! literature! on! CHARGE! (e.g.!
Davenport!and!Hefner,!2011).!!
!
Within! this! section,! and! subsequently! for! communication,! social! and! emotional!





Of! the!strategies! listed! in! the! inventory! for! this! section! (see!Table!28)! the!strategy!
reported!to!be!most!helpful!was!the!use!of!a!Total!Communication!approach!(by!48!
(92%)! respondents).! ‘Total! Communication’! is! a! term! coined! by! Holcomb! in! 1967!
originally!in!relation!to!the!education!of!deaf!children.!As!a!philosophy!it!considers!the!
involvement!of!a!combination!of!different!modes!of!communication!depending!on!the!






































































35!(67%)! 18! 7! 10! 9! 9! 9! 7!
Development!and!implementation!of!an!






























































clear! differences! according! to! the! type! of! educational! placement! attended! by! the!
child.! For! example,! speech! and! printed!word!were! those!most! frequently! used! for!
learners!in!a!mainstream!setting!whilst!greatest!use!was!made!of!touch!cues,!object!
cues!and!objects!of! reference,!symbols/drawings!and!also!photographs! for!children!
in! an! SLD/PMLD! setting.! The! data! illustrates! the! difficulty! of! achieving! shared!
understanding! between! respondents,! for! example,! with! touch! cuesP! within! the!!
deafblind! and! learning! disability! fields! these! would! be! described! as! specific!
movements! or! touch! made! on! a! child’s! body! to! communicate! something! about!
people,! an! activity,! or! a! place! (e.g.! Demchak! et! al.,! 2002P! Bruce,! 2014).! It! would!
therefore! perhaps! be! anticipated! that!most! children! where! such! use! was! reported!
would! be! in! an! SLD/PMLD! setting! where! teachers! were! more! likely! to! have!
knowledge!and!understanding!of!this!approach.!The!use!of!touch!cues!reported!for!3!
learners! in!a!mainstream!setting!might!be! less!anticipated,!and!whilst! it! is!possible!
touch!cues!were!being!used!as!described!within!the!deafblind!and!learning!disability!
fields,!it! is!also!possible!that!a!different!interpretation!of!the!term!has!been!made!to!
include! touch! being! used! in! a! less! ordered! or! formal! way! to! support! the! child’s!




an! overall! average! of! 4.75! per! child! (Table! 10,! Appendix! (xvi)).! It! was,! however,!
evident! that! on! average! a! higher! number! of! communication!modes!was! used!with!
children! in! an! SLD/PMLD! setting! (5.0)! compared! to! children! in! other! specialist!
settings!(4.7)!and!mainstream!settings!(4.3),!although!there!was!little!variation!across!
the! age! ranges.! This! again! illustrates! the! large! number! of! different! communication!
modes! being! used! on! average! with! the! children! within! this! cohort! as! discussed!
previously! in! 5.6.2bP! in! the! future! it!may!be!prudent! to! examine!more! carefully! the!
reasons! for! choosing! to! employ! particular! communication!modes! and! the! potential!
benefits! or! negative! impact! of! using! such! a! large! number! of! different! modes! with!
each!child!in!the!educational!setting.!!!
!
Ensuring! the! child! has! access! to! a! peer! group! with! appropriate! levels! of!
communication!was!considered!helpful!by!42/81%!of!respondents,!more!so!than!the!
provision! of! a! sensitive! communication! partner! (35/67%).! Comparison! of! the! data!
showed!that,!whilst!it!was!considered!helpful!to!provide!a!peer!group!with!appropriate!
communication! skills! for! a! similar! percentage! of! children! in! each! of! the! types! of!
educational!settings,!the!provision!of!a!sensitive!communication!partner!was!deemed!
helpful!for!a!lower!percentage!of!children!in!a!mainstream!setting.!This!could!equate!
to! the! findings! in! 5.6.3!where! children! in! an! SLD/PMLD! setting!were! perceived! to!
experience!greater!difficulty!developing!genuine!friendships!with!peers.!
!




an! SLD/PMLD! setting,! 9! in! other! specialist! settings,! but! only! 3! in! a! mainstream!
setting.! This!may! be! interpreted! in! a! number! of! waysP! it! may! be! that! the! children!
supported! by! other! respondents! had! an! individual! communication! programme! but!
that! it!was!not!felt! to!be!helpful!or,!that!such!a!programme!was!not! in!place.!It!may!
also!be!an! indicator! that! there! is! less! requirement! for!such!a!programme! for! those!




Recognising! it! was! considered! helpful! to! have! access! to! a! peer! group! with!
appropriate! communication! skills! has! an! additional! implication! when! considered! in!
relation!to!the!responses!obtained!in!this!section!(see!Table!29)!where!it!was!found!
39! (75%)! respondents! considered! the! use! of! a! structured! programme/activities! a!
helpful! strategy! in! supporting! interactions!with! their! peers! (see! 5.6.3).! This! implies!
that! in! addition! to! ensuring!an!appropriate!peer! group! it! is! important! to! provide!an!
additional! level!of! structure!and!support! to! facilitate!communicative!exchanges!and!
social! interactions!between! the!child!with!CHARGE!and! their!peers.!These! findings!
can! be! compared! to! research! undertaken! in! relation! to! deafblind! learners,! where!
CorreaVTorres! (2008)! for! example,! reported! three! deafblind! pupils! studied!were! all!
more!likely!to!have!closer!relationships!with!adults!and!less!likely!to!interact!socially!
with!their!peers,!explaining!that!opportunities!for!social!interaction!are!not!necessarily!
readily! available! and! there! is! a! need! for! structured! intervention! to! support! the!


























































relationships!with!child! 47!(90%)! 19! 13! 15! 11! 12! 11! 13!
Use!of!a!structured!programme/activities!to!
support!interactions!with!peers! 39!(75%)! 17! 10! 12! 8! 11! 10! 10!
Support!to!learn!how!to!initiate/sustain!




31!(60%)! 13! 10! 8! 7! 8! 7! 9!
Use!of!a!defined!programme!to!manage!























that! may! help! address! some! of! the! difficulties! arising! from! executive! dysfunction!
which! include! difficulty! initiating! actions! (CooperBKahn! and! Dietzel! (2008).! The!
findings!also!showed!over!half!of!respondents!(31/60%)!considered!it!helpful!to!focus!
on! supporting! the! understanding! of! emotions.! A! comparison! of! data! showed! that!
whilst!this!was!considered!helpful!for!20/37!children!reported!earlier!to!understand!or!
express! their!own!emotional!state! (see!5.6.3)! it!was!also!perceived! to!be!a!helpful!
strategy! for!8/17!children!earlier! reported!not! to!have!difficulty! in! this!area!and! it! is!
therefore!possible!the!implementation!of!such!a!programme!was!supporting!these!8!
children! in! finding! it! easier! to! understand! or! express! their! own! emotions.! Further!
study!would!be!beneficial!to!explore!the!content!of!such!a!programme.!!
!




anxiety! levels.!The! latter!was!considered! to!be!a!helpful!strategy!predominantly! for!
children!in!an!SLD/PMLD!setting!and!for!only!1!child!in!a!mainstream!setting.!When!












(and! particularly!mainstream).! This!may! be! a! consequence! again! of! the! individual!
characteristics!of!the!children!and!also!staff!working!in!the!different!settings!together!






involved! the!use!of! real! (concrete)! cues!and!direct! experiences!within! the! learning!
context! itself.! This! may! be! a! response! to! the! perceived! difficulty! in! developing!
abstract!concepts!reported!earlier!in!the!questionnaire!(see!5.6.4)!and!also!suggests!




formation! of! concepts! in! deafblind! learners,! they! do! explain! the! need! for! direct!
experience!and!participation.!An!example!given!is!supporting!a!child!to!develop!the!
concept!of!‘on!and!off’!through!direct!experience!of!a!child!getting!on!and!off!a!swing!

























































photographs,!symbols!etc.)! 46!(88%)! 20! 11! 15! 11! 13! 11! 11!
Provision!of!real!experience!provided!within!
context! 44!(85%)! 19! 11! 14! 8! 14! 11! 11!
Providing!a!balance!between!new!and!
familiar!activities! 41!(79%)! 19! 10! 12! 10! 10! 10! 11!
Use!of!identified!strategies!to!support!the!
development!of!problemJsolving!skills! 30!(58%)! 15! 7! 8! 7! 9! 7! 7!
Use!of!structured!fading!and!preJ





























child! experiencing! difficulties!with! developing! abstract! concepts! through! the! use! of!
concrete!cues!and!real!experiences.!The!fact!that!a!large!number!of!respondents!in!
this! investigation! felt! the!use!of! real!experiences!were!helpful! in!contributing! to! the!
concept! development! of! this! cohort! of! children! with! CHARGE! suggests! that! this!
approach! is! perceived! as! important! for! learners! with! CHARGE! as! reflected! in!
literature!(See!2.6.3f).!
!
Although! it!was!noted! the!use!of!concrete! tools!was! regarded!as!helpful! for!similar!
numbers!of!children!across!the!age!ranges,!it!was!possible!the!developmental!stage!
of! the! child!might! also! be! a! factor,! recognising! that! some!older! learners! (e.g.!with!
severe! learning! difficulties)! might! be! functioning! at! an! earlier! developmental! level.!
Thus!further!analysis!was!undertaken!to!explore!the!age!ranges!of!the!children!within!
the! different! types! of! educational! settings!where! this! strategy!was! perceived! to! be!
helpful.!The!results!set!out!in!Appendix!9,!Table!(xvii),!show!the!use!of!concrete!tools!
was! considered! helpful! for! some! children! across! the! age! ranges! in! each! of! the!
different! types!of!setting.!This!may!be! linked! to!an!earlier! finding!of! this!study! (see!
5.6.4)!where!the!establishment!of!abstract!skills!was!felt!by!teachers!to!be!one!of!the!
most!difficult!skills!identified!in!relation!to!conceptual!ability,!again!for!children!across!




Just!over!half! of!participants! (28/54%)! in! this! study! reported! they! found! the!use!of!




included! in! the! questionnaire)! but! was! not! noted! in! the! review! of! literature! on!
CHARGE! and! is! infrequently! identified! in! literature! relating! to! the! wider! deafblind!
population! (e.g.! it! is! mentioned! by! Murdoch! et! al.,! 2009).! These! findings! indicate!
participants’! responses! were! not! based! solely! on! knowledge! that! may! have! been!
obtained!from!literature,!but!were!also!derived!from!a!willingness!to!share!their!own!
observations! and! experiences.! If! this! argument! is! applied! to! the! datum! extracted!
which!shows!only!7! (13%)!respondents! felt! it!was!of!benefit! to!monitor!and! identify!
the!risk!of!the!development!of!splinter!skills!(discussed!in!2.3.3)!it!suggests!this!may!
be! an! area! where! difficulties! have! not! been! observed,! although! contradicting! the!
literature!which!reports!individuals!with!CHARGE!often!demonstrate!a!combination!of!
high!and!low!potential!features!in!different!areas!of!their!learning.!Another!argument!
may! therefore! be! that! there! is! a! lack! of! awareness! of! this! as! an! issue! amongst!
teachersZ! for! example,! it! is! not! discussed! in! the! literature! on! the! education! of!
deafblind! learners! although! Clark! (2000)! does! caution! teachers! against! teaching!
“splintered! or! fragmented! skills”! (p.91).! Thus! it! is! not! possible! to! ascertain!without!
further! exploration! in! the! future,! whether! this! potential! difficulty! is! not! being!
recognised,!effective!strategies!have!not!been! identified,!or! this! issue! is!not!widely!
present!within!this!cohort!and!thus!a!response!not!required.!
!
































































48!(92%)! 21! 13! 14! 12! 13! 11! 12!
Structured!support!for!transitions! 42!(81%)! 20! 9! 13! 9! 11! 10! 12!
Ensuring!activities!have!a!clear!beginning,!
middle!and!end! 40!(77%)! 18! 11! 11! 9! 10! 10! 11!
Use!of!mini!routines! 33!(63%)! 13! 12! 8! 7! 9! 10! 7!
Individualised!pacing!(may!include!a!
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structured! and! consistent! routines! implemented,! than! the! use! of! concrete! cues!





were! unexpected! changes! to! those! routines,! by! children! across! the! different!
educational!settings!and!phases.!Despite! this,!a!comparison!of!data!showed! it!was!
reported! to! be! helpful! to! provide! structured! support! for! transitions! for! a! lower!
percentage! of! children! in! a! mainstream! setting! (56%)! than! children! in! both! an!
SLD/PMLD!setting!(95%)!and!other!specialist!settings!(87%).!In!5.6.5!substantial!use!
of! concrete! cues! was! reported! for! many! of! the! children! within! this! cohort! (3M6!
concrete! cues! being! used! with! 38! (73%)! children)! and,! additionally,! 46! (88%)!
respondents! had! also! reported! finding! the! use! of! object! cues! helpful! to! support!
concept! development! (see! 5.7.4).! It! was! therefore! interesting! to! note! that! in!
comparison,! only! 30! (58%)! respondents! found! it! helpful! to! use! concrete! tools! to!
support! sequencing! of! an! activity,! transitions! and! daily! routine! (including! use! of! a!
visual! timetable,! task! plans! and! first/next! symbols).! The! data! showed! these! were!
reported!to!be!helpfully!employed!for!more!children!in!an!SLD/PMLD!setting!or!other!
specialist!setting! than!children! in!a!mainstream!setting!which!maybe!a! reflection!of!
varying!knowledge!and!skills!of! teachers! in! these!different! settings.!These! findings!
also! lead! to! the!question!of!what! features!of! these!cues!are!most!significant! to! the!
childR! it! may! be! the! tangible! quality! of! the! cue,! but! it! might! also! be! that! the! child!











identified!within! this! section! (see!Table! 32).! Identifying!what! is!motivational! for! the!
child!and!employing!a!flexible!approach!that!reacts!to!the!child’s!changing!needs!and!
level!of! responsiveness!were!both!regarded!as!helpful! in!encouraging!ownership!of!
learning! by! 44! (85%)! respondents.! These,! together! with! the! strategy! of! using! the!
child’s! individual! learning! style! to! inform! the! development! of! activities! (reported!
helpful!by!41/79%!of! respondents),!showed!how!helpful!overall! teachers! found! it! to!





strategy! by! 29! (56%)! of! respondents.! These! responses! were! compared! to! those!
given!earlier! (5.6.1)!where!27! respondents!had! reported! they! felt! the!child! showed!
high! levels! of! fatigueR! of! these! 27! teachers,! 22! subsequently! reported! they! felt! a!


































































41!(79%)! 18! 10! 13! 9! 10! 11! 11!
Providing!frequent!choiceKmaking!




37!(71%)! 18! 9! 10! 9! 8! 9! 11!
A!structured!response!to!manage!the!
impact!of!fatigue! 29!(56%)! 13! 8! 8! 10! 7! 7! 5!
Responding!to!the!child’s!executive!











Within! this! section! the! term! ‘executive! function’! was! used! within! a! question,! this!
being! the!only!occasion! it!was!directly!used! in! the!questionnaire.! It! is! interesting! to!!
note! fewer! respondents! (21/40%)! reported! it! to!be!helpful! to! respond! ‘to! the!child’s!
executive! function!difficulties’!and! this! raises! the! importance!of!striving! to!ensure!a!






a! child’s! cognitive! performance! (see! 2.2.9! and! 2.3.3).! Additionally,! this! was! only!
regarded! as! a! helpful! strategy! for! 2! children!within!EY/KS1,! and! although! it! is! not!
possible!to!be!certain,!this!may!be!linked!to!the!development!of!executive!function!in!
the! individualV! executive! functions! develop! from! birth! through! to! adolescence! and!
beyond! (Juric! et! al.,! 2013),! but! within! this! there! are! periods! of! acceleration! in! the!
development,! one! typically! occurring! between! the! ages! of! 5Y8! years! (De! Luca! et!
al.,2003).!As!children!with!CHARGE!often!demonstrate!a!delay! in!development! (as!
discussed! in! Chapter! 2,! including! 2.2.9! and! 2.3.3)! it! is! possible! this! period! of!
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Responses! within! this! section! set! out! in! Table! 33! show! the! strategies!most! often!
reported! to! be! helpful! relate! to! gross!motor! skill! development! and! the! provision! of!
regular! opportunities! to! engage! in! large! movements.! The! implementation! of! such!
strategies! may! reflect! the! perception! that! 39! (75%)! children! in! this! cohort!
experienced! difficulty! coordinating! and! organising! their! body! (see! 5.6.7a),! with! a!
comparison!of!the!data!revealing!these!strategies!were!considered!helpful!for!40/43!
children!earlier! reported! to!have!poor!body!awareness!and!coordination!difficulties.!
Further! examination! showed! these! strategies! were! felt! to! be! helpful! by! teachers!
working! with! a! child! with! CHARGE! across! the! key! stages! and! within! the! different!
types!of!provisionV! it!was!noted,!however,! that!whilst!similar!numbers!of!children! in!
specialist! school! settings! were! also! reported! to! benefit! from! the! use! of! large!
movement! play! activities,! the! helpfulness! of! this! strategy! was! reported! for! only! 4!
children! in! a! mainstream! setting! and! also! 4! children! in! KS4.! The! data! suggests!
learners! with! CHARGE!may! need! access! to! such! opportunities! in! the! educational!
environment!regardless!of! their!age,!but!how!this! is!provided!may!be! influenced!by!
the!type!of!educational!setting!the!child!attends.!This!has!implications!for!the!delivery!
of! the! curriculum! since! as! a! child! progresses! through! the! key! stages! they! are!





















































39!(75%)! 18! 11! 10! 11! 10! 8! 10!
Use!of!specialist/supportive!seating! 32!(62%)! 12! 10! 10! 13! 9! 5! 5!
Implementation!of!a!fine!motor!skills!
programme! 31!(60%)! 15! 7! 9! 9! 10! 8! 4!
Provision!of!alternative!recording!
methods!(e.g.!scribe,!use!of!IT,!etc.)! 29!(56%)! 9! 9! 11! 6! 8! 7! 8!
Use!of!large!movement!play!activities! 28!(54%)! 15! 4! 9! 7! 7! 10! 4!
Implementation!of!a!pencil!skills!














































engage! in! regular! large!movements! that! so!many! of! the! respondents! found! to! be!
helpful.!!Although!use!of!specialist/supportive!seating!was!regarded!as!being!helpful!
by!32!(62%)!respondents,! it!was!noted! that!22!of! these!children!were! in! the!earlier!
educational!phases.!This!is!of!interest!in!light!of!Brown’s!argument!(2003a&b)!that!as!





Some! additional! strategies! identified! (long! cane! training! and! use! of! sighted! guide!
techniques)! indicate! likely! specialist! input! from! a! habilitation! (mobility)! officer.! It! is!
recognised! more! detailed! or! insightful! information! might! have! been! obtained!
regarding!the!child’s!orientation!and!mobility!if!responses!had!been!sought!from!other!






Although! 31! (60%)! respondents! reported! they! considered! the! implementation! of! a!






to! have! poor! fine!motor/pencil! skills.! This! may! indicate! a! lack! of! response! to! this!
need!or!a!difficulty!in!developing!a!suitable!programme!but!may!also!be!related!to!the!
56%! of! respondents! who! found! it! helpful! to! provide! alternative! recording!methods!
(with!one!respondent!specifically!identifying!the!introduction!of!touch!typing),!thus!the!





reflected! a! response! to! the! internal! factors! identified! previously! in! 5.6.1! and! those!
skills!perceived!to!be!more!difficult!as!identified!in!the!section!on!the!child!(5.6).!This!
suggests! teachers! are! generally! acting! upon! those! difficulties! identified! and!
employing! particular! strategies! regarded! as! a! helpful! response.! An! exception! was!
found!where!39!(75%)!children!were!reported!to!have!difficulty!with!fine!motor!skills!




one! being! that! the! respondent! may! simply! not! have! ticked! the! appropriate! boxes!
when! responding.! It! is! also! possible,! however,! that! a! programme! had! been!




also! that! the! issue!was!not! identified!as! significant! and! therefore!did! not! require! a!
response.!!
!
It! was! found! that! the! implementation! and! helpfulness! of! strategies! did! not! vary!
greatly!across!the!ages!of!the!children,!and!only!small!variations!were!noted!across!
educational! phases.! The! main! exceptions! were! in! the! provision! of! a! defined!
programme!to!manage!stress!and!anxiety!levels,!and!also!in!the!area!of!orientation!
and! mobility! where! the! use! of! specialist/supportive! seating,! large! movement! play!
activities,!a!fine!motor!skills!programme!and!pencil!skills!programme!were!reported!to!
be!helpful!for!a!relatively!smaller!number!of!children!in!the!later!educational!phases.!
It! is! possible! these! strategies! are! not! so! necessary! for! the! older! learner! with!
CHARGE! but! this! would! contradict! the! high! numbers! of! children! in! KS3! and! KS4!
where! behaviours! likely! to! require! a! response! were! noted! (e.g.! needing! to! seek!
additional!support!when!standing!or!sitting)!or!who!were!reported!to!experience!fine!
motor! difficulties! and! demonstrate! poor! pencil/handwriting! skills.! Therefore! the!
opinion!of!whether!specific!strategies!implemented!in!response!to!these!issues!would!
be!regarded!as!helpful!is!likely!to!also!be!influenced!by!other!factors.!One!factor!that!





























































It! may! be! argued! that! the! implementation! of! given! strategies! might! be! more!




given! the! current! inclusive! model! of! education),! and! thus! it! is! possible! a! child’s!
learning! disability! influences! the! choice! of! strategies! to! be! used.! Overall,! the!
similarity! between! a! higher! rate! of! occurrence! of! perceived! difficulties! a! child!
experiences!and! the!number!of! respondents! reporting! the!helpfulness!of! strategies!
likely!to!be!employed!in!response!to!those!difficulties,! indicate!the!use!of!strategies!
are! influenced! in! part! by! the! child’s! internal! factors! and! strengths! and! needs.!
Significantly! though,! these! findings!show! that!although!a!similar!degree!of!difficulty!
experienced! with! particular! skills! was! reported! for! children! across! different!
educational! placements,! the! use! of! some! corresponding! strategies! were! not!
regarded!as!so!helpful!for!those!children!in!a!mainstream!setting.!For!example,!within!
the! section! on! ‘Routine! and! Structure’,! similar! difficulties! were! reported! in! coping!
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without! regular! routines!and! structure,! and!on!average!children! in!mainstream!and!
specialist! settings! other! than! an! SLD/PMLD! placement,! were! perceived! to!
experience!greater!difficulty!anticipating!what!was!to!happen!next!when!appropriate!
cues!were! not! providedW! yet! the! provision! of! structured! support! for! transitions!was!
viewed!as!far! less!helpful! for!children! in!mainstream!settings!and!even! less!so,! the!
use!of!concrete!tools!to!support!these!transitions.!!
!
As!explained!previously,! the! identification!of!a!child’s!strengths!and!needs,!and! the!
strategies! implemented! in! response! will! be! dependent! upon! teacher! knowledge,!
experience,! skills! and! perceptions! and,! these! findings! suggest,! the! type! of!
educational! placement! the! child! attends! will! also! be! an! influencing! factor! on! the!
strategies!implemented.!This!suggests!the!knowledge!and!skill!set!of!staff,!the!ethos!
of! school,! the! perceptions! of! what! might! be! appropriate! for! the! child! and! the!
practicalities! of! how! a! given! strategy! can! be! delivered! within! the! school! day! and!











The! inclusion! of! strategies! in! the! inventories! provided! was! informed! by! the!




































to! experience! a! difficulty! in! the! area! each! strategy!may! address! than! the! number!
where!it!was!reported!to!be!a!helpful!strategy.!For!example,!40!(77%)!of!respondents!
considered! the!child!demonstrated!poor!pencil/handwriting!skills,!but!only!21! (40%)!
of! respondents! felt! the!potential!corresponding!strategy! (implementation!of!a!pencil!
skills!programme)!was!helpful.!It!may!be!these!strategies!have!been!tried!and!found!
not! to! be! of! benefit,! but! there! is! also! a! possibility! that! some!may! not! have! been!
implemented,!perhaps!because!the!teacher!has!recognised!the!difficulty!but!does!not!
consider! such! action! would! be! the!most! effective! response,! as! a! consequence! of!
them!not!being!deemed!necessary,!or!a!lack!of!knowledge!and!understanding!of!the!
impact! CHARGE! may! have! on! learning! and! development.! For! example,! 88%! of!
respondents!found!it!useful!to!differentiate!materials/activities!and!make!use!of!visual!
and!auditory!aids,!both!of!which!are!well`known!and!well`established!strategies!in!the!
education! of! the! wider! deafblind! population! and! children! with! single! sensory!
impairments,! but! other! aspects! may! not! be! so! well`known! or! require! a! different!
emphasis!(such!as!addressing!the!presence!and!impact!of!executive!dysfunction).!It!
is! also! possible! (or! even! likely)! that! appropriate! strategies! have! not! yet! been!
identified!to!effectively!address!some!of!the!difficulties!encountered!by!children!within!
this!cohort!and!potentially! the!wider!CHARGE!population.!For! this! reason! it! is!also!
important! to! acknowledge! those! additional! strategies! identified! by! one! or! few!









within! the! questionnaire! with! respondents! asked! to! identify! those! types! of!
assessments! undertaken! or!made! available! to! the! school! in! relation! to! the! child’s!
























!hearing! 46!(88%)! 41! 4! 1!
!Functional!use!of!
vision! 41!(79%)! 38! 3! `!
!Communication! 41!(79%)! 36! 4! 1!
!Seating! 34!(65%)! 29! 5! `!
!Sensory!integration! 32!(62%)! 29! 3! `!
!Orientation!and!
mobility! 27!(52%)! 24! 2! 1!
!Eating!and!drinking! 24!(46%)! 19! 4! 1!
!ICT! 22!(42%)! 15! 5! 2!
























Comparison! of! data! showed! an! assessment! of! functional! use! of! vision! had! been!
undertaken! for! 39/48! children! where! a! visual! impairment! was! identified! and! an!
assessment! of! functional! use! of! hearing! undertaken! for! 44/49! children! where! a!
hearing! impairment! was! identified.! It! was! also! interesting! to! note! a! number! of!
children! had! received! an! assessment! of! functional! use! of! vision! or! hearing!where!
these!sensory!impairments!had!not!been!identified.!This!may!suggest!an!element!of!
checking! whether! there! were! issues! irrespective! of! the! clinical! information! made!
available! and/or! recognition! of! the! interplay! of! the! senses! and! how! other! sensory!





vision!and!hearing,!how! they!use! their!different!senses! together,!and! the! impact!of!
different!environmentsW!all! of! this!helping! to!build!up!a!detailed!profile!of! functional!
use!of!vision!and!hearing!that!can!be!used!to!inform!the!planning!and!implementation!
of!the!curriculum!(e.g.!Eyre,!2000W!Sense,!2002W!Murdoch!et!al.,!2009W!Nelson!et!al.,!
2010).! The! need! to! undertake! functional! visual! and! hearing! assessments! is! also!
advocated! by! practitioners! working! with! children! with! these! single! sensory!






Within! this! study! the!majority! of! respondents!who! reported! such! assessments! had!
been!undertaken!had!perceived!them!to!be!helpful!or!very!helpful.!Comparison!of!this!
data,!however,!with! that!obtained!earlier! in! the!questionnaire! (5.6.1)! showed! fewer!
respondents! (35/67%)! had! found! the! development! of! profiles! of! functional! use!
helpful,! suggesting! there!are!cases!where! the! information! from! these!assessments!
was!either!not!used!or!was!not!beneficial! in!supporting!the!development!of!a!profile!
of! functional! use! of! vision! and! hearing.! Further! examination! of!what! aspects!were!
most!helpful!would!be!beneficial! and!also! the! reasons!why!some! respondents!had!
reported! they! felt! these! assessments! were! unhelpful.! Additionally! it! would! be!
interesting!to!explore!how!successful!functional!assessments!are!undertaken!that!are!




number! children! within! this! study! (79%)! and! a! further! 3! additional! assessments!




undertaken! for!34! (65%)!and!32! (62%)!children! respectively,!are!aspects!not!often!
specifically!addressed! in! literature! relating! to! the!education!of!deafblind! learners! in!
general,! although! Hodges! (2000)! identified! the! need! for! provision! of! supportive!
seating! to! ensure! physical! stability! that! presumably! would! necessitate! a! seating!
assessment.!When! comparing! this! data! to! earlier! responses! presented! in! 5.7.1,! it!
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becomes! clear! that! although!26/37! children! in! this! study!where!a!planned! sensory!
integration! programme! was! considered! helpful! had! received! a! sensory! integration!
assessment,!this!was!not!reported!for!the!remaining!11!children.!If!it!can!be!assumed!
respondents! completed! the! questionnaire! reliably! (supported! by! the! check! for!
reliability!outlined!in!3.7.9),! these!figures!suggest!that!although!the!programme!was!
felt! to! be! helpful,! a! number! of! children! had! a! sensory! integration! programme!
established! without! information! from! a! sensory! integration! assessment.! Whilst!
practitioners! may! recognise! and! acknowledge! the! impact! of! sensory! integration!
difficulties! on! a! child’s! learning,! only! those! therapists! who! have! the! training! and!
expertise! in! sensory! integration! dysfunction! (sensory! processing! disorder)! are!
qualified! to! undertake! such!an!assessment! and!develop!a! remediation!programme!




Eating! and! drinking! assessments! had! been! undertaken! for! just! under! half! of! this!
cohort!(24/46%)!although!5!respondents!had!not!found!them!to!be!helpful.!Given!that!
one! of! the! major! diagnostic! characteristics! for! CHARGE! involves! the! IX/X! cranial!
nerve!pairings!likely!to!result!in!swallowing!problems!with!including!aspiration,!this!is!
an!aspect!that!is!likely!to!need!attention!in!the!educational!setting!around!mealtimes.!







child,! although! it! was! noted! the! average! for! children! in! SLD/PMLD! schools! was!
higher! at! 5.7,! and! similar! in! other! specialist! provision! (5.6),! but! slightly! lower! for!
children!in!a!mainstream!setting!(4.8).!Only!2!children!were!reported!not!to!have!had!
any! assessments! undertaken! within! the! educational! setting,! both! within! a!
mainstream! setting.! The! average! number! of! assessments! taken! for! the! remaining!
children!in!a!mainstream!setting!was!5.4,!thus!being!very!similar!for!children!in!other!
placements.! This! may! be! an! indicator! of! the! complexity! of! need! of! the! children!
included!in!this!survey!and!that!teachers!are!likely!to!need!additional!information!from!
a! range! of! different! perspectives! to! inform! their! planning! and! delivery! of! the!
curriculum.! It! also! further! illustrates! the! need! for! collaborative!working! as!many! of!





be! at! best! neither! helpful! nor! unhelpful,! but! also! considered! unhelpful! by! some!
respondents.!This!suggests!that!for!some!teachers!the!outcomes!of!the!assessments!
were!perceived!not!to!support!and!inform!the!planning!and!delivery!of!the!curriculum!
for! the! child! with! CHARGE! with! whom! they! were! working.! This! may! reflect! the!
difficulties!in!accurately!assessing!children!with!CHARGE!as!noted!in!literature!(see!
2.4)!that!might!result!in!assessments!being!unsatisfactorily!completed,!possibly!as!a!
consequence!of! the!assessor!having!a! lack!of!experience! in!assessing!a!child!with!
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CHARGE.! It! may! also! be! that! the! type! of! assessment! undertaken! was! not!
appropriate!for!the!child!and!the!teaching!situation.!
!





part! of! good!practice,! this! type!of! assessment!would! be!undertaken!as! part! of! the!
teaching!process! (recording!a!baseline,!monitoring!progress!etc.).! It!may,!however,!
again! reflect! the! difficulty! in! assessing! a! child’s! cognitive! abilities! and! progress!
effectively,!an! issue!also!raised!in!relation!to!the!general!deafblind!population.!Eyre!
(2000)! explains! that! the! use! of! standardised! tests! for! deafblind! learners! is! often!
unhelpful!as:!
The!uniqueness!of!each!individual!deafblind!child’s!learning!difficulties!
does! not! bear! comparison! with! any! other! child! or! group! of! children.!
(p.120)!
!
It! is!possible! this!distinction! is!even!more!marked! for! the! individuals!with!CHARGE!
due! to! the! truly! multi`sensory! nature! of! their! impairment! and! the! complex!
combination!of!anomalies!associated!with!this!condition.!Further!research!is!needed!
to!develop!the!work!of!those!who!have!explored!the!cognitive!assessment!of!learners!









set! out! in! Table! 38! below.! The! format! of! the! question! does! not! support! the!
identification! of! whether! an! environmental! audit! was! undertaken! unless! the!
respondent! reported! that! it! was! found! helpful.! The! employment! of! environmental!
audits! is! well`documented! in! literature! relating! to! education! deafblind! learners! for!
sensory! needs,! communication,! social! and! emotional,! and! orientation! and!mobility!






















Sensory!needs! 23(44%)! 10! 5! 8!
Communication! 22!(42%)! 13! 2! 7!
Social!and!
emotional! 17!(33%)! 12! `! 5!
Orientation!and!
mobility! 21!(40%)! 10! 1! 10!
!
In! literature! relating! to! CHARGE! the! need! to! address! the! use! of! equipment! and!
monitor!the!adaptation!and!differentiation!of!the!environment,!activities!and!materials!




more! broadly,! considering! the! physical! environment,! the! people! within! it! and! the!








In! the! final! section! of! the! questionnaire! respondents! were! asked! to! record! those!
professionals!in!contact!with!the!child!with!CHARGE!in!the!educational!setting!as!set!
out! in! the! inventory! provided! and! to! list! any! others.! Good! practice! suggests! all!
professionals! should! work! collaboratively! (e.g.! Thomas! and! Deuce,! 2013)! and!




o! 22/48! children! reported! to! have! a! visual! impairment! received! input! from! a!
specialist!teacher!for!visual!impairment!!
o! 38/49! children! reported! to! have! a! hearing! impairment! received! input! from!a!
specialist!teacher!for!hearing!impairment!!
o! 38/45! children! reported! to! have! combined! visual! and! hearing! impairments!






According! to! the! ‘Quality! Standards! for! Children! and! Young! People! who! are!
Deafblind/MSI’! (Sense,! 2002)! there! should! be! evidence! of! not! only! access! to! a!
qualified! MSI! teacher,! but! also! support! from! specialist! teachers! for! both! visual!
impairment! and! hearing! impairment.! Input! from! appropriate! specialist! sensory!




Speech! and! language! therapy! input! with! regard! to! communication! was! the! most!
reported!input!from!an!external!professional!being!provided!for!41!(79%)!children!in!
this! cohort.! In! contrast! input! from! a! speech! and! language! therapist! with! regard! to!
eating! and! drinking! difficulties! was! reported! for! only! 18! (35%)! children.! When!
compared! to! the! 24! (46%)! children! earlier! reported! to! have! had! an! eating! and!





(e.g.! assessing! food! preferences).! Given! the! number! of! studies! that! suggest! over!
80%!of!children!with!CHARGE!experience!‘feeding’!difficulties!(as!cited!in!5.8!above)!
this! is! an! area! that! would! benefit! from! further! examination! since! it! is! not! clear!
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whether! this! particular! cohort! are! less! affected! or! whether! eating! and! drinking!
difficulties!are!being!under`identified.!
!









Assessment! of! the! implication! of! sensory! impairment! in! mobility! and!
independence! within! the! school! should! always! be! carried! out! by! a!
Qualified!Habilitation!Worker.!(p.20)!
!
Since!a! large!number!of! respondents! felt! that!orientation!and!mobility!of!children! in!
this! cohort! was! affected! by! visual! impairment,! hearing! impairment! and! vestibular!
difficulties! (see! 5.6.7a)! it! is! likely! to! be! even! more! important! that! appropriate!
habilitation!support! is!provided.! It!would!be! interesting! to!explore!whether!a!similar!
proportion!of!the!wider!deafblind!population!receive!input!from!a!qualified!habilitation!
worker.!One!possible!reason!might!be!that!there!is!a!need!for!the!habilitation!worker!
to! be! able! to! communicate! effectively!with! the! child! or! young! person! (Miller! et! al.,!
2011),!and!this!may!be!a!barrier!to!provision!of!this!input!since!one!of!the!challenges!





Thomas! and! Deuce! (2013)! identified! potentially! more! than! 50! professionals! and!
agencies!that!could!be!involved!in!supporting!the!child!with!CHARGE!and!their!family!
across! health,! education! and! social! care,! highlighting! the! need! for! collaborative!
working.!Within! this! study! the! overall! average! number! of! professionals! involved! in!
providing!support!(in!addition!to!the!class!teacher!and!any!individual!support!worker)!
was! 5.9,! thus! indicating! the! need! for! close! collaborative! working! within! the!
educational! setting.! There! is! a! range! of! legislation! and! guidance! that! encourages!
working! in! partnership! for! all! children!with! special! needs!and! imposes!duties!upon!
the! child’s! local! authority! to! promote! multi`agency! working! and! collaboration! (e.g.!
Department!for!Education,!2012).!This!is!to!help!ensure!the!best!possible!support!for!







practitioners! with! experience! of! supporting! a! number! of! different! students! with!
CHARGE! whilst! recognising! the! information! obtained! was! likely! to! reflect! the!











this! would! provide! data! on! the! broader! CHARGE! population! that! could! then! be!






The! general! consensus!was! that! learners!with!CHARGE!are! different! to! the!wider!
deafblind! population,! with! 10/11! interviewees! giving! an! immediate! and! direct!
response.!The!remaining!interviewee!felt!they!were!different,!but!also!that!there!were!






and! shared! the! opinion! that! there! were! some! similarities! with! the! more! general!
deafblind!population! in!addition! to!any!differences.!The!overall!view!expressed!was!













Responses! obtained! from! interviewees! showed! they! considered! that! philosophies!
and! strategies! well`established! in! the! education! of! deafblind! students! can! also! be!
effectively!employed!with!pupils!with!CHARGE.!It!was,!however,!additionally!felt!that!
a!different!emphasis!may!be!needed!on!how!these!strategies!are!implemented,!and!
different! teaching! methods! will! also! be! needed.! The! differences! identified! by!
interviewees! between! the! students! with! CHARGE! and! the! other! learners! in! the!
deafblind!provision!are!set!out! in!Appendix!11,!Table! (xix),!and!relate! to!anomalies!
associated!with! this!condition,! the! impact! this!has!on! the!child’s!overall! functioning,!
and!also!the!strategies!employed!with!this!group!of!learners.!!!
!
Many!of! these!statements! reflect!elements!of! the!CHARGE!behavioural!phenotype!
proposed! by! Hartshorne! (2011)! (see! 2.3.4).! Although! interviewees! gave! general!
comments! expressing! a! difference! between! students! with! CHARGE! and! other!
deafblind! learners,! it! can! be! argued! the! particular! examples! given! might! also! be!
demonstrated! in! other! deafblind! individuals.! This! will! be! discussed! in! detail! in! the!





5.10.3% Question% 2:% What% teaching% strategies% do% you% find% most% helpful% (or%
unhelpful)?%
!
The! importance! of! giving! recognition! to,! and! employing,! techniques! and! strategies!
established! within! the! deafblind! field! was! stressed! by! a! number! of! interviewees.!
Three!interviewees!explained!some!deafblind!strategies!and!techniques!can!be!very!
valuable,! but! it! is! necessary! to! recognise! some! things! need! to! be! implemented!






is! that! teachers! supporting! the! child! with! CHARGE! will! need! to! employ! teaching!
strategies! included! in! the! ‘toolkit’! employed! by! teachers! working! with! the! broader!
deafblind!population,!but!also!other!teaching!strategies!may!be!needed!that!could!be!
regarded! as! more! specific! to! learners! with! CHARGE.! This! view! appears! to! be!
supported!by!most!(if!not!all)!of!those!interviewed!at!Perkins!School.!!
!
Specific! strategies! identified!by! the! interviewees!are! set! out! in!Appendix!11,!Table!
(xx).!A!comparison!was!made!where!these!strategies!identified!were!also!addressed!
within! the! questionnaire!which! found! that! all! had! been! reported! to! be! helpful! by! a!
large! percentage! of! questionnaire! respondents,! showing! a! level! of! consistency!
amongst! practitioners! as! to! some! of! the! strategies! regarded! as! beneficial! when!
teaching! learners!with!CHARGE.!Three! strategies! (marked! ‘!’! in!Table! (xx))!were!
not!raised!within!the!questionnaire!but!are!well`documented!in!deafblind!literature.!A!
small!number!were!not! referred! to! in! the!questionnaire!or!noted! in! literature!on! the!
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education!of! learners!with!CHARGE!or! the!wider!deafblind!population! (these!being!
marked!‘!’!in!Table!(xx)).!Of!these,!sharing!control!may!be!regarded!as!an!aspect!of!
the!development!of!ownership!of!learning!but,!in!addition!to!empowering!the!student,!
may!also!be!a!strategy! to! reduce!some!of! the!stress!and!anxiety!and! the! learner’s!
need!to!be!‘in!charge’!as!described!by!Majors!(2011a).!The!3!other!strategies!marked!
‘!’!all! relate! to!how! information,! instructions!and!expectations!are!conveyed! to! the!
learner.!
!




very! clear! learners! with! CHARGE! are! different! to! the! wider! deafblind! population,!
there!was!greater!difficulty!in!stating!categorically!whether!the!child’s!sensory!needs!
constituted!the!primary!need!overall.!This!demonstrates!some!benefits!of!face!to!face!
interviews! that!enable! firstly,! the! interviewee! to!give!a! less!precise! response!when!
not!restricted!by!a!Likert!scale,!tick!boxes!etc.!(but!also!creating!data!responses!that!
are!more!difficult! to!analyse!statistically)W!and!secondly,! the!researcher! to! judge!the!
degree!of!conviction!and!certainty! in!an! interviewee’s! response! that! is!not!possible!
through!the!use!of!a!survey.!%
!
Whilst!2! interviewees!clearly! stated! they!considered!sensory! impairments!were! the!
primary!need! for! individuals!with!CHARGE,!and!2!clearly!stated! they!were!not,! the!
remaining!7!all!gave!a!mixed!yes/no!response.!This!is!in!contrast!to!the!responses!of!
participants! in! the! questionnaire! for! this! research! study! (see! 5.5)! where! 46! (88%)!
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respondents! felt! the! child’s! sensory! impairments! were! their! primary! need.! ! The!
variation!in!these!responses!may!be!due!to!a!number!of!factors:!
o! In! the! questionnaire! participants! were! asked! to! respond! to! the! question! in!
relation!to!one!specific!child,!whilst!the!interviewees!at!Perkins!School!!related!
the!question!to!a!wider!group!of!students!with!CHARGE!
o! The! need! to! include! these! children! as! a! part! of! the! deafblind! population! to!
secure!provision!!
o! A! variation! in! the! educational! philosophies! (of! special! educational! needs,!
inclusion,!etc.)!underpinning!practice!in!the!UK!and!at!Perkins!School!
!
Both! interviewees! who! responded! ‘yes’! to! this! question! felt! it! was! the! range! of!





Although! perceiving! sensory! issues! as! creating! the! primary! need,! both! gave!










need.!Amongst! interviewees!who!gave!a!mixed! ‘yes/no’! response! it!was! felt! that!at!
times!the!student’s!sensory!impairments!could!be!regarded!as!the!primary!need,!but!
in! different! situations! other! needs! become! more! important! with! 1! interviewee!
describing!it!as:!
!A!see`saw!between!sensory!needs!and!other!needs.!!
These! interviewees! all! felt! it! was! important! to! recognise! the! impact! of! the! child’s!
sensory! impairments,! but! that! it! was! not! enough! to! address! these! issues! alone.!
Other!aspects! identified!as!needing!recognition!were!stress!and!anxiety,!behaviour,!
planning! and! organisational! skills,! executive! function! difficulties,! and! social! and!
emotional! difficulties.! The! information! provided! by! those! who! gave! this! mixed!
response! illustrates! the! range! of! needs! students! with! CHARGE!may! demonstrate!
and!the!difficulty!in!clearly!identifying!what!the!primary!need!is.!!
!
One! interviewee! raised! the! importance! of! highlighting! sensory! impairment! as! a!
primary! need! since! this! secures! funding! within! the! federal! process! and! access! to!
services!only!available!where!deafblindness/multi`sensory! impairment! is!considered!
to! be! the! primary! need.! Similarly,! head! teachers! of! special! schools! in! the!UK! are!
required! to!participate! in! the!School!Census! (Department! for!Education,!2015)! that!
includes!identifying!and!recording!what!each!child’s!primary!need!is,!which!in!turn!will!










show! that! in! addition! to! external! sources,! interviewees! indicated! there! are! clear!





clearly! lends! itself! to! this! type! of! support! and! professional! development,! but! the!
challenge! is! how! to! provide! this! type! of! support! to! teachers! in! different! settings!
attended! by! only! one! student!with!CHARGE! (as! is! the! situation! for!most! teachers!
who! completed! the! questionnaire)! given! this! was! the! most! frequently! identified!
support!mechanism.! In! addition! to! having! experienced! colleagues! to! hand,! having!
such! a! large! number! of! students! with! CHARGE! in! one! educational! setting! also!
makes! it! more! feasible! to! invest! in! a! training! programme! on! CHARGE,! and! also!
supports! making! links! with! a! local! college! and! being! involved! in! research! with!
students!with!CHARGE.! It!was!noted,! however,! that! only!one! interviewee! reported!










Cycle! 2! of! this! investigation! involved! a! questionnaire! circulated! to! teachers!
supporting! a! learner! with! CHARGE! and! also! interviews! of! practitioners! in! the!
deafblind! program! at! Perkins! School! for! the! Blind.! These! surveys! sought! to! gain!
information! to! test! the! initial! theory! and! insights! generated! from! Cycle! 1! of! the!
investigation!(See!4.6)!and!build!evidence!to!address!the!research!questions.!!
!
The! questionnaire! received! responses! from! 52! participants,! with! most! being! from!







be! possible! to! identify! a! ‘typical’! case,! but! by! obtaining! a! cohort! of! children! with!
CHARGE!with! a! spread! of! ages! and! types! of! educational! placements! attended,! it!
could! be! argued! a! sample! that! was! likely! to! be! more! representative! of! the! wider!
CHARGE!population!was!achieved,!that!in!turn!would!allow!for!some!generalisation!
of! the! findings! to! the! broader! population! of! learners!with!CHARGE.! This! is! further!
supported!by! the!data! that!showed! the!presence!and!prevalence!of!anomalies!and!
characteristics! of! CHARGE! very! similar! to! other! data! presented! on! the! CHARGE!
population! (See! 1.1).! This! is! an! additional! good! indication! that! the! cohort! studied!
within! this! investigation! may! be! considered! as! a! fair! sample! and! it! is! therefore!
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possible! for! other! findings! of! this! study! to! be! applied! to! the! wider! CHARGE!
population.!There!does!however!continue! to!be!a!dichotomy!expressed! in! literature!
between!the!belief!that!there!are!commonalities!(e.g.!Hartshorne!et!al.,!2011)!and!the!
heterogeneous! nature! of! CHARGE! and! it! is! therefore! important! to! guard! against!
making!sweeping!generalisations!or!assumptions.!!
!
The!majority! of! respondents! to! the! questionnaire! (46/88%)! felt! the! child’s! sensory!
impairments! constituted! the! primary! need! in! contrast! to! the!more!mixed! response!
obtained! from! interviewees! at! Perkins! School.! By! its! nature,! CHARGE! is! multi`
faceted!and!although! the! child’s! sensory! impairments!are! likely! to!be!a! substantial!
factor!affecting!learning!and!development,!this!research!has!shown!other!factors!are!







Although! it! may! therefore! be! necessary! to! identify! ‘primary! need’! as! a! means! to!
secure! funding! and! appropriate! provision,! the! evidence! from! this! investigation!
indicates! it!must!be!questioned!whether! ‘primary!need’! is!a! relevant!concept! in! the!
education! of! learners!with!CHARGE!as! it! carries! the! risk! of! a! focus! on! the! child’s!
sensory!needs! to! the!detriment! (and!possibly! lack!of! identification)!of! other!needs.!
Educators!will! need! to! ensure!a!holistic! overview! is!maintainedW! it! is! unlikely! to! be!
solely! sensory! impairments! or! ‘true! multi`sensory! impairment’,! nor! cognitive!















facilitate! the! release! of! appropriate! and! necessary! resources,! it! is! questionable!
whether!it!is!most!effective!to!attempt!to!identify!the!child’s!primary!need!with!regard!
to! their! learning!and!development,! and!whether! this! identification! could! narrow! the!




this! investigation,! that!would! need! to! be! included! in! any! educational! ‘diagnosis’! of!
CHARGE,!and!not!just!a!part!of!their!multi`faceted!needs.!
!
The!majority! of! the! questionnaire! cohort! (45/87%)!was! reported! to! have! combined!
visual! and! hearing! impairments,! thus! being! regarded! as! deafblind/! MSI,! with! the!
remaining!all!reported!to!have!either!a!visual!or!hearing!impairment.!All!the!children!




likely! that! some! children!within! this! cohort! would! experience! impairments! of! these!
other! senses!given! the! rate!of! occurrence! identified!elsewhere! in! research.!This! is!
reflected!in!statements!obtained!during!the!interviews!where!learners!were!perceived!
to! have! ‘more! extreme! sensory! needs’! arising! in! part! from! the! combination! of!
impairments! that!may! be! present.! The! internal! factors! likely! to! affect! learning! and!
development! and! the! relative! strengths! and! needs! have! been! highlighted! in! the!
findings!of! the!questionnaire,!and!these!together!with!the! information!obtained!from!
the!interviews!will!be!used!to!address!the!research!questions!in!detail!in!the!following!
chapter.! Similarly,! the! degree! to! which! questionnaire! correspondents! considered!
given! teaching!strategies! to!be!helpful! in!supporting! the! learner!with!CHARGE!and!
the!identification!of!additional!strategies!was!ascertained!through!analysis!of!the!data!
gathered,! with! some! of! these! strategies! (and! others)! also! being! raised! by!
interviewees.! These! will! be! compared! to! those! described! in! literature! on!
deafblindness!and!also!literature!more!specific!to!CHARGE!in!the!next!chapter.!
!
The! data! obtained! allowed! for! some! analysis! to! be! undertaken! with! regard! to! the!
different!educational!phases!and!settings.!The!findings!showed!that!across! the!age!
ranges!there!was!little!variation!in!the!perceived!level!of!ease/difficulty!children!were!
experiencing! with! regard! to! the! development! of! identified! skills,! with! only! a! few!
identified! as! being! easier! for! those! children! in! KS3/KS4! that! may! in! part! be! a!
reflection!of!development!and!maturation.!It!was!also!found!that!although!a!few!skills!
were!perceived!to!be!more!difficult!for!children!in!an!SLD/PMLD!setting,!overall!there!
was! little! difference! found! across! pupils! in! the! different! educational! settings! (see!
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5.6.8).! The! area! where! greatest! variation! was! found! across! the! different! types! of!
educational! provision! was! in! the! reported! level! of! helpfulness! of! the! different!
strategies!as!discussed!in!(5.7.8).!!As!discussed!earlier,!whether!and!how!these!are!
implemented!(in!addition!to!being!a!response!to!a!child’s!identified!needs)!is!likely!to!
be! influenced!by! teacher!perceptions,! their! skills!and!knowledge,! the!school!ethos,!




























‘problem!space’! (Petre!and!Rugg,!2012)! that! is! a! lack!of! research`based!evidence!
and! knowledge! relating! to! the! processes! and! practice! of! teaching! learners! with!
CHARGE.!In!1.4!it!was!stated!the!challenge!for!the!educationalist!is!how!to!deliver!an!
effective! education! to! foster! development! and! learning! in! individuals! with! this!
condition.!%
%





When! limited! research`based! evidence! is! available! there! will! be! a! reliance! on!
anecdotal!reporting!and!opinion!that,!although!helpful,!can!be!subjective!and!limiting.!
Thus!it!is!important!to!strengthen!and!build!upon!existing!knowledge!and!acquire!new!
evidence! that! can! be! drawn! upon! to! support! and! inform! the! development! of! best!
practice.!It!was!recognised!this!investigation!would!be!exploratory!in!nature!with!the!
intention!of!providing!some!preliminary!evidence!to!inform!the!education!of! learners!





















the!major!and!minor! characteristics! in! the!diagnostic! criteria! (explained! in!1.1)! that!
have! the! potential! to! impact! on! an! affected! child’s! learning! and! development,! as!
discussed! in! 2.2.! The! incidence! rate! of! some! of! these! anomalies! in! the!CHARGE!
population,! generally! with! regard! to! medical! aspects,! has! been! well`established!
through! research.! There! is,! however,! less! research`based! evidence! for! the! rate! of!
occurrence! of! some! other! aspects! (e.g.! proprioceptive! difficulties)! and! a! greater!
reliance!on!anecdotal! reporting!by!practitioners! involved! in! supporting! children!and!





anecdotal! reporting! and! opinion! expressed! in! literature.! The! data! also! allowed! for!
some! examination! of! which! of! those! factors! explored!may! be! perceived! to! impact!
most!on!a!child!with!regard!to!their!education.!
!
Questionnaire! and! interview! participants! all! considered! the! impact! of! the! child’s!
sensory! impairments!to!be!a!significant! factor!affecting! learning.!The! incidence!rate!
of! visual! and! hearing! impairments! and! vestibular! difficulties! is! well`evidenced! in!
literature! and! medical! reporting,! and! figures! reported! for! this! cohort! of! children!
closely! matched! other! data! (see! Table! 1! in! 1.1).! The! likely! impact! of! these!
impairments! (including! combined! visual! and! hearing! impairments! resulting! in!
deafblindness/MSI)! is! also! well`documented! in! literature! (discussed! in! chapter! 2).!
Conversely! there! are! no! research! findings! that! have! accurately! reported! the!
prevalence! of! proprioceptive! difficulties! although! different! practitioners! are! of! the!
opinion! that! individuals! with! CHARGE! are! affected! and! this! subsequently! impacts!
upon!their!learning!(see!2.2.5).!This!investigation!provided!evidence!that!the!majority!
of! this! cohort! was! perceived! to! demonstrate! behaviours! likely! to! be! indicative! of!
vestibular! and! proprioceptive! difficulties! which! can! impact! upon! their! learning! and!
development! (see! Table! 25).! Similarly! opinion! has! been! expressed! that! sensory!
integration!difficulties!are!inherent!in!individuals!with!CHARGE!(see!2.2.8)!but!again!
there! has! been! no! research! to! provide! the! evidence! for! this.! Although! a! specific!
sensory!integration!assessment!was!not!undertaken!within!this!study,!the!data!shows!
the! presence! of! indicative! behaviours! within! a! large! proportion! of! this! cohort,!
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(summarised! in! Appendix! 12,! Tables! (xxii)! and! (xxiii)).! This! suggests! teachers! are!
observing!the!presence!of!behaviours!that!can!indicate!sensory!integration!difficulties!
although! it! was! noted! only! 7! (13%)! respondents! specifically! named! sensory!
integration! dysfunction! as! a! factor! affecting! communication! and! also! the! child’s!
readiness!and!ability!to!engage!and!learn,!and!only!15!(29%)!were!reported!to!have!
input! from! a! sensory! integration! specialist.! Thus! it! may! be! a! further! raising! of!
awareness! and! understanding! of! the! potential! presence! of! sensory! integration!
dysfunction,! together! with! an! understanding! of! the! impact! this! can! have! upon! the!











In! addition! to! the! impact! of! all! the! child’s! separate! sensory! impairments! and! the!
interplay!between!them,!within!this!investigation!areas!found!to!be!of!particular!note!
in!affecting!learning!and!development!of!individuals!with!CHARGE!were:!
o! High! levels!of! fatigue:! these!were! reported! to!affect!children!overall!but!also!
particular! areas!of! development.!Whilst! only!3! (6%)! respondents! considered!
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fatigue! to! affect! communication,! 23! (44%)! perceived! it! to! affect! the! child’s!





scores! obtained! with! regard! to! how! easy/difficult! respondents! considered! a!
child!to!find!a!given!skill.!When!comparing!the!skills!listed!in!the!top!half!of!the!
table!(those!skills!considered!most!difficult)!and!points!raised!by!interviewees!
(see! Appendix! 11,! Table! (xix)),! with! the! summary! of! the! complex! skills!







learning!difficulties! (Gilles,! 2011)!and!although!sensory! impairments!may!be!
regarded!as!a!child’s!area!of!primary!need,!learning!difficulties!might!also!be!a!
factor!affecting! the! child! in! the!educational! setting!as! illustrated! in!15! (29%)!







addressed.!This! investigation! found!fine!motor!skills!were!reported! to!be!a!difficulty!
for!39!(75%)!of!the!cohort!studied,!and!40!(77%)!were!reported!to!demonstrate!poor!





expected! that! many! of! the! physical! anomalies! associated! with! it! (e.g.! visual!
impairment,! hearing! impairment,! vestibular! difficulties! etc.)! would! be! present! in!
children! of! all! ages! within! this! study.! Other! issues! that! might! be! regarded! as!
potentially!age`related,!such!as!high!levels!of!fatigue!and!poor!body!awareness!etc.,!
were! however! also! perceived! to! be! present! in! children! across! the! different!
educational! phases.! Additionally,! although! a! few! of! the! skills! examined! were!




may! continue! to! be! experienced! over! time! (supporting! the! need! for! a! longitudinal!
study! to! explore! this! further).! The! heterogeneous! nature! of! CHARGE! means! not!





skill!examined,!but!overall! the!data!shows!respondents! reported!very! little! that!was!
considered!overall! to! be! very! easy,! and!much! that!was!perceived! to! be! difficult! or!
very! difficult.! The! results! set! out! in! Appendix! 8! Table! (xiv),! (discussed! in! 5.6.8),!
showed! the! greatest! degree! of! difficulty! perceived! to! be! experienced! by! children!
within!this!cohort!related!to!social!and!emotional!development!but!also!that!difficulties!
were! felt! to! be! experienced! within! each! developmental! area.! The! findings! also!
demonstrated! a! variation! within! a! set! of! skills! so! that,! within! each! developmental!
area,! there!was! likely! to! be! both! skills! regarded! as! some! of! the!most! difficult! and!
conversely!others!reported!to!be!easier!in!comparison.!
!
Drawing! on! the! findings! of! this! investigation! it! is! possible! to! propose! some!
characteristics! that! may! be! present! in! the! child! or! young! person! with! CHARGE!
influencing! their! learning! and! development.! These! are! set! out! in! Table! 39! on! the!
following!page! that!also!records!which!element(s)!of! this! investigation! the!evidence!
arose! from.!This! reveals! these! findings!were!generated! from!different! sources!and!
demonstrate! a! positive! level! of! agreement! indicating! the! robustness! of! the!
investigation! as! a! whole.! That! this! level! of! agreement! in! the! data! generated! from!
different!sources!was!achieved!also!validates!each!individual!source!and!strengthens!
the! credibility! of! those! issues! raised! solely! in! a! particular! source,! including! the!
original! findings! of! this! investigation.! Since! any! of! the!many! anomalies! associated!
with! this! condition! will! come! together! in! any! affected! child! in! a! unique! way! it! is!
important! not! to!make! assumptions! that! these! characteristics!will! all! be! present! in!
every! individual! with! CHARGE.! However,! the! rate! of! incidence! within! this! cohort!





















Ongoing!health!issues!and!past!medical!experiences! !! ! !!
High!levels!of!fatigue!! !! !! !














Easier!and!more!successful!in!forming!relationships!with!adults!than!peers! !! !! !
Difficulty!developing!same4age!relationships!! ! !! !
Difficulty!understanding!and!expressing!their!own!emotional!state,!and!
empathising!with!their!peers! !! !! !
Additional!time!to!process!information! !! !! !!
The!ability!to!develop!real,!concrete!concepts!may!be!a!strength!! ! !! !









coping!when!these!are!not!established! !! !! !!
Benefitting!from!a!use!of!concrete!cues!to!assist!anticipation!of!what!is!to!
happen!next! ! !! !!





























Easily!affected!by!environmental!distractions! !! !! !














Poor!body!awareness!and!difficulty!organising!and!coordinating!their!body! ! !! !
Experiencing!fine!motor!difficulties!with!poor!pencil/handwriting!skills! !! !! !
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learners! with! CHARGE,! including! anecdotal! reporting! in! literature,! suggest! due!
consideration! should! be! given! to! them! and! where! the! presence! of! any! of! these!









and! hearing! impairments.! Practitioners! have,! however,! suggested! that! those!
individuals! with! CHARGE! are! educationally! distinct! from! the! broader! deafblind!
population,! despite! extremely! limited! researchFbased! evidence! to! support! this! (see!
2.5).!In!considering!whether!CHARGE!can!be!an!educational!diagnosis,! it! is!helpful!
to!also!explore!any!similarities!and!differences!that!might!be!found!when!compared!




all! sensory!modalities! to!be!affectedL! this! combination!of! sensory! impairments!was!
not! found! to! be! reported! elsewhere! in! deafblind! literature,! and! is! an! initial! clear!
distinction!between!individuals!with!CHARGE!and!the!wider!deafblind!population.!At!
the! end! of! Cycle! 1! of! this! investigation! it! was! proposed! that! there! are! additional!
factors!resulting!not!only!from!a!child’s!sensory!impairments!but!also!other!anomalies!
that! can!have!an!exponential! impact!on! learning!and!development,! this! then!being!
reinforced! through! the! findings! of! Cycle! 2.! Having! identified! the! potential!
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characteristics! which! might! affect! learning! and! development! in! individuals! with!
CHARGE,!literature!on!the!education!of!deafblind!learners!was!examined!for!related!
examples! (a! summary! is! provided! in! Appendix! 12,! Table! (xxiv)).! The! initial!
comparison! showed! the!majority! of! these! characteristics!were!also!addressed!with!
regard!to! the!broader!deafblind!population,!suggesting!similarities!between! learners!
with!CHARGE!and!other!deafblind! individuals.!Closer!examination,!however,!shows!
the! issues! related! to! each! aspect! and! how! they! impact! upon! the! child! may! be!
different!for!learners!with!CHARGE!than!other!deafblind!learners.!For!example:!
o! Children! in! the! cohort! studied! through! the! questionnaire!were! considered! to!
experience! difficulty! engaging! in! independent! play! and! learning.! Hodges!
(2000)!also!explains! there! is!a! risk!deafblind! learners! in!general!may! “lapse!
into!passivity”!(p.188)!when!left!to!engage!independently!in!an!activity!without!
direct!adult! support,! suggesting! this!may!be!a!consequence!of! the!deafblind!
child!having!inadequate!skills!to!engage!purposefully!with!their!environment!in!
an!independent!way.!This!may!well!also!apply!to!the!child!with!CHARGE,!but!
literature! suggests! a! possible! additional! factor,! that! being! executive!
dysfunction,!that!can!also!affect!independent!exploration!as!a!consequence!of!
a!difficulty!initiating!activity!and!organising!oneself.!
o! It! is! explained! in! deafblind! literature! that! there! is! a! need! to! employ! a!
combination! of! communication! modes! (e.g.! Pease,! 2000L! Murdoch! et! al.,!
2009)!but!it!does!not!address!the!issue!identified!in!this!study,!that!a!child!may!
choose! to! use! different! modes! for! receptive! and! expressive! communication!















regulation! issuesL! poor! fine! motor! development! and! pencil/handwriting! skills.! It! is!
perhaps!these!aspects,!in!addition!to!the!potential!for!true!multiFsensory!impairment,!
that! have! greatest! impact! on! the! learning! and! development! of! the! child! with!
CHARGE,! and! the! combination! of!which!makes! them! distinct! from! other! deafblind!
learners.! Furthermore,! it! would! seem! the! anomalies! associated! with! this! condition!
may!impact!upon!the!child!in!a!different!way,!creating!different!strengths!and!needs!
to!other!deafblind!learners.!The!different!way!these!anomalies!come!together!and!the!
varying! degree! of! severity! of! each! and! the! consequent! impact! upon! learning! and!
development! will! be! different! for! every! child,! as! shown! in! the! range! of! scores!
obtained!when!a!Likert!Scale!was!employed!to!measure!the!perceived!ease/difficulty!
experienced!with!regard!to!a!given!skill.!This!provides!a!reminder!that!not!every!child!





common! response! overall! was! that! the! child! found! them! difficult/very! difficult.!
McInnes! and! Treffry! (1982)! explain! it! is! necessary! to! multiply! the! impact! of! each!
single!visual!impairment!or!hearing!impairment!when!they!come!together!to!begin!to!
understand!the!effect!of!these!impairments!being!combined!for!the!deafblind!learnerL!
building! upon! this! description! and! considering! the! multiplicative! effect! of! all! the!
possible! anomalies! that! can! come! together! in!CHARGE,! then! the! resultant! impact!
will!be!far!greater!again,!likely!to!have!an!exponential!effect!as!was!proposed!in!4.5.3!
at! the! end! of! Cycle! 1.This! provides! further! support! for! the! argument! that! an!
educational!diagnosis!of!CHARGE!might!be!possible.!!
!





This! shows!an!overlap!between! the! features!of! the!wider!deafblind!and!CHARGE!
populations,!but! that! there!are!also!elements! that!are!more!particular! to!CHARGE!
which!are!likely!to!require!a!distinct!response.!It!also!suggests!there!may!be!aspects!











These! findings! can! also! be! considered! with! regard! to! the! wider! debate! on! the!
categorisation!of!Special!Educational!Needs! (SEN).!The!categories! currently!used!
(Department!for!Education!and!Skills,!2003):!
Reflect! administrative,! placement! and! resource! allocation! decisionF
making…[but]! not! necessarily! categories! of! learner! characteristics! that! have!
pedagogic!relevance.!(Norwich!and!Lewis,!2005,!p.4)!
!
The! potential! dangers! of! categorising! individuals! experiencing! difficulty! learning! in!
this!way!are!raised!in!chapters!throughout!the!publication!by!Florian!and!McLaughlin!
(2008),!but!potential!benefits!are!also!recognised!(e.g.!in!the!chapter!by!Terzi),!and!









the! unique! differences! position! in! addition! to! assuming! that! all! learners! have! the!
same! needs! in! general,! also! recognises! and! acknowledges! needs! unique! to! the!
individual,! it! may! be! argued! this! would! be! applicable! to! the! CHARGE! population!
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is! therefore!argued! it!would!be!more!appropriate! to!adopt! the! ‘General!Difference’!
position! with! regard! to! learners! with! CHARGE! that,! in! addition! to! accepting! the!
pedagogy!would!be! informed!by!both!needs!common!to!all! learners!and!unique! to!
individuals,!also!recognises:!





p.215),! such! as! Autistic! Spectrum! Disorder,! visual! impairment! or! hearing!




grouping! may! be! more! appropriate! in! supporting! the! identification! of! potential!
learning!characteristics!and!strategies!to!support!an!effective!pedagogy!for!learners!
with! CHARGE.! It! is! important! to! understand! that! adopting! the! general! difference!
position!for!this!specific!group:!
Avoids! simple! stereotyping! in! terms! of! groupFbased! pedagogic!







considered!and!applied!differentially,!acknowledging! the! importance!of! focusing!on!
the!individual!child,!whilst!also!considering!the!broader!contextual!framework.!
!
6.2.3!What! strategies! are! likely! to! be! effective! in! supporting! the! learning! of!
children!with!CHARGE!syndrome?!
!
One!purpose! for!making!a!diagnosis! is! to!enable!decisions! to!be!made!about! the!
response!likely!to!be!required.!Accepting!the!argument!that!learners!with!CHARGE!
do! form! a! distinct! group! it! is! then! necessary! to! consider!whether! it! is! possible! to!
‘prescribe’! what! is! likely! to! be! required! educationally! and! thus! examine! the!
educational! philosophy! and! strategies! implemented.! According! to! the! Code! of!
Practice!(2014),!high!quality!teaching!includes!differentiation!and!personalisation!so!




possible! to! identify! strategies! that! may! be! regarded! as! beneficial! for! the! broader!






Table! 40! provides! a! list! of! all! those! strategies! included! in! the! questionnaire! and!






















Use!of!a!Total!Communication!approach! 48!(92%)! ! !! !!
Use!of!a!daily!routine!and!structure!implemented!consistently!
throughout!the!day! 48!(92%)! !! !! !!
Key!people!identified!to!develop!secure!relationships!with!child! 47!(90%)! ! !! !!
Differentiating!materials/activities!in!relation!to!child’s!sensory!
needs! 46!(88%)! !! !! !!
Use!of!visual/auditory!aids! 46!(88%)! ! !! !!
Use!of!concrete!tools!(e.g.!real!objects,!photographs,!symbols!etc.)! 46!(88%)! !! !! !!
Provision!of!real!experience!provided!within!context! 44!(85%)! ! !! !!
Clear!identification!of!what!is!motivational!for!the!child! 44!(85%)! !! !! !!
Use!of!a!flexible!approach,!responding!to!the!child’s!changing!
needs!and!levels!of!responsiveness! 44!(85%)! !! !! !!
Ensuring!access!to!a!peer!group!with!an!appropriate!level!of!
communication!skills! 42!(81%)! ! ! !!
Structured!support!for!transitions! 42!(81%)! ! !! !!
Providing!regular!opportunities!to!engage!in!large!movements! 42!(81%)! ! !! !





the!delivery!of!activities! 41!(79%)! ! !! !!
Ensuring!activities!have!a!clear!beginning,!middle!and!end! 40!(77%)! ! !! !!
Use!of!a!structured!programme/activities!to!support!interactions!
with!peers! 39!(75%)! !! !! !!
Providing!frequent!choiceXmaking!opportunities! 39!(75%)! ! !! !!
Structured!activities!to!support!the!development!of!gross!motor!
skills!and!body!awareness! 39!(75%)! ! !! !!
Activities!planned/implemented!in!relation!to!child’s!sensory!
integration!difficulties! 37!(71%)! ! !! !
Implementation!of!a!structured!programme!to!support!selfXhelp!and!
selfXorganisational!skills! 37!(71%)! ! !! !!
Developing!profiles!of!functional!use!of!vision!and!hearing! 35!(67%)! ! !! !!
Providing!a!sensitive!communication!partner!who!is!able!to!
recognise!and!respond!to!the!child’s!attempts!to!communicate! 35!(67%)! ! !! !!
Support!to!learn!how!to!initiate/sustain!social!interaction!sequences! 33!(63%)! !! !! !
Use!of!mini!routines! 33!(63%)! ! !! !!
Use!of!specialist/supportive!seating! 32!(62%)! ! !! !
Appropriate!behaviour!management!with!recognition!of!impact!of!
sensory!integration!difficulties! 31!(60%)! ! !! !
Implementation!of!a!fine!motor!skills!programme! 31!(60%)! ! ! !
Implementation!of!a!structured!programme!to!develop!the!child’s!
understanding!of!emotions! 31!(60%)! ! !! !!





solving!skills! 30!(58%)! ! ! !!
Use!of!concrete!tools!to!support!sequencing!of!an!activity,!
transitions!and!daily!routine! 30!(58%)! !! !! !!
A!structured!response!to!manage!the!impact!of!fatigue! 29!(56%)! ! !! !
Provision!of!alternative!recording!methods!(e.g.!scribe,!use!of!IT,!
etc.)! 29!(56%)! ! ! !
Use!of!structured!fading!and!preXlearning/postXlearning!to!support!
learning! 28!(54%)! ! ! !!
Use!of!large!movement!play!activities! 28!(54%)! ! !! !
Development!and!implementation!of!an!individual!communication!
programme! 26!(50%)! ! !! !!
Access!to!a!safe!rest!area! 25!(48%)! ! !! !
Undertaking!an!environmental!audit!in!relation!to!child’s!sensory!
needs! 23!(44%)! ! ! !!
Undertaking!an!environmental!audit!in!relation!to!the!child’s!
communication!needs! 22!(42%)! ! ! !!
Responding!to!the!child’s!executive!function!difficulties! 21!(40%)! ! !! !
Implementation!of!a!pencil!skills!programme! 21!(40%)! ! ! !
Undertaking!an!environmental!audit!in!relation!to!child’s!orientation!
and!mobility!needs! 21(40%)! ! ! !!
Use!of!a!defined!programme!to!manage!stress!and!anxiety!levels! 20!(38%)! ! !! !
Undertaking!an!environmental!audit!in!relation!to!the!child’s!social!
and!emotional!needs! 17!(33%)! ! ! !!
Activities!to!support!the!development!of!haptic!perception!(active!
use!of!touch)! 13!(25%)! ! ! !
Monitoring!to!identify!the!risk!of!the!development!of!‘splinter’!skills!









helpful! by! larger! number! of! questionnaire! respondents! are! included! in! established!
practice!with!deafblind!learners,!supporting!the!opinion!of!Brown!(2011a)!who!stated!
that!deafblind!education!philosophy!and!practice!provides! the! ‘best! fit’! for! learners!
with!CHARGE.!The!data!arising!from!the!questionnaire!did!not!allow!for!analysis!of!











literature! on! CHARGE! (coloured! beige! for! easy! reference! in! Table! 40).! With! the!
exception!of!the!provision!of!a!peer!group!with!appropriate!communication!skills,!the!
remainder! concerned! the! use! of! an! environmental! audit! with! regard! to! different!
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needs! within! the! child.! These! were! reported! to! be! helpful! by! 44%! or! less! of!
respondents,! and! whilst! it! may! be! these! had! been! used! but! were! found! to! be!
unhelpful,! it!may!also!be!a!reflection!of! the! lack!of! identification!of! the!use!of!such!
environmental!audits!in!literature!on!CHARGE!resulting!in!a!lack!of!awareness!of!the!
potential!usefulness!of! these!as!a! tool! to!support! the!delivery!of! the!curriculum!by!
the!teachers!involved!in!this!investigation.!
!
As! discussed! in! 2.6.3,! there! is! some! suggestion! that! the! philosophy! of! deafblind!
education,!although!beneficial!for!learners!with!CHARGE,!will!not!in!itself!fully!meet!
the!needs!of!this!group!of!learners.!Within!Table!40,!10!strategies!were!noted!found!
not! to! be! reported! in! deafblind! literature! but! that! were! expressed! in! literature! on!
CHARGE! (coloured! pink).! With! most! reported! to! be! helpful! by! over! 50%! of!
respondents! this! provides! some! evidence! additional! strategies! may! be! beneficial!
that!might!be!regarded!as!more!specific!to!the!education!of!learners!with!CHARGE.!
Within!Table! 40! there! are! also! highlighted! a! small! number! of! strategies! (coloured!
green)! that!have!not!been! identified!elsewhere! in! literature!with! regard! to! learners!
with!CHARGE!or!the!wider!deafblind!population.!Structured!activities!to!support!the!




with! children! with! CHARGE! and! thus! a! reason! why! this! strategy! has! not! been!




study.!The! three!other! strategies! identified!all! relate! to! fine!motor/pencil! skills! and!
the!usefulness!of!providing!alternative!ways!for!the!child!to!record!their!work.!Whilst!
this!might!not!be!an!issue!widely!identified!within!the!deafblind!population!it!could!be!
argued! this! may! also! be! present! in! other! groups! such! as! children! with! Down!
syndrome.! Within! this! latter! group,! however,! poor! hand! function! is! regarded! as!
resulting!from!the!physiology!of!the!hand,!poor!motor!coordination!and!a!poor!tactile!
sense!(e.g.!Jobling!and!VirjiRBabul,!2004)!whereas!for!learners!with!CHARGE,!hand!
function! difficulties! seem! less! likely! to! be! a! consequence! of! a! poor! tactual! sense!
according! to! the! findings! of! this! study,! but!may! perhaps! be!more! affected! by! the!
poor! development! of! gross! motor! skills,! poor! proprioception! and! cranial! nerve!
anomalies.!This!is!an!aspect!that!will!benefit!from!further!exploration!and!research.!
!
It! has! also! been! identified! that! there! may! additionally! be! a! need! to! employ!
established!deafblind!practice! in!an!alternative!way!or! for!a!different!purpose.!This!
provides! further!evidence! that! learners!with!CHARGE!will! require!a!supplementary!
approach!that!again!might!be!considered!as!distinct! from!other!groups!of! learners,!






CHARGE! is! medically! classified! as! a! syndrome! which! means! there! must! be!
something! distinct! and! unique! about! this! condition! since! by! definition! the! term!
‘syndrome’!is!assigned!to!a!group!of!anomalies!that!consistently!come!together!in!a!
unique!way.! !Medically! it!will!be! regarded!as!separate! to!other!syndromes! (that! in!
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turn! will! all! be! distinct! from! each! other),! including! those! that! may! also! result! in!
congenital! deafblindness! (e.g.!Congenital!Rubella! syndrome,!Noonan’s! syndrome.!
etc.).! The! deafblind! population! is! one! of! many! parts,! including! the! majority! of!
individuals! with! CHARGE! as! demonstrated! in! this! study.! The! issue! is! whether!
educationally!learners!with!CHARGE!are!also!distinct!and!unique!from!other!parts!of!




potential! characteristics! of! the! learner! with! CHARGE! that! arise! from! both! the!
anomalies!associated!with! this!condition!themselves!and!also!the! impact! they!may!
have!upon!the!child.!Whilst!there!was!considered!to!be!a!clear!overlap!between!the!
features!of! learners!with!CHARGE!and! the!broader!deafblind!population,!and!also!





The!appropriateness!of! classifying!a!condition! in!such!a!manner! to! form!a!distinct!
category!for!educational!purposes!does,!however,!require!some!further!exploration.!
When!a!diagnosis!is!presented!there!is!a!danger!of!focusing!on!the!condition!rather!
than! the! individual,! and! making! assumptions! about! how! the! condition! will! be!
manifested! in! any! individual.! It! will! always! be! important! to! recognise! the!
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heterogeneous! nature! of! CHARGE! and! ensure! an! individualised,! childRcentred!
approach!where:!
The! main! driving! force! must! be! clear! identification! of! the! child’s!
educational!needs!and!how!these!are!to!be!met.!(Deuce,!2013a,!p.1)!!
!
The!use!of! an! educational! diagnosis! of!CHARGE!can!potentially! lend! itself! to! the!
application!of!a!medical!model,!as!described!by!Booth!and!Ainscow!(2011),!where!
the! focus! is! on! the! learner’s! educational! difficulties! seen! as! a! consequence! of!
impairments!and/or!deficits!within! the!child.!This!study!has!shown!however,! that! in!
addition! to! the! internal! factors! there! are! also! external! factors! that! require!
consideration,! this! lending! itself!more!to!the!social!model!(also!described!by!Booth!
and!Ainscow,!2011)!as!one!where!potential!barriers!to!learning!are!to!be!found!in!the!
educational! context! and! learning! environment.! Thus! it! becomes! apparent! that!
although!an!educational!diagnosis!of!CHARGE!can!provide!a!potential!‘checklist’!of!
characteristics! within! the! individual! for! consideration,! it! will! also! need! to! include!
attention! to! the! learning! environment! itself.! This! is! reflected! in! a! study! of! the!





CHARGE! and! the! wider! deafblind! population! and! the! pedagogy! most! effectively!
employed,! there! is! also! evidence! that! there! are! distinct! elements.! Thus! it!may!be!
both!possible!and!helpful! to!use!CHARGE!as!an!educational!diagnosis!which!may!
then!progress!to!the!educationalist!being!able!to!prescribe!what!might!be!needed!to!
help! inform! the! response!made.! This! investigation! provides! some! initial! indicators!
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that! there! may! be! a! need! for! a! specific! programme! to! be! implemented! when!
educating!learners!with!CHARGE.!This!is!not!a!new!notion!with!specific!approaches!
clearly! argued! (with! evidence! through! research! to! support! them)! for! other! specific!
groups! of! learners! with! special! needs,! including! learners! with! autistic! spectrum!





to! the! type! of! educational! provision! the! child! was! placed! in.! For! example,! it! was!
found! children! reported! on! in! a! residential! setting! were! perceived! to! find! the!
undertaking!of!selfRhelp!skills!and! functional! lifeRskills!easier,!and! it!was!suggested!




pupils! with! more! complex! learning! difficulties! (e.g.! Department! for! Education,!
Northern! Ireland,! 2006),! this! being! supported! by! figures! presented! by! the!
Department! for!Education! (2014)!but!overall,! the! findings!of! this!study! (reported! in!
5.6)!showed!that!whilst!a!small!number!of!skills!were!perceived!to!be!more!difficult!
for!children!placed!in!an!SLD/PMLD!setting,!similar!levels!of!difficulty!were!perceived!





One!unexpected!but! important! finding!of! this! investigation!relates!to!those!learners!
reported!on! in! the!questionnaire! in!mainstream!provision! (31%!of! the! total! cohort)!
who!overall!were!reported!to!experience!a!similar!degree!of!difficulty!with!regard!to!a!
number!of!skills!examined!as! those!children! in!specialist!school!settings! (including!
SLD/PMLD! schools).! From! this! it! might! have! been! anticipated! that! similar!
responsive!strategies!may!perhaps!also!be!considered!beneficial!for!children!across!
the! different! educational! settings.! The! findings! of! this! investigation,! however,!
showed!many!of!the!strategies!examined!were!reported!to!be!helpful! less!often!for!
those!children! in!a!mainstream!settingP!Tables!34!and!35!set! out! those!strategies!
more!frequently!reported!to!be!helpful!by!teachers!working!in!specialist!settings!but!
conversely,! there! were! very! few! strategies! reported! to! be! helpful! by! individual!







will! include! the! different! knowledge! base! and! skill! set! of! teachers! in! the! separate!
settings.! Thus! it! is! suggested! it! would! be! beneficial! to! explore! further! the! relative!
benefits! of! the! different! skills! and! knowledge! base! from! teachers! in! all! the!
educational!settings!and!how!these!might!be!more!widely!shared!to!ensure!learners!




for! Education! and! Skills,! 2004,! p.9),! regardless! of! their! educational! setting.!
Government! guidance! (e.g.! Department! for! Education! and!Skills,! 2001! and! 2004)!
advocates!special!schools!undertaking!an!important!role!in!supporting!inclusion,!and!
one!possible!inference!from!these!findings!is!that!staff!in!these!settings!may!have!a!
greater!awareness!of!particular!strategies! that!might!be!helpfully!employed! for! the!
child! with! CHARGE.! It! would! however! also! be! important! to! ensure! a! reciprocal!




the! inclusion! of! postlingually! deafblind! students),! reported! difficulties! in! achieving!
effective! inclusion! as! emanating! from! internal! factors! within! the! child,! but! also!
limitations!within! the!school!setting!with! the!physical!environment,!poor!delivery!of!
the!curriculum!and!inflexibility,!poor!differentiation!and!modification!of!resources,!and!
a! lack! of! professional! development! for! staff.! Following! this! investigation! it! is!
suggested! that,! when! considering! the! education! of! learners! with! CHARGE,! these!
issues!may!need! to!be!generalised!beyond! the! inclusive!mainstream!setting! to!all!
types! of! educational! provisionP! for! example,! Dyson! et! al.! (2004)! found! some!
evidence! that! children! with! special! educational! needs! can! make! good! progress!















broad! knowledge! base! or! have! past! experiences! to! draw! upon.! Providing! an!
effective! education! for! the! majority! of! learners! with! CHARGE! is! likely! to! be! a!
challenging!task!in!any!educational!setting!due!to!the!complexity!of!the!condition!and!
this! study! has! illustrated! the! number! of! specialists! likely! to! be! required! when!
supporting!learners!with!CHARGE!in!any!educational!setting!(see!5.9).!Giangreco!et!
al.!(1999)!make!an!opening!statement!in!their!paper,!that!deafblind!students!require!
specialist! support! to! experience! successful! education,! a! point! reinforced! by! the!
findings! of! this! study! for! learners! with! CHARGE.! A! study! by! Frederickson! et! al.!
(2007)! showed! the! benefits! of! input! from! a! specialist! team! to! support! effective!
inclusion.!This!is!an!example!of!the!importance!of!the!need!for!appropriate!specialist!
support! to! ensure! success! in! an! educational! setting! not! specialising! in! supporting!
particular!areas!of!special!needs.!Thus,!given! the!complexity!of!CHARGE!and! the!
distinct!aspects!identified!within!this!study,!it!is!possible!that!input!from!a!‘specialist!
team’! should! be! considered! in! every! educational! setting! attended! by! a! child! with!
CHARGE,! although! acknowledging! Evans! and! Lunt’s! (2002)! explanation! that! the!
delivery! of! such! specialist! services! is!more! difficult! to! provide! outside! a! specialist!
setting.! The! findings! of! this! study! show! an! important! contributor! to! this! specialist!










settings.! It! has! been! suggested! it! is! possible! the! remaining! 31%! placed! in!
mainstream!school!are!supported!differently.!This!may!be!for!a!number!of!reasons,!
for!example,! those!strategies! identified!within! the!questionnaire!had!been! tried!but!










From! the! outset! it! was! intended! this! study!would! be! exploratory! in! nature!with! an!
emphasis!on!discovery.!It!is!recognised!future!research!will!be!needed!to!reduce!the!
research!space!further!and!to!confirm!or!disprove!the!findings!of!this!investigation.!To!
date! this! is! the! only! research! study! to! explore! the! pedagogy! for! learners! with!








2! of! the! study.! During! the! process! of! establishing! the! coding! categories! it! was!
decided!to!adopt!the!use!of!an!external!tool!in!the!form!of!a!curriculum!designed!for!
MSI! learners! (see! 3.5.7b).! This! helped! provide! a! clear! framework! for! the! coding!
process! and! also! had! the! additional! advantage! of! providing! an! initial! indicator! of!
some! potential! differences! between! learners! with! CHARGE! and! the! broader!
deafblind! population! (see! 4.5.1).! In! Cycle! 2! a! survey! was! undertaken! of! teachers!
involved! in! supporting! a! child! with! CHARGE! in! their! class! through! the! use! of! a!
questionnaire.! The! structure! of! the! questionnaire! employed! for! the! survey! was!
designed!in!such!a!way!that!would!encourage!a!response!but!also!elicit!accurate!and!
valid! information.! Following! on! from!Cycle! 1! it! was! decided! that! the! questionnaire!
would!examine!both! internal!and!external! factors! that!may!be! involved.! It!had!been!
decided!to!use!mainly!closed!questions!and!the!use!of!a!Likert!Scale!and!inventories!
as! a!way! of! gathering! responses,!with! the! addition! of! a! few! open! question! forms.!
Although!there! is!potential! for! limiting! the!way! in!which!a!response!can!be!given,! it!
was!demonstrated! this!generated!a!greater! level!of! response! than!might!otherwise!
have! been! achieved,! this! being! shown! in! the! very! limited! number! of! responses!
provided!when!the!use!of!a!request!to!list!‘others’!was!made.!Using!this!structure!to!
elicit!information!also!made!it!easier!to!analyse!the!data!and!make!comparisons!and!
provided! a! way! of! observing! patterns! and! regularities.! The! use! of! a! Likert! Scale!
further! provided! some! measure! of! intensity! of! response! that! also! proved! to! be!
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beneficialP! it! was! interesting! to! note! that! the! full! range! of! the! scale! (5! points)!was!
used! by! respondents! despite!Oppenheim! (2000)! cautioning! that! respondents! often!
avoid!scoring!at!the!two!extreme!ends!of!the!scale.!
!
Some! use! was! also! made! of! open! question! forms! to! gather! more! qualitative!
information.! The! responses! obtained! through! the! use! of! a! questionnaire! will! be!
dependent! on! the! question! forms! used! and! how! a! sentence! is! phrased,! but! also!
affected!by!each!respondent’s!views,!knowledge!and!experience.! !When!examining!




presented! as! examples.! Whilst! the! examples! could! have! been! excluded! from! the!
questionnaire,! they! were! provided! to! help! ensure! a! shared! understanding! of! the!
question.!Other! efforts!were!made! to! ensure! shared! understanding! (see! 3.6.4! and!
3.6.5)! but! if,! for! example,! the! question! on! whether! the! child! demonstrated! touch!
sensitivity!(‘e.g.!a!reluctance!to!use!touch!to!explore!or!to!touch!certain!textures’)!had!
been!phrased!differently,!would!it!have!obtained!a!higher!response!more!reflective!of!
what! is! expressed! in! literature! (not! evidenceRbased)! or! are! these! findings! a!more!
accurate! representation?! The! difficulty! in! ensuring! shared! understanding! is! also!
demonstrated! in! the! fact! that! higher! levels! of! response! were! obtained! to! issues!
related!to!executive!dysfunction!(see!6.2.1!above)!than!the!responses!obtained!to!the!
one! question! that! specifically! used! the! term! ‘executive! function! difficulties’.! It! was!
suggested! one! factor! might! be! a! lack! of! knowledge! and! understanding! of! the!
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terminology! (a! higher! rate! of! response! was! obtained! from! teachers! working! in!
SLD/PMLD!settings! that!may! indicate!a! consequence!of! specialist! knowledgeR! see!
5.7.6),! and! demonstrates! the! importance! of! teachers! clearly! understanding! all! the!




additional! information! that!might! have! generated! further! useful! data.! For! example,!
respondents! were! asked! to! identify! factors! within! the! child! affecting! their!
communication.!It!was!recognised!it!could!have!been!beneficial!to!ask!this!question!
in!relation! to! the!child’s!overall! learning!and!development!rather! than!restricting! the!
question!to!communication.!From!the!data!generated!from!the!‘Strategies’!section!it!
was!not!possible! to!ascertain!whether!a!strategy!had!been!employed!but!was! then!
not! found! to!be!helpful.! In!hindsight! it!would!have!been!useful! to!adopt! the! format!
used! in! the! following! section!on! ‘Assessment’! to! ask!whether! a! strategy!had!been!
employed,!and!then!to!establish!whether!it!was!found!to!be!helpful.!
!
Throughout! this! investigation! every! effort! was!made! to! ensure! it! was! both! reliable!
and!valid.!The!purpose!and!significance!of! this!study!were!clearly!defined,!with! the!
intention!of!building!on!existing!knowledge!and!providing!researchRbased!evidence!to!
help! reduce! the! ‘problemRspace’.! The! review! of! literature! explored! and! identified!
prominent!themes!which!were!then!used!to!inform!the!conceptual!framework!of!this!
study! including! the! establishment! of! the! research! questions.! The! chosen!
methodology! and! methods! enabled! the! gathering! of! data! that! was! then! used!
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effectively! to! address! the! research! questions.! The! process! undertaken! has! been!
clearly! outlined! that! would! allow! for! this! study! to! be! repeated! if! required.! This!
included!checks!for!reliability!in!both!cycles!and!also!addressed!the!risk!of!potential!
researcher! bias.! Multiple! sources! and! types! of! data! were! also! employed! with! the!
level! of! agreement! identified! (and! also! supported! in! literature)! demonstrating! a!
robustness! in! the! findings! that! also! gave! credence! to! the! original! findings! of! this!
study.!Although!the!data!gathered!all!reflected!teacher!perceptions,!a!wide!range!of!






involved! in! supporting! the! children.! It! would! be! difficult! to! obtain! the! information!
sought!through!other!processes!(for!example,!there!are!not!formal!assessment!tools!
to!elicit! this! information! that!are!standardised! for! learners!with!CHARGER!see!2.4),!
and!although! researchers!are! reliant!on!perceptions! reflecting!what! is! real,! teacher!
perceptions!are!an!important!and!valid!source!of!information!as!demonstrated!in!the!
reliance! upon! these! for! the! scoring! in! profiles! of! attainment! and! development! of!
individual!teaching!programmes!(e.g.!Assessment!Reform!Group,!2006)!which!are!all!
dependent! to! some! extent! upon! teacher! perceptions.! During! the! course! of! the!






and! addressing!what! influences! those! perceptions! is! necessary! with! consideration!
given! to! the! teaching! context,! teacher! experience! and! biography! (Beijaard! et! al.,!
2000P! Avramidis! et! al.,! 2000).! The! teaching! context! with! regard! to! the! type! of!
provision,! the!culture!of! the!school,!shared!values!etc.!may!all!have! influenced! the!
teacher’s! perceptions! of! the! child.! For! example,! when! deciding! on! how! easy! or!
difficult! a! given! skill! is!were! the! teachers! comparing! the! child! to! the! peers! in! their!
setting,!which! is! likely! to! involve!different!peer!groups! for!children! in!a!mainstream!




difficulties! were! generally! more! positive! than! those! with! little! or! no!
previous!experience!(p.139)!
!
Considering!CHARGE! in! light!of! this!statement,! it! is! likely! to!be!a!significant! factor!
that!for!many!teachers!it!will!be!a!new!experience!working!with!a!child!with!CHARGE!
due!to!the!low!incidence!of!the!condition!and!the!policy!of!inclusion,!unless!they!are!
working! in! one! of! the! few! provisions! that! has!more! than! one! pupil!with!CHARGE.!
This!also!validates!the!use!of!interviews!with!practitioners!at!a!school!attended!by!a!
number! of! pupils!with!CHARGE,!where! there! has! been! the! opportunity! for! staff! to!
build! up! their! experience! and! knowledge! base.! Other! experiences! would! also!
influence!perceptions!where,!for!example,!teachers!working!in!specialist!settings!may!
have!more! specialised! knowledge! that!might! be! specific! to! that! domain!and!would!
also! influence! the! responses! given.! Rivard! et! al.! (2007)! consider! that! teacher!
perception! has! a! critical! role! in! the! identification! and! management! of! a! child’s!
strengths!and!needs.!The!questionnaire! findings!noted! that!overall!most!of! the!skill!
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areas!addressed!were!considered! to!be!difficult!or!very!difficult! for! the! learner!with!
CHARGE,!that!according!to!Rouse!(2008)!can!lead!on!to!the!belief!that:!




deficit!model!where! teachers! focus! on! the! child’s! disabilities! and! difficulties,! rather!
than! seeking! to! identify! their! relative! strengths! to! build! upon.! So,! whilst! most!
individuals!may!find!at! least!some!aspect!of! learning!and!development!difficult,! it! is!
possible! that! teachers! are! not! clearly! identifying! areas! of! strength! that! may! be!
present!in!the!child!with!CHARGE!which!may!include!them!‘doing!things!differently’.!
As! an! example,! identifying! solutions! to! problems! was! scored! at! the!midway! point!
(see! 5.6.4),! so! teachers! overall! perceived! this! to! be! neither! particularly! easy! nor!
difficult.!It!was!argued!that!if!teachers!are!able!to!recognise!adaptive!behaviours!as!a!
problemRsolving!skill! this!might!be! recognised!as!a!greater!strength!within! the!child!
(and!one! that!Hartshorne!et!al.! (2005b)! felt! often! illustrates!underlying! intelligence.!
See! 2.4).!Understanding!what!may! be! involved!with!CHARGE!and! the! impact! this!
has!on!the!child’s!functioning,!together!with!the!provision!of!the!necessary!specialist!
support! to! ensure! teachers! feel! equipped! to! respond,! will! have! the! potential! to!
influence! teacher! perceptions! and! ameliorate! the! educational! environment! through!





be!even!more!so!when!researching!a! low! incidence!condition!such!as!CHARGE.! It!
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was! decided! that! use! of! a! survey! provided! a! realistic! way! of! potentially! reaching!
greater!numbers! for! inclusion! in! the!study,!a!method! frequently!employed!by!other!
researchers!within! the! field! of! CHARGE! (as! discussed! in! 2.1).! Although! a! sample!
was!used!chosen!according! to!specific! criteria,! to! try!and!secure!data! from!a!wide!
sample!of!the!population!these!were!kept!as!broad!as!possible!(see!3.6.7a).!It!is!not!
possible! to! state! categorically! that! a! truly! representative! sample! was! obtained! but!






Kamenopoulou! (2012)! recognises! the! heterogeneous! nature! of! deafblindness! that!
creates!difficulty!in!generalising!conclusions!from!research,!but!nonetheless!was!able!
to! identify! some! emergent! patterns! from! different! studies! examined.! A! similar!
argument!could!be!presented! for! this! investigationP!although!CHARGE! is!a!diverse!
condition,! some! patterns! have! emerged! that! suggest! commonalities! amongst! the!
learners! with! CHARGE! included! in! the! cohort.! ! Similar! rates! of! occurrence! of!
anomalies! that! form!a!part!of!diagnostic! criteria!were!noted!within! this! sample! that!
matched! data! from! other! research,! together! with! the! level! of! agreement! obtained!
from!a!number!of!sources!and!through!the!employment!of!different!tools,!supporting!
the!view! this!sample! is! likely! to!be!similar! to!other! individuals!with!CHARGE!and! it!







for! both! learners! with! CHARGE! and! the! wider! deafblind! population.! It! is! perhaps!




regarding! the!pedagogy! for! learners!with!CHARGEP!whilst!much! from! the!deafblind!
field!may! be! considered! helpful! and! appears! to! provide! the! ‘best! fit’! suggested! by!
Brown!(2011a),!it!has!also!been!suggested!there!is!a!need!to!implement!strategies!in!
an! alternative! way! or! for! a! different! purpose,! and! again! that! something!
supplementary!may!be!required.!Thus!it!has!been!proposed!that!educationally!there!
is! something! distinct! and! unique! about! CHARGE,! with! potential! learning!
characteristics! identified!and!strategies! that!may!be!beneficial!when! included! in!an!
educational!programme.!!
!
Evidence! has! been! gathered! that! suggests! it! may! be! possible! for! CHARGE!
syndrome! to! be! used! as! an! educational! diagnosis! in! a! broad! sense.! A! cautionary!
note!has!been!raised!against!taking!a!purely!medical!approach!that!focuses!solely!on!
the! internal! aspects! and! can! lead! to! teachers! adopting! a! ‘deficit’! model! in! their!
approach!to!teaching!the!child!which!can!adversely!affect!attitude!and!expectations.!




diagnosis’! to! combine! both! medical! and! social! models.! Providing! an! educational!
diagnosis!supports!awareness!of!potential!characteristics!that!may!influence!learning!
and!development!and!also!supports! the!educationalist! in! identifying!what!should!be!
considered! for! inclusion! in! the! response! made.! There! is! an! argument! that! the!
heterogeneous! nature! of! CHARGE! requires! a! highly! individualised! educational!
programme! whilst! others! present! the! case! for! commonalities! within! the! CHARGE!
population!(see!2.6.1).!This!investigation!provides!an!illustration!that!there!is!a!place!
for! both! sides! of! this! argument.! There! may! be! a! need! for! highly! individualised!






It! has! been! found! that! the! input! provided! is! likely! to! be! influenced! by! the! type! of!
placement! attended! by! the! child.! This! study! has! shown! a! range! of! strategies! are!
likely!to!be!more!widely!employed!by!teachers!in!specialist!settings!than!teachers!in!
a!mainstream!setting!and!this!raises!the!question!of!what!appropriate!strategies!are!
being! implemented! in! the! mainstream! setting.! It! will! be! important! to! identify! the!
potential! benefits! of! both! the! specialist! and! inclusive!mainstream!settings!and!how!
the! best! of! each! can! be! made! available! to! every! child.! This! should! include!








available! from! research! and! the! large! amount! of! anecdotal! reporting! and! opinion!
previously! expressed! in! literature.! Sackett! et! al.! (1996)! identified! the! necessity! for!
best!medical!practice!to!draw!upon!both!a!professional’s!experiential!knowledge!and!
the!best!external!evidence!obtained!through!systematic!research.!Within!the!field!of!
the!education!of! learners!with!CHARGE! the!challenge!must!be! to! consider!how! to!
integrate! the! two! and! seek! to! obtain! a!more! even! balance! between! them! both! by!
further!increasing!the!amount!of!evidence!available!arising!from!systematic!research.!
!
This! investigation! has! also! highlighted! some! areas! that! would! benefit! from! further!
research.!For!example,!the!aspects!found!to!be!of!particular!note!in!affecting!learning!
and! development! of! learners! with! CHARGE! including! executive! dysfunction,! fine!
motor! skills! and! pencil/handwriting! skills,! the! rate! of! occurrence! of! sensory!
integration!difficulties!(possibly!exploring!the!research!methods!employed!by!Miller!et!
al,!1999,!with!individuals!with!Fragile!X!syndrome),!and!the!education!of!learners!with!
CHARGE! in! an! inclusive! mainstream! setting.! The! use! of! a! survey! has! proved! a!
popular!method!for!generating!data!about!individuals!with!CHARGE!but!this!is!often!
reliant!on!participants!providing!clear!and!accurate!information.!It!will!be!important!to!









more! and! supported! the! development! of! my! knowledge! and! understanding! of!
CHARGE.! It! has! also! expanded! my! academic! experience! and! increased! my!




further! research! in! the! future! to! continue! to! increase! our! knowledge! and!
understanding!of!CHARGE!through!evidence!obtained! through!systematic! research!































































































































































































CHARGE$ 3! 3! 0! 100%! ! $ $
Communication$ 35! 24! 11! 69%! 9/11! 82%! 2/11!
Conceptual$development$ 22! 12! 10! 54%! 9/10! 90%! 1/10!
Orientation$&$mobility$ 11! 9! 2! 82%! 2/2! 100%! 0!
X!gross/fine!motor! 11! 9! 2! 82%! 2/2! 100%! 0!
X!physical!positioning! 6! 5! 1! 83%! 1/1! 100%! 0!
Ownership$of$learning$ 33! 19! 14! 56%! 4/14! 30%! 10/14!
X!individual!learning!style! 28! 21! 7! 75%! 2/7! 29%! 5/7!
Responses$to$changes$&$
routines$ 16! 11! 5! 69%! 1/5! 20%! 4/5!
Sensory$responses$ ! ! ! ! ! ! !
X!hearing!&!vision! 32! 22! 10! 69%! 8/10! 80%! 2/10!
X!MSI! 19! 8! 11! 42%! 7/11! 64%! 4/11!
X!vestibular!&!balance! 4! 4! 0! 100%! ! ! !
X!other!senses! 2! 2! 0! 100%! ! ! !
X!SI! 22! 20! 2! 91%! 1/2! 50%! 1/2!
Social$relationships$&$
emotional$develop$ 19! 13! 6! 68%! 5/6! 83%! 1/6!
Support$for$learning$ ! ! ! ! ! ! !
X!Ax!&!planning! 37! 29! 8! 78%! 4/4! 100%! 0!
X!educational!placement! 0! 0! 0! ! ! ! !
X!ICT! 1! 1! 0! 100%! ! ! !
Xprof!support! 35! 30! 5! 86%! 5/5! 100%! 0!
Xresources! 8! 8! 0! 100%! ! ! !
Understanding$of$space$
&$time$ 20! 12! 8! 60%! 5/8! 63%! 3/8!














































CHARGE! 4! 4! 0! 100%! ! ! !
Communication$ 18! 17! 1! 94%! 1/1! 100%! !
Conceptual$development$ 12! 11! 1! 92%! 1/1! 100%! !
Orientation$&$mobility$ 11! 11! 0! 100%! ! ! !
XFine!motor! 1! 1! 0! 100%! ! ! !
XPhysical!positioning! 7! 7! 0! 100%! ! ! !
Ownership$of$learning$ 13! 11! 2! 85%! 1/2! 50%! 1/2!
XIndividual!learning!style! 18! 17! 1! 94%! 1/2! 100%! !
Responses$to$changes$&$
routines$ 14! 12! 2! 86%! 2/2! 100%! !
Sensory$responses$ 5! 5! 0! 100%! ! ! !
XHearing!&!vision! 25! 25! 0! 100%! ! ! !
XVestibular!&!
proprioceptive! 4! 4! 0! 100%! ! ! !
XOther!senses! 2! 2! 0! 100%! ! ! !
XMSI! 2! 2! 0! 100%! ! ! !
XSensory!integration! 16! 15! 1! 94%! 1/1! 100%! !
Social$relationships$&$
emotional$development$ 13! 10! 3! 77%! 2/3! 67%! 1/3!
Support$for$learning$ ! ! ! ! ! ! !
XAx!&!planning! 28! 27! 1! 96%! 1/1! 100%! !
Xphysical!environment! 14! 14! 0! 100%! ! ! !
Xeducational!placement! 0! 0! 0! 100%! ! ! !
Xresources!(including!ICT)! 10! 10! 0! 100%! ! ! !
Xprof!support! 31! 28! 3! 90%! 3/3! 100%! !
Understanding$of$space$














Before! you! begin! to! complete! this! questionnaire! please! read! the! accompanying!


































That! the! information! provided! within! this! questionnaire! will! be! securely! stored! and! only!
accessed!by!the!researcher!and!other!authorised!persons!
!
Each! questionnaire! is! to! be! completed! in! relation! to! one( child! with! CHARGE! syndrome!
whom!you!know!and!have!taught/!are!teaching!(Foundation!stage!to!KS4).!
!
Is! a! sensory! impairment! teacher! (for! visual! impairment,! hearing! impairment,! and/or! multiW





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The! information! from! this! questionnaire! will! be! used! to! establish!
and! identify! factors! that! are! most! likely! to! support! learning! for!
children! with! CHARGE! syndrome.! It! is! likely! to! be! some! time!



















































































My!name! is!Gail!Deuce!and! I!work! for! (organisation*name)! in! the!
Children’s! Specialist! Services! as! a! Principal! MSI! Consultant!
teacher,! with! a! special! interest! in! children! with! CHARGE!
syndrome.! I! am! currently! undertaking! a! PhD! at! the! University! of!
Birmingham! and! carrying! out! a! research! project! looking! at! the!
learning!environment!for!children!with!CHARGE!syndrome.!During!
the! first! phase!of! the! study! I! gathered!and!analysed!data! looking!









You! have! been! identified! as! a! teacher! who!may! be! teaching,! or!






read!the!rest!of! this! leaflet.! If!you!are! then!happy!to!complete! the!
accompanying!questionnaire!please!could!you!do!so!and!post!it!to!
me! in! the! envelope! provided.! I! would! be! more! than! happy! to!
discuss! the! project! with! you! or! answer! any! questions! you! might!






Many! children!with!CHARGE! syndrome! experience! extreme!multi]







completed! questionnaires.! It! is! hoped! that! the! findings!will! identify!
how! educational! practitioners! might! most! effectively! support! the!
learning!for!a!child!or!young!person!with!CHARGE!syndrome.!!
!!
The! longer! term! aim! is! to! provide! teachers!with! knowledge! and! a!








Every! effort! will! be!made! to! ensure! confidentiality! and! anonymity.!
Questionnaires!will!be!coded!on!the!front!page!which!will!be!!
removed!and!logged!by!an!independent!person!when!the!!
questionnaire! is! returned! to! reduce! the! likelihood!of! the!researcher!
identifying!the!respondent!when!collating!the!data!from!each!!
completed! questionnaire.! There! will! be! no! use! of! participants’!
names! when! sharing! and! publishing! the! information! obtained.!
Similarly,!the!child’s!date!of!birth!and!initials!are!requested!solely!to!




























































! A:!C2! A:!S2! Rank!A! Rank!B! Difference! D²!
Touch! 10! 10! 1! 1! 0! 0!
Printed!word! 27! 34! 2! 4! 2! 4!
Object!cues/!objects!of!
reference!
28! 26! 3! 2! 1! 1!
Symbols/drawings! 32! 35! 4! 3! 1! 1!
Photographs! 36! 38! 5! 5! 0! 0!
Sign! 38! 40! 6! 6! 0! 0!




































research! project! looking! at! the! learning! environment! for! children! with! CHARGE!
syndrome.! I! am!hoping! to!gain!a!better! understanding!and! identification!of!what! is!
needed! to! support! effective! learning! for! children! and! young! people! with! CHARGE!




knowledge! and! experience! that! already! exists! at! Perkins! School.! I! would! be! very!
grateful!if!you!would!be!willing!to!be!interviewed!for!this!purpose.!!I!intend!to!record!
the!discussions! to!enable!me! to!check! the!content!of!my!notes! from! the! interviews!
are!accurate.!These!recordings!will!not!be!made!available!to!anyone!else!and!will!be!




Involvement! is!completely!voluntary.! If!after! the! interview!you!feel!you!would! like! to!
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1& 4! 3! 5! 3! 3! 3! 3!
131! 2.5!
2& 9! 5! 3! 4! 4! 3! 6!
3& 3! 3! 4! 2! 3! 4! 2!
4& 5! 4! 1! 3! 4! 1! 1!
5& 9! 1! 2! 1! 9! 1! 1!









1& 2! 2! 4! 2! 3! 1! 2!
156! 3!
2& 7! 3! 2! 4! 1! 3! 4!
3& 4! 4! 4! 1! 6! 2! 4!
4& 7! 3! 2! 3! 2! 4! 2!
5& 1! 4! 3! 3! 2! 2! 1!





















































0& 1! 1! 9! 9! 9! 1! 9! 9!
1& 3! 1! 1! 1! 2! 1! 9! 9!
2& 5! 3! 1! 1! 2! 2! 1! 9!
3& 8! 3! 3! 2! 3! 2! 1! 2!
4& 8! 6! 1! 1! 2! 3! 2! 1!
5& 3! 1! 1! 1! 1! 9! 1! 1!
6& 11! 4! 2! 5! 2! 2! 4! 3!
7& 1! 9! 1! 9! 9! 9! 1! 9!
8& 2! 9! 1! 1! 9! 9! 1! 1!
9& 2! 1! 9! 1! 1! 1! 9! 9!
10& 3! 9! 2! 1! 9! 9! 1! 2!
>10& 5! 1!(16)! 3!(12,14,15)! 1!(20)! 9! 2!(14,16)! 9! 3!(12,15,20)!








0& 25! 14! 5! 6! 4! 9! 5! 7!
1& 5! 3! 2! 1! 1! 1! 3! 9!
2& 7! 4! 2! 2! 3! 1! 1! 2!
3& 5! 3! 1! 2! 2! 1! 9! 2!
4& 2! 9! 1! 1! 9! 9! 9! 2!
5& 4! 9! 2! 2! 1! 1! 1! 1!
6& 3! 9! 3! 9! 1! 1! 1! 9!
7& 0! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9!
8& 0! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9!
9& 0! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9!
10& 1! 9! 9! 1! 1! 9! 9! 9!
>10& 0! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9!































































1& 6! 4! 4! 4! 3! 3! 4!
126! 2.4!
2& 5! 6! 2! 4! 2! 4! 3!
3& 6! 4! 5! 3! 6! 4! 2!
4& 3! 2! 4! 2! 3! 9! 4!
5& 1! 9! 9! 9! 9! 1! 9!





1& 9! 9! 1! 9! 1! 9! 9!
213! 4.1!
2& 9! 1! 3! 1! 9! 1! 2!
3& 1! 5! 3! 5! 1! 2! 1!
4& 7! 5! 1! 5! 4! 1! 3!
5& 13! 5! 7! 2! 8! 8! 7!






1& 9! 9! 1! 9! 9! 9! 1!
205! 3.9!
2& 2! 1! 1! 9! 1! 9! 3!
3& 2! 5! 3! 4! 3! 2! 1!
4& 7! 5! 1! 6! 3! 2! 2!
5& 10! 5! 7! 3! 7! 8! 6!





1& 9! 1! 1! 9! 9! 9! 2!
213! 4.1!
2& 1! 1! 1! 9! 1! 9! 2!
3& 2! 5! 4! 5! 3! 2! 1!
4& 9! 8! 9! 3! 2! 1! 2!
5& 18! 1! 9! 5! 8! 9! 6!








































































1& 5! 8! 6! 3! 8! 2! 6!
119! 2.3!
2& 7! 3! 2! 3! 2! 4! 3!
3& 3! 3! 6! 3! 1! 5! 3!
4& 3! 1! 1! 2! 3! 9! 9!
5& 3! 1! 9! 2! 9! 1! 1!





1& 9! 9! 1! 9! 1! 9! 9!
188! 3.6!
2& 2! 7! 4! 3! 5! 1! 4!
3& 4! 3! 3! 3! 2! 1! 4!
4& 3! 3! 3! 2! 3! 3! 1!
5& 12! 3! 4! 5! 3! 7! 4!






1& 1! 1! 2! 9! 9! 1! 3!
166! 3.2!
2& 5! 1! 2! 4! 2! 1! 1!
3& 8! 7! 6! 3! 7! 5! 6!
4& 3! 6! 3! 5! 4! 1! 2!
5& 4! 1! 2! 1! 1! 4! 1!









































































1& 1! 9! 1! 9! 9! 9! 2!
188! 3.6!
2& 9! 2! 2! 1! 1! 1! 1!
3& 6! 6! 4! 5! 5! 4! 2!
4& 9! 6! 5! 4! 5! 5! 6!
5& 5! 2! 3! 3! 3! 2! 2!




1& 2! 3! 3! 2! 1! 1! 4!
171! 3.3!
2& 2! 4! 4! 2! 4! 1! 3!
3& 4! 3! 1! 1! 3! 3! 2!
4& 4! 5! 2! 3! 2! 3! 2!
5& 9! 1! 5! 5! 4! 4! 2!






1& 1! 2! 3! 1! 9! 1! 4!
171! 3.3!
2& 1! 5! 6! 6! 4! 1! 1!
3& 2! 4! 3! 9! 4! 1! 5!
4& 7! 4! 9! 2! 3! 3! 2!
5& 10! 1! 3! 4! 3! 6! 1!









































































1& 1! 1! 2! 1! 9! 1! 2!
183! 3.5!
2& 3! 5! 1! 9! 5! 3! 1!
3& 5! 4! 3! 6! 2! 2! 2!
4& 6! 2! 2! 1! 3! 2! 4!
5& 6! 4! 7! 5! 4! 4! 4!





1& 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9!
208! 4!
2& 3! 2! 2! 1! 3! 1! 2!
3& 2! 4! 2! 1! 3! 3! 1!
4& 7! 3! 5! 5! 2! 3! 5!
5& 9! 7! 6! 6! 6! 5! 5!






1& 5! 1! 2! 3! 1! 2! 2!
120! 2.3!
2& 11! 9! 7! 6! 8! 5! 8!
3& 3! 3! 4! 2! 3! 5! 9!
4& 2! 3! 2! 2! 2! 9! 3!
5& 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9! 9!











































































1& 9! 2! 2! 1! 9! 1! 2!
181! 3.5!
2& 2! 3! 3! 3! 1! 1! 3!
3& 7! 5! 4! 3! 3! 6! 4!
4& 1! 3! 3! 1! 2! 1! 3!
5& 11! 3! 3! 5! 8! 3! !




1& 1! 1! 5! 1! 2! 9! 4!
166! 3.2!
2& 2! 9! 2! 3! 4! 3! 3!
3& 6! 2! 2! 1! 4! 3! 2!
4& 3! 1! 3! 1! 1! 3! 2!
5& 9! 3! 3! 7! 3! 3! 2!


































































1& 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 9! 1!
179! 3.4!
2& 2! 4! 3! 3! 2! 2! 2!
3& 9! 2! 4! 5! 3! 3! 4!
4& 7! 2! 3! 9! 4! 5! 3!
5& 2! 7! 4! 4! 4! 2! 3!




1& 9! 9! 1! 9! 9! 9! 1!
197! 3.8!
2& 1! 2! 2! 9! 1! 9! 4!
3& 3! 4! 5! 3! 3! 4! 2!
4& 11! 5! 4! 5! 7! 4! 4!
5& 6! 5! 3! 5! 3! 4! 2!




1& 9! 1! 1! 9! 9! 1! 1!
184! 3.5!
2& 2! 9! 5! 2! 3! 1! 1!
3& 10! 4! 1! 6! 2! 5! 2!
4& 5! 8! 4! 5! 5! 1! 6!
5& 4! 3! 4! 9! 4! 4! 3!






1& 9! 9! 2! 9! 9! 9! 2!
184! 3.5!
2& 3! 1! 2! 2! 9! 2! 2!
3& 6! 5! 5! 3! 4! 5! 4!
4& 7! 6! 5! 6! 9! 2! 1!
5& 5! 4! 1! 2! 1! 3! 4!







































Environmental!distractions! 24! 9! 8! 7! 7! 5! 6! 6!
Fatigue! 22! 9! 8! 5! 6! 8! 3! 5!
Motivation,!interest!&!concentration! 14! 7! 3! 4! 3! 7! 4! 9!
Communication!difficulties/lack!of!
understanding! 9! 3! 3! 3! 2! 3! 3! 1!
Sensory!impairments!&!needs! 8! 2! 4! 2! 4! 3! 9! 1!
Mood/Attitude/Emotional!state! 7! 4! 1! 2! 2! 3! 9! 2!
Physical!state9!including!health!
issue,!hunger,!pain,!sleep! 6! 3! 2! 1! 2! 2! 1! 1!
Lack!of!routine/!changes!to!
routines/transitions! 6! 4! 9! 2! 1! 1! 2! 2!
Lack!of!familiar!or!consistent!adults! 4! 2! 9! 2! 9! 1! 1! 2!
Behaviour/OCD's! 4! 4! 9! 9! 1! 2! 1! 9!
Sensory!integration!difficulties/!
regulation! 4! 9! 2! 2! 9! 2! 2! 9!
Pace!of!delivery!of!curriculum,!time!
to!process!information! 4! 9! 3! 1! 9! 1! 2! 1!
Stress!&!anxiety! 3! 9! 1! 2! 1! 9! 2! 9!
Difficulty!with!access!to!materials! 3! 1! 1! 1! 1! 9! 9! 2!
Learning!difficulties! 2! 1! 1! 9! 9! 9! 1! 1!
Lack!of!understanding!of!social!rules! 1! 9! 1! 9! 9! 9! 1! 9!
Poor!incidental!learning! 1! 9! 1! 9! 9! 9! 1! 9!
Poor!seating! 1! 9! 9! 1! 1! 9! 9! 9!
Poor!memory! 1! 9! 1! 9! 9! 9! 9! 1!










Social!&!Emotional! How!easy/difficult!to!empathise!with!his/her!peers!when!they!are!hurt,!angry,!upset!etc.?! 213! 4.1! 5!
Social!&!Emotional! How!easy/difficult!to!develop!genuine!friendships!with!peers!in!school!setting?! 213! 4.1! 5!
Responses!to!routines!&!structure/!
understanding!of!time!&!space! How!easy/difficult!to!cope!without!regular!routines!&!structure?! 208! 4.0! 5!
Social!&!Emotional! How!easy/difficult!to!understand!their!own!emotions!&!express!their!own!emotional!state?! 205! 3.9! 5!
Ownership!of!learning! How!easy/difficult!to!organise!him/herself?! 197! 3.8! 4!
Conceptual!ability! How!easy/difficult!to!transfer!&!generalise!skills!&!knowledge!&!apply!to!different!situations?! 188! 3.6! 4!
Conceptual!ability! How!easy/difficult!to!establish!abstract!concepts?! 188! 3.6! 5!
Ownership!of!learning! How!easy/difficult!to!initiate!activities?! 184! 3.5! 4!
Ownership!of!learning! Undertake!self9help!skills!and!functional!life!skills(appropriate!for!age)?! 184! 3.5! 4!
Responses!to!routines!&!structure/!
understanding!of!time!&!space! How!easy/difficult!to!cope!with!the!unexpected!&!changes!in!their!routine?! 183! 3.5! 5!
Responses!to!routines!&!structure/!
understanding!of!time!&!space! How!easy/difficult!to!predict!what!is!to!happen!tomorrow!or!at!the!weekend?! 181! 3.5! 5!
Ownership!of!learning! How!easy/difficult!to!learn!and!play!independently?! 189! 3.4! 3!
Conceptual!ability! How!easy/difficult!to!correctly!order!parts!of!an!activity!or!story!sequence?! 171! 3.3! 5!
Conceptual!ability! How!easy/difficult!to!recall!a!sequence!of!events?! 171! 3.3! 5!
Conceptual!ability! How!easy/difficult!to!identify!solutions!to!simple!problems?! 166! 3.2! 3!
Responses!to!routines!&!structure/!
understanding!of!time!&!space! How!easy/difficult!to!recall!past!events?! 166! 3.2! 5!
Communication! How!easy/difficult!is!it!for!the!child!to!MAINTAIN!communicative!exchanges!with!a!sensitive!communication!partner?! 156! 3! 2,3,4!
Communication! How!easy/difficult!is!it!for!the!child!to!INITIATE!communicative!exchanges!with!a!sensitive!communication!partner?! 131! 2.5! 2!
Social!&!Emotional! How!easy/difficult!to!develop!trust!and!confidence!with!adults!in!school!setting?! 126! 2.4! 3!
Responses!to!routines!&!structure/!
understanding!of!time!&!space! How!easy/difficult!to!anticipate!what!is!to!happen!next!when!appropriate!cues!provided?! 120! 2.3! 2!


















































! 41! 19! 11! 11! 11! 11! 8! 11!
Sign!
! 40! 19! 7! 14! 11! 12! 8! 10!
Photographs!
! 38! 16! 7! 15! 10! 9! 10! 9!
Symbols/!drawings!
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Range&of&modes&used&per&child& 297! 297! 397! 397! 297! 397! 297!













EY/KSI& KS2& KS3& KS4&
SLD/PMLD&provision& 20! 3! 7! 6! 4!
Mainstream&provision& 11! 4! 3! 1! 3!























































































































































38!(73%)! 12! 12! 14! 12! 9! 7! 10!
Intervenor!
! 17!(33%)! 8! 2! 7! 5! 5! 4! 3!
Occupational!therapist!
! 38!(73%)! 14! 11! 13! 10! 12! 9! 7!
Physiotherapist!
! 26!(50%)! 11! 8! 7! 8! 5! 6! 7!
Sensory!integration!specialist!
! 15!(29%)! 7! 9! 8! 5! 6! 2! 2!
SaLT9!communication!
! 41!(79%)! 18! 11! 12! 10! 12! 9! 10!
SaLT9!dysphagia!(eating!&!drinking!
difficulties)& 18!(35%)! 10! 3! 5! 5! 4! 6! 3!
Mobility!rehabilitation!officer!
! 10!(19%)! 4! 3! 3! 3! 2! 1! 4!
ICT!specialist! 13!(25%)!
! 4! 4! 5! 1! 4! 2! 6!
Educational!psychologist! 22!(42%)!















































o! Neurological! differences! in! the! brain,! meaning! they! process! information!
differently!
o! Elevated!rate!of!anxiety!and!related!repetitive/OCD!behaviour!resulting!in!a!





could! “throw! them”.! One! interviewee! described! this! as! being! “unique! to!
CHARGE”!!





o! More! socially! aware! and! have! an! awareness! of! social! connections.! Very!
interested!in!families!and!babies!
o! Socially! overKvigilant,! accumulating!a! lot! of! social! information! that! causes!
them!to!overKreact!in!social!family!situations!
o! Social! and! conversational! needs! more! paramount.! Need! additional!
teaching!on!social!nuances!
o! Chronic!health!issues!that!need!to!be!addressed!




































































































































































Problem4solving!may!also! be!a! relative! strength! if! this! is!
regarded! as! including! the! development! of! adaptive!
behaviours! in! response! to! difficulties! or! problems!
encountered!
Use! of! direct! experience! to! develop! problem4solving! skills:!
Rowland!and!Schweigert!(1997)!!
Needing! a! high! level! of! routine! and! structure! and!
experiencing!great!difficulty! in!coping!when!these!are!not!
established!
A! need! for! clear! routine! and! structure! to! support! understanding:!
Pease,!2000M!Nelson!et!al,!2009M!Murdoch!et!al,!2009!
Executive!function!difficulties!that!may!be!manifested!as:!
o! Lack! of! flexibility! and! difficulty! coping! with!
unexpected!changes!!
o! Difficulty! initiating! activities! and! engaging! in!
independent!play!and!learning!
o! Difficulty! developing! and! implementing! self4
organisational!skills!
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